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The Book and the Author
There's no guesswork in C. B. Smith's

Home Owner's Handbook. Every fact,

every statement, every direction, plan

and illustration have stood the acid

test of practical experience; for the first

edition found no less than 1
1
5,000 read-

ers. This second, completely revised

and up-to-the-minute edition contains

all the practical common-sense wisdom
evolved by and for people who live in

homes— from colonial mansions to

the prefabricated houses of tomorrow.

If, as a famous French architect once

said, a house is "a machine to live in,"

then this book is the indispensable

manual that ought to come with every

machine.

Whether you now own or rent a

home; whether you are toying with the

idea of owning one "some day";

whether you have already reached the

stage of poring over plans and inspect-

ing properties; whether you plan to do
your present home over; whether you
hanker to put in improvements or sim-

ply like to putter around the house
— here is the book of a thousand short-

cuts.

You won't need compass or slide-rule

— it's not written for technicians, but

for the average, intelligent man or

woman who wants modern convenience

and comfort on the most economical

basis. Clear, concise, authoritative, this

book saves you time, money, effort.
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A HOME OF YOUR OWN

The ownership of a home is a simple

business proposition. It is governed by
the same economic rules and limita-

tions that apply to any business enter-

prise. The fundamental step toward

it is proper capitalization. The next is

assurance of the value of the property

to be bought. The last, and by no

means least important, is a realization,

based on investigation, of the responsi-

bilities involved in the undertaking,

not only for the present but for the

reasonable lifetime of the investment.

This opening chapter of this book

for home owners deals largely with

the problems of buying and capitaliza-

tion. Those which follow have the

mission of telling the prospective

owner what to expect and what not

to expect from his investment, and to

prepare him to face realities in buying

and later possibilities with which he

will have to deal. If he is only a pro-

spective home owner the book will give

him ideas that may guard him against

serious error. If he already owns a

home he will get from the text and
illustrations information which will

help him to safeguard his investment

against the certain perils of deprecia-

tion and possible shrinkage in value.

The book is not written with any
idea that it will inspire owners of

homes to undertake jobs of building or

repairing houses. Its object is to be

informative. It attempts to give the

owner the vital facts in such a form

that with them at hand he will be a

wiser buyer of materials and services,

and will be prepared for emergencies

in which he must undertake tempo-

rary or permanent repairs.

Requirements of Ownership

Everyone wants a home of his own.

Not everyone can afford the home he

wants, but with the exercise of thrift

and good judgment any able-bodied,

forward-looking American, unless he

is limited by the requirements of his

occupation, may have a home in keep-

ing with his income and prospects.

No man with the average American
income can afford to risk his future

happiness and security by committing

himself to obligations which will har-

ass and drag him down. If he has a

home he will want to make the most

of it as a source of constant satisfaction.

He will aspire to make it always more
livable, both for himself and his

children.

So, the first step toward ownership

is evaluation of the worth of what he

may buy and his ability to pay for it.

Building by Borrowing

Nearly all American homes are

bought on credit. The word m this

connection involves the present and
future earning capacity of the bor-

rower, the amount of his savings, and
his faithfulness to his undertakings.

To the bank or other lending agencies
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from which he gets a loan, he is just

another customer. His worth to the

lender is dependent on his income and
his reputation for paying his debts,

and his standing as a worthy member
of the community.

The federal government, in its ef-

forts to stimulate building and main-
tain property values, has resorted to

the device of insuring loans made for

the purpose of financing home build-

ing and modernization. After the

prospective buyer or builder or reno-

vator has complied with strict regula-

tions, the Federal Housing Adminis-

tration, the agency established to

help the borrower and the building

industry, becomes in effect the endorser

of the borrower's obligation. It guar-

antees to the bank or trust company
or building association that if the

borrower fails of his obligation, either

voluntarily or without intent, the

Administration will relieve the lender

by buying its claim at its actual value.

The history of the Administration's

operations shows that the home
owner is the best of financial risks,

and bears out the contention that the

American citizen wants a home and
when he gets it will keep it in times of

distress or times of prosperity.

During four years of business, the

ratio of loss on government-insured

mortgages was approximately 1/1000
of I percent.

Small Loans Encouraged

If the property involved is a newly
constructed owner-occupied house

and is appraised at $6,000 or less, a

home buyer or builder can borrow
^ip to 90 percent of its value, or $5,400;
where the appraisal covers a newly
constructed owner-occupied house

valued at up to $10,000 he can get 90
percent of the value up to $6,000 and
80 percent of the balance, or a maxi-
mum of $8,600. The maximum
amount of an insured mortgage, how-
ever, is $16,000, and if it exceeds

$10,000, the mortgage may not repre-

sent more than 80 percent of the

appraised value of the property. The
80 percent limit applies to all mort-

gages covering older houses.

The cost of insurance to the bor-

rower is one-fourth of i percent in

the case of newly constructed homes
securing mortgages not exceeding

$5,400, and one-half of i percent on
remaining properties. Thus, the bor-

rower of $5,400 pays a total annual

carrying charge which may not exceed

5>i percent, and the borrower of an
amount over $5,400 and up to $ 1 6,000,

pays a total carrying charge which
may not exceed ^}4 percent.

During the long term of years over

which insured mortgages may run
there will be no charges or fees for

renewal, because the mortgage stays

in effect until it is finally liquidated.

Moreover, liquidation takes place

steadily since principal and interest

payments are made in monthly in-

stallments throughout the life of the

obligation. The amount of the install-

ments is fixed at the time the loan is

made, so the borrower knows from the

beginning just what he is paying for

his home. In addition, insured mort-

gages must provide for the payment
of one-twelfth of the estimated amount
of annual tax payments, special

assessments, and fire and other hazard

insurance premiums so that they may
be accumulated in advance of the time

they fall due.

Loans up to $2,500 in amount, for
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the construction of dwelling houses

which are subject to more lenient

standards and requirements than those

imposed under the Mutual Mortgage

Insurance system, are also insured by

the Administration. They are made
under what is called the Property

Improvement Plan, which also covers

advances used to repair, alter or im-

prove existing structures.

The Location of a Home
The buying or building of a dwell-

ing should be dependent in great

measure on its relation to the com-
munity in which it is located. It does

not pay to buy or build in a section

removed from transportation service

or from social advantages like schools,

churches and libraries. It does not

pay to invest in property in a section

where other properties have been

allowed to run down. Nor does it

pay to buy a dwelling in a real estate

development unless the development

has been planned with a view to

making it continuously desirable.

And, finally, it does not pay to buy
a home because the buyer is for the

moment impressed with the color of

the bathroom fixtures or number of

cabinets in the kitchen.

The Architect's Function

In building a new home the pro-

spective owner should protect himself

by paying the fee charged by an archi-

tect. In buying an old house he is

protected by the appraisal of the

property by men who know the

character of the building and the

trend of values in the section where

it is located.

The fee paid to the architect guar-

antees to the owner that he will get

reasonable value for the money ex-

pended on building. He also will get

plans, specifications which the con-

tractor must live up to, and supervi-

sion while the construction is in prog-

ress which assures him that the kind

and quality of materials specified are

properly included in the building.

The architect's fees are on a per-

centage basis. Their payment fre-

quently represents more in increased

value than the amount of the fees.

Appraisal of site and plans by the

lending agency, and their examina-

tion by the technical staff, are the

owner's assurance that he may expect

his property to have a reasonable sale

value in case he cannot keep up his

payments for any reason or may be
forced to sell.

When a home is bought for cash

the buyer must rely on his own judg-

ment as to the desirability of its loca-

tion. Unless he has had experience in

building, he should pay a reasonable

fee to an architect, a builder or a dis-

interested real estate dealer to give him
an unbiased report on the value of

the property.

Make Repairs in Time

Having decided upon a property,

having had it inspected and appraised,

the buyer should, if he is buying an

older house, estimate the cost of re-

pairs necessary to put the property in

the best living condition. If his capital

covers only the purchase price, he

should consider renovating it by secur-

ing a government-insured improve-

ment loan. Under the regulations ap-

plying to such loans he can put in a

new heating plant, renew worn-out

plumbing or modernize the electric

wiring system in addition to making
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such structural repairs as will fit the

building for continued occupancy.

Renovation of the older building not

only makes it habitable for the time,

but forestalls heavy expenditures for

future repairs. An assessment for de-

preciation is as essential in the case of

a building as it is in the case of the

machinery in an industrial plant.

Such an assessment, if it is a liberal

one, will cover necessary repairs and

may provide for other improvements.

jETom? Much to Invest

The most important question con-

fronting the prospective buyer or

builder who has a limited amount of

available cash is the amount he can

afford to spend. To a certain extent

the lending agency with which he

arranges to finance his investment will

protect its equity in his property until

the loan is paid. But the lender is not

likely to give him advice that will

cover contingencies such as providing

an educational fund for children, the

purchase price of a new automobile,

piano, radio or additional life insur-

ance. All these are factors in happy
home ownership which cannot be

overlooked when the price of the

dwelling is to be settled.

One good basis on which the extent

of investment in a dwelling may be

estimated is the amount paid for rent

by the family that intends to have its

own home. If the family is paying out

one-sixth of its income for rent, then it

is generally safe for the family to build

or buy a property, the payments on

which will be equal to one-fifth or one-

fourth of the income. To this rule there

must be exceptions to cover the possi-

bility that the earnings of the main

money earner of the family may
fluctuate, and in the case of the family

where the investment is to be a part-

nership affair, that one or more mem-
bers of the firm may withdraw from

the arrangement.

One-fifth of Income

Consideration of all these contin-

gencies warrants the conclusion that
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not more than one-fourth of income

should be used for payments in the

purchase of a dwelling. One-fifth is a
safer figure.

Saving with a view to buying a

home is a wise plan. No matter how
attractive the arrangement of terms

offered by the seller, if cash is avail-

able, it should be put into the down
payment. The amortization period of

the mortgage can be shortened and
payments in larger installments, when
income warrants, leave future earnings

free for other investments when the

mortgage has been satisfied.

The buying of unimproved lots with

a view to future building is an invest-

ment that seldom pays. Unless such

lots are located in a district where a

home would be served with trans-

portation facilities, where other homes
have been built which conform to the

tastes and prospects of all members of

the family, there is a strong likelihood

that the value of the unimproved
property will decrease to a point where
building on it will no longer be a safe

enterprise, and taxes paid increase

the loss. The buying of a lot where

there are no sewers, electric lines, gas

mains, paving or other improvements,

is pure speculation.

Planning and Zoning

Zoning regulations and systematic

city planning have in great measure

protected the buyer of urban and
suburban properties. The home buyer

should consider all of these as safe-

guards, not as restrictions. While they

are undertaken primarily to protect

the taxable income of the town or city,

they are equally protective of the

rights of the property owner. So effi-

cient have such regulations proved to

be that the real estate developer and
commercial builder have followed the

course laid down by the cities and are

making their "additions" and "sub-

divisions" live up to restrictions that

insure future as well as present values

of the properties they put on the

market.

Diagrams Nos. i and 2 of badly- and
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well-planned developments accom-

pany this article. The second one shows

land used to a greater advantage for

building sites. Properties in such

groupings are not likely to depreciate

in price as they have in developments

made without regard to social services

or individual convenience.

It is estimated that one-third of the

population of the United States is not

properly housed. Correction of this

condition depends both upon public

action and upon the realization by the

individual family that home owner-

ship, wisely undertaken, is a good and
safe investment for surplus income.
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WHAT GOES INTO THE WELL-BUILT HOUSE

No house can be better than the

materials that go into its construc-

tion. It can never be a comfortable

home unless it is properly located on

its plot with regard to sunshine and

the direction of prevailing winds. It

must have a firm foundation which is

watertight, and it must be adequately

provided with heat, natural and arti-

ficial lighting, ventilation, plumbing

and drainage, insulation and water

supply. Add to these essentials as

many refinements as you may wish

and you will have a home that will be

comfortable and satisfying.

In succeeding chapters of this book

will be found full and practical in-

formation about refinements of the

home that add to its livableness and

convenience. This division will deal

only with the essentials of construc-

tion, those things which cannot be

overlooked by the builder of a solid,

substantial home.

Building Codes

Fortunately for the prospective

builder, most American cities and

towns have codes of building laws.

Their strict observance protects the

builder of his own home against the

use of materials which are below

standard, and against building prac-

tices which might result in inferior

construction. Beyond the observance

of these rules he must rely upon the

integrity of the man to whom he gives

the job of building. He may get a

good, honest job from a conscientious

and reliable contractor; but nine

times out of ten he will get a better

one if he knows something about

construction materials and the meth-

ods of their use. This is the kind of

information this chapter is designed

to supply.

Construction costs covered by the

information will vary. But for the

most part, the greatest demand for

information nowadays is from the

man who plans to build a home cost-

ing between $3,000 and $7,000.

Therefore this chapter will be con-

cerned with construction within that

price scale.

Types of Construction
Major types of construction in favor

in the United States are the frame

building, which represents the great

proportion of residences; the brick

building, for which greater durability

is reasonably claimed; the stone struc-

ture, for which even greater durabil-

ity may be proved, and variations

and combinations of these types.

Houses of any of these materials are

likely to be only as good and durable

as the foundation upon which they

are constructed. In most sections of

the country, the basement which is

enclosed by the foundation walls of

the house is an essential part of the

dwelling, because it affords space in
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which heating and other equipment

is placed. With increasing frequency

it has been utiUzed as living space

given over to recreation rooms and

workrooms.

Foundation materials in general use

are masonry of cut or unfinished stone,

concrete or cement blocks. To make a

waterproof foundation when any of

these materials are used, it is advisable

to begin with a footing of concrete.

Footings for Walls

The footing is the wide base under

the foundation wall. (Diagrams Nos.

3 and 4.) It should in no case be less

than 4 inches wider at both sides than

the wall it is laid to support. For a

masonry wall— brick or stone— it

should be at least 1 2 inches thick. For

a frame building, 8 inches is regarded

as a sufficient thickness. This footing

must sustain both the dead weight

and the live weight of the building.

The dead weight is that of the entire

building including the footings, walls,

framework and roof. The live load

is the weight carried by the building

in use and includes equipment, fur-

nishings, and the weight of the

occupants. This live load is estimated

to be about 50 pounds to the square

foot on the ground floor of the build-

ing, and about 30 pounds on floors

above.

Before the footing is laid down the

nature of the soil must be considered.

If the underlying material is soft clay

it will bear a wall load of one ton for

each square foot of the area of the

footing. Firm clay will carry 2 tons.

Hard clay or coarse sand will sustain

4 tons. Hard pan will carry 8 to 15

tons, and solid rock will bear an even

heavier load.

Concrete for the footing should be

mixed in the 1-2-5 proportions of

cement, stone and sand.

Concrete Block Foundations

Concrete blocks have stood up
under severe tests in actual construc-

tion. The composition of blocks used

for this purpose should be carefully

ascertained, and if there is any doubt

MiN
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4. Foundation footings and their depths
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of their durability, they should be

subjected to severe test. The amount

of heavy materials, fine and coarse

stone, must not be greater in thickness

than one-half of the entire block. The
concrete mixture from which they are

formed should be mixed in the propor-

tion of one part of Portland cement to

'1% parts of fine and coarse stone or

other aggregates. Aggregates is the

term for all materials except high

grade Portland cement which go into

any concrete mixture.

Reinforced concrete construction

for the walls of a foundation assures

strong support. The concrete for such

work is a rich mixture that assures

sturdiness. Reinforcement consists of

steel rods placed at intervals in the

wall around which the concrete mix-

ture is poured. This construction

requires the use of forms made of

lumber, the inside measurements of

which conform to the outer measure-

ments of the wall.

Masonry foundations of cut or un-

cut stone find greatest favor in sections

where native stone is available. If the

foundation is laid of rubble or rough

stone of odd sizes, the thickness of the

wall should be greater by 8 inches than

the wall next above, if that also is of

stone. For a building 30 feet or more
high, concrete or cement block foun-

dations should be 4 inches thicker

than the wall resting upon them.

Foundation Drainage

In all foundation work precautions

must be taken to assure a dry base-

ment.The grade level should be sloped

away from the cellar walls in order

to provide drainage of water which

otherwise might penetrate the foun-

dation walls. In some soils it may be

fCEMENT FINISH
3" CONCRETE
WIRE MESH OPTIONAL- —1

INDER FILL

5. Construction of a substantial basement floor

necessary to lay a drainage tile system

around the outside of the foundation

walls at the level of the footings.

The most efficient preventive treat-

ment is membrane waterproofing. By
this method the foundation wall is

covered with tar or asphalt and this

coating isjacketed with building paper

or a fabric material, which receives

another coating of tar or asphalt.

Sometimes several coatings are put

on, the number depending on the

moistness of the soil in which the

foundation excavation is made.

Another way to prevent seepage

through foundation walls is to use a

filling of cinders or small stone on the

outside of the foundation, in addition

to the installation of the tile drainage

system suggested above. Copings

should be provided around each door

and window opening in the basement

so that water will not flow directly

through those openings in the walls.

The Basement Floor

Although the basement floor is no\.

a necessary part of the foundation, its
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construction should proceed at the

same time the walls go up. (Diagram
No. 5.) It should overlay a founda-

tion of small stones or cinders and
should be given a grade sufficient to

take off any water that may flow in

even after every precaution in wall

construction has been exercised. The
concrete floor must be carefully laid

and the mixture for it should be

watched with care. Conditions under

which it is put down should be favor-

able, so as to prevent its later "pow-
dering" or disintegration.

Chimney Construction

The chimney is an independent

part of the house of frame construc-

tion. It has its own foundation, which

must be at least 1 2 inches wider in all

its dimensions than the walls of the

chimney. In order to make it safe,

the walls of the chimney should be of

brick, stone, or concrete. Four inches

is the requisite thickness for brick or

concrete chimney walls, exclusive of

the flue lining, which from a safety

viewpoint is quite as important. Dia-

gram No. 6 gives a very clear idea

of the construction of a chimney that

will be both safe and efficient.

The flue lining of the good chimney
should be of fire clay. Flues are made
for the purpose in convenient sizes,

but in case they are not obtainable

the lining should be of firebrick or

fire clay. Sewer tile and concrete tile

are not sufficiently fireproof. If the

chimney is of reinforced concrete it

should have both vertical and hor-

izontal reinforcement. If cement block

is used for the walls, steel reinforce-

ment should be run continuously

around the blocks.

Stone chimneys should be at least

4 inches thicker than brick. Those of

rubble stone should be at least 12

inches thick.

Flue Linings

Flue linings for chimneys of any

construction should be as nearly ver-

tical as possible. The inside area of the

flue should be not less than 75 square

inches for any furnace or fireplace in

which wood, coal, or oil is used as

fuel. There should be clean-out doors

for flues below smoke intakes in cellar

or basement. In a frame building no

joist or rafter should be placed within

2 inches of the face of the chimney.

The intervening space should be filled

in with cinders, refuse mortar or

gypsum block, supported by metal

lath set into the brickwork of the

chimney. Header joists or beam-car-

rying joists of floors should be 20

inches from the chimney breast.

Studding, furring and lath should not

come in contact with the chimney.

Close-fitting thimbles should be

provided for all smokepipes which

enter the chimney. In case smoke-
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pipes pass through walls of plaster

with wood lath, the thimbles through

which they pass should be ventilated.

No smokepipe should pass through a

garret, through a closet or through a

roof with woodwork framing.

Fireplaces

Few houses are now built without

an open fireplace on one or more

floors. The fireplace must be an

efficient dispenser of heat and an

economic consumer of fuel. The re-

quirements are that it be scientifically

constructed so that it will burn fuel at

a minimum rate as compared to the

amount of heat it throws into the

room. The chimney diagram shows

a fireplace constructed in the right

proportions and along the right lines.

If this drawing is followed the result is

sure to be pleasing.

Measurements which have much
to do with making a good fireplace

are a wall thickness of 8 inches for

brick and 12 inches for stone. The
back should be lined with fiirebrick or

cast iron. In case a grate is used, the

lining of firebrick should be at least 2

inches thick and should be of stone,

terra cotta or reinforced concrete.

The hearth should be of the same

material. No mantel or wood trim

should come within 8 inches of the

side or 12 inches of the top of the

fireplace.

Fireplace Forms

The construction of an efficient

fireplace need not be a hit-or-miss

venture even if the workman who
undertakes it is inexperienced or has

hitherto been unsuccessful. Reliable

manufacturers furnish complete in-

stallations of boiler-plate iron around

PATENT FIREPLACE FORM AND
HEATER

WARM AIR
GRILLE

FIREPLACE
OPENING—*

COOL AIR
GRILLE

7. Construction of fireplace around patent metal
forms

which the fireplace construction is

built. (Diagram No. 7.) These com-

prise correctly proportioned forms for

the firebox, heating chamber for cold

air, damper and damper control and

smoke dome. Ducts around these in-

stallations take in cold air from the

floor level, lead it around a heating

chamber and discharge the warmed
air through registers at the front or

sides of the fireplace.

Framing the House

After the foundation wall and

chimney are completed, the next step,

in the house of wood construction, is

the laying of the sill. The sill is a

sturdy timber, either in one piece or

formed of several pieces of thinner

material spiked or bolted together.

These joints are placed at irregular

intervals so that there will be no weak-

ening at the points where the pieces

lap. Sills vary in dimension according

to the size of the structure they are to

support. An ample size is 4 x 6 or

4x8 inches for the average frame
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8. Construction safeguards against invasion by termites

building. The sill is bolted to the top

of the foundation wall, its outer edge

2 inches from the outer edge of the

wall so as to provide a drainage or

water table to protect the sill from

deterioration from moisture. Before

it is placed in position the sill should

be painted on the lower side.

Protection Against Termites

The building can be protected

against the invasion of termites by the

use of lumber which has been pres-

sure-impregnated with creosote for

the sill and for basement joists and for

all framing which comes into contact

with the ground. Wood columns

should be set on non-corroding metal

plates. The lower casings of basement

doors should be a concrete block ris-

ing from and continuous with the

concrete floor. Masonry joints below
the woodwork should be laid in

cement mortar and capped with the

same material. Metal shields should

be provided at the top of the masonry
foundation and around all pillars,

supports and piping below the wood-
work. The shields should be of copper,

zinc, or copper and zinc alloy, inserted

in the surface of the masonry with the

projecting edge bent down at an
angle of 45° and extending 2 inches

from the face of the foundation. In

masonry buildings the shield should

be set 18 inches above the ground.

Unexcavated areas under the house

should be excavated so that no earth

is within 18 inches of the wood. (Dia-

gram No. 8.)

(A specimen of any insect suspected

of being a termite should be sent to

the State Entomologist or to the De-
partment of Agriculture at Washing-

ton for identification.)

The next timbers to be placed are

floor beams and joists. Beams are

heavier timbers running the long way
of the structure and resting on iron

columns set in the basement floor. In

the smaller house it is possible to omit

heavy beams, but their use is advis-

able in a building of any size to pre-

vent the sagging of floors under the
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weight of heavy furniture. The beams
rest on the sill or are securely fastened

to it at their ends. Joists for the floor

are laid at right angles to sill and
beams. They may be notched into the

other members but construction will

be more substantial if they are sus-

pended from the heavier timbers in

steel stirrups. When joists are in place

they are bridged with diagonal braces

nailed between each pair.

Firestopping should be provided

at the ends of all joists. (Diagrams

Nos. 9 and lo.)

With joists in place, the sub-floor is

laid directly on them. Afterward,

when interior construction is under

way, the regular flooring material is

laid over thick building felt.

The use of steel as joists for the first

floor of the frame building with a

floor slab of concrete cast between

them has come into favor. The cost

of this floor is said not greatly to ex-

ceed that of the wood joists and the

sub-floor of rough lumber. After the

light steel joists are set, the spaces

between them are filled with heavy

STUDS
NAILrNG STRIPS
FIRESTOPPING

9. Firestopping at end of joists

STS

10. Firestopping between joisb over girders

paper to which is clipped a meshing
of wire. A rich concrete mixture is

poured over the mesh even with the

upper edge of the joist and floated to

a level. Pipes and ducts for plumbing
and wiring are set in the slab before

the concrete is poured. (Diagram
No. II.)

Types of Framing

Upright members of the frame

come next in the process of construc-

tion. The heavier members are the

posts at each corner of the house. They
should be at least 4 inches in size,

either single pieces of timber or pieces

of smaller dimension fastened to-

gether. In what is known as balloon

framing (Diagram No. 12), in which
no girts are used to carry the upper

floor, corner posts should be 4 x 8

inches. In this style of framing all up-

right members run from the sill to the

plate at the top of the frame, regard-

less of the number of stories.

The uprights between the corner

posts of the building are known as

studs and 2x4 inch material is used
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11. Pouring of conaete floor slab

for them. They are set at intervals of

1 6 inches between their centers and

toe-nailed diagonally to the sill and

plate. At openings for doors and

windows, studs are doubled at each

side. To give additional strength at

these points, two pieces of studding

material are set in a triangle between

two other pieces nailed horizontally

to the double side studs. A ribbon or

ledger board is nailed horizontally to

the studding like a belt around the

house to keep the studs in steady up-

right position.

In die braced style of framing (Dia-

gram No. 13) braces run from sill to

comer posts to strengthen the con-

struction. The Western style of fram-

ing (Diagram No. 14) is a combina-

tion of the balloon and braced styles.

The plate is a piece of 2 x 4 timber

spiked to the corner posts and to each

piece of ^tudding. In balloon frames

there is a single plate at the top of the

frame. In other types of framing there

is a separate plate for each story of

the house.

Sheathing

When all the upright members of

the frame, the floor and the ceiling

joists are in place and secured, the

exterior construction proceeds. First

to go on the frame is the sheathing.

This is ordinary lumber, preferably

tongued and grooved, which is nailed

diagonally to corner posts and studs.

Over the sheathing goes a layer of

heavy building felt, completely en-

closing the structure in a paper

jacket. The better this jacket, the

better the house is protected from the

infiltration of air in winter, even if no

other insulating material is added.

After sheathing and building felt

or insulating material has been ap-

plied, the house is ready for the type

of weatherboarding selected. Favorite

materials are clapboards of various

types or shingles or a combination of

the two. (Diagram No. 15.) There

are several types of clapboards and
as many or more types of shingles in

various widths and thicknesses. Or
the choice may be in favor of asbestos

PLATE ISTUDS

JOISTS

BRACING : . I CORNER POST

12. Balloon typo of framing
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or composition shingles or siding. Each
requires its own method of applica-

tion.

Siding Materials

Choice of sidings is wide. The
owner should be careful to choose ma-
terial that will be long-lasting. For
shingles of wood the choice is between

red cedar, redwood and cypress. All

are durable. In choosing any lumber
siding only the best grade pays in the

long run. It takes a better paint coat

and it is less liable to decay than

inferior grades. Asbestos shingles and
siding require no painting but will

take paint. (Diagram No. i6.)

Even before the sidewalls of the

frame building are put on, the roof

should be framed and completed.

Some frame buildings are now being

constructed with flat roofs. The flat

roof requires fewer timbers for its

support and less material for covering.

Kinds of Roofs

The simplest type of roof in general

use for American frame houses is what

PLATE

HEADER

JOIST5

HEADER SILL

14. WMltm typo of framing

KNEE BPACE

1 3. Braced system of framing

is known as the lean-to. It is the roof

seen over porches and at the back of

buildings where a modest addition

has been made. It is a single plane,

usually adjoining a wall. The gable

or pitch roof consists of two planes

or slopes, the rafters or framing mem-
bers of the roof joining in a point at

the top. The gable is the triangular

surface at the ends of the house below
the intersection of the planes. The
two planes of the gable roof may be

broken by another plane or by a

dormer window. The hip roof is of

four planes which begin at the side

walls of the house and intersect at the

ridge. In some cases the designer of

the house chooses a combination of

the gable and hip roofs. When the

gable roof consists of planes broken in

two, it is called a gambrel roof. The
mansard roof is a hip roof at the sides

and ends, which slopes at an acute

angle to a deck at the top of the

building. (Diagram No. 1 7.)

In the gable roof the rafters extend

from the plate of the building to a

ridge timber at the top. They are set
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15. Types oF weatherboarding

at intervals of from i6 to 24 inches at

the plate and ridge. They are heavier

than the studding members of the

house frame. Rafter dimensions are

usually 2 X 8 or 2 X 12 inches. In the

case of the hip roof the timbers sup-

porting the intersecting plane are

called hip rafters and are of odd
lengths. If an ell meets the main roof,

the shorter framing members are

called valley rafters.

Rafters are usually notched at the

plate, and a part of the roof is thus

made to overhang the walls of the

building. In some cases a shorter rafter

is attached to the end of the main
rafter to give a different slope to the

roof at the eaves. In all cases rafters

should be bridged at frequent inter-

vals to add to the strength of the roof.

(Diagram No. 1 8.)

While the framing of the vc^ooden

building has been going up, the win-

dow and doorframes have been set.

As a rule these are not constructed at

the site of the building. They are

bought from the manufacturer either

in stock sizes or in special dimensions.

Stock sizes cost less than the latter

type. Window frames vary between

types for casement or double-hung

windows. The cost of either type of

frame is approximately the same.

Framing for Masonry

Framing for the stone or brick

house (Diagram No. 19) differs fun-

damentally from the framing for the

house of wood. Brick or stone walls

are self-sustaining, and the use of

other than the body materials is not

required except at a few points. Steel

comes into use in them to a greater

extent than in the wood house. It is

used for girders and for supports for

arches at doors and windows. In re-

cent masonry structures steel is also

used for sub-floor support. For this

purpose it is in rolled sheets which fit

into the angles of steel floor joists. A
thin concrete floor is laid over this

steel form, making a floor of absolute

solidity. Wood flooring is laid over the

concrete. Rafters of steel are also ad-

visable in the masonry house. Light

steel sheets 2ire also used as the first

16" SHINGUESI
18" "

24."

rX2"SHINCLE L^TH I MlN

16. Method of applying shingles
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MANSARD LEAN-TO

17. Types of roofs in general use

covering for the roof. After this is on
the roof, insulation in some flat form is

applied before the outer roof is ap-

plied.

For the house of brick veneer or

stucco, steel framing for all exterior

walls is desirable and preferable, es-

pecially in the former. Brick-veneer

wall construction is not unlike the

construction of the modern skyscraper

building. After the framing in wood
is done, the exterior wall material is

put on as a shell with an air space be-

tween sheathing and outer wall.

Stucco buildings are of the same
double construction, a frame house

within a covering of wire lath, which
is covered with a plaster or concrete

mixture capable of withstanding

weather. It is not a good material for

a rigorous northern climate. Stucco

mixtures are easily prepared by the

workman skilled in their application,

but reliable manufacturers prepare

the material ready for use after mix-

ing.

Roofing Materials

Choice of the material for the roof

covering should be made after careful

consideration of products and prices.

Metals for the roof in most general use

are copper, tin or terne plate, and
galvanized steel or iron. These are in

various forms: rolled sheets, shingles

and tiles. A lead-coated sheet is also

said to be satisfactory.

RfDGE

VALLEY
RAFTER

' PLATE

18. Satting of rafters in roof framing
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and types are numerous, so that any
style of architecture in the house may
be matched with an appropriate roof.

When its durability is considered, a

tile roof is not expensive.

There is on the market a great

variety of shingles made of asphalt

coatings on heavy building felt. Some
roofs of this material may be de-

pended upon for periods of longer

than ten years. In choosing one it is

well to rely on the reputation of the

manufacturer and his guarantee.

For the flat roof of either the frame

or masonry house a choice lies be-

tween a metal covering and what is

called the built-up roof, which is a

series of layers of building felt between

coatings of asphaltic material. (Dia-

gram No. 20.) Over this is a layer of

fine slag or gravel. The entire roof

is laid over a deck of wood which
should be as nearly watertight as

possible before any other material is

laid over it. All seams found in any
part of it should be caulked with

watertight material, or heavily painted

with a deck paint. The roof should be

so pitched that water will flow freely

to the downspouts of the building

without collecting at any point on its

way.

If the flat built-up roof is to be used

as a summer porch, or if it is to be

walked on frequently for any reason,

it should have a covering of canvas

painted with waterproof material, or

a wood grating should be laid over it.

Flashings

Flashings are important wherever

water is likely to flow into a house,

whether it be on the roof or over or

under doors and windows. (Diagram
No. 21.) Flashings are metal sheets

DORMER FLASHING

CAP FLASHING
BASE FLASHING

CHIMNEY FLASHING CRICKET
21. Application of roof flashings

bent to the shapes which make them
most eff'ective in leading water to the

drainage system of the house. Over
the tops of exterior doors and windows
they prevent seepage of water into the

walls of the house.

Wherever two planes of a roof

intersect there should be a flashing.

They should surround structures like

dormer windows and chimneys where
it is impossible to make tightjoints be-

tween materials of diff"erent types.

Roof Drainage

The drainage system of the house is

made up of gutters, eaves troughs,

conductors and downspouts. (Dia-

gram No. 22.) Gutters and eaves

troughs are placed under the eaves

of the house to take all water falling

on the roof. Conductors are smaller,

closed metal pipes through which un-

usual quantities of water may find an
outlet. These leading members of the

system flow into the downspouts, usu-

ally placed at the corners of the house.

The downspouts discharge the entire

volume of water either into drains
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22. Members of roof drainage system

which lead it into a main sewer, or

into the grounds surrounding the

building. To prevent the leakage of

any of this drainage water into the

basement of the building, each down-
spout should discharge onto a flat

block of concrete with raised edges

which make a trough, spilling the

water away from the building.

Brick Construction

Construction of the masonry house

differs radically from the framing and
siding of the frame structure. In stone

or brick construction there is a min-

imum of framing. Window and door-

frames are set in place and the walls

are built around them. The flashings

over them are placed with the fram-

ing and the joint between the wall

and frame caulked for watertightness.

All supports for interior work are set

in the masonry as it goes along.

In a building of more than three

stories, brick-bearing walls— those

which carry any weight— are not less

than 12 inches thick. Before they are

laid, the bricks must be thoroughly

wet and every sixth course in the wall

should be faced with brick laid in

Flemish bond, or bonded with metal
anchors. If two kinds of brick are

used, one for facing and the other for

backing, and they are uneven, they

must be made level at each eighth

course. Face and backing of the wall

must be laid at the same time. No
timber included in the wall should be
thicker than 8 inches. Wood, metal

or masonry arches for door and win-

dows should bear at least 5 inches on
the wall. A maximum of 40 percent

of the surface of the wall is all that is

allowable for door and window open-
ings.

Bricklaying Methods
There are a number of methods of

laying brick to get sightly effects in the

wall. (Diagram No. 23.) Variety of

coloring may be had by laying differ-

ent types of brick in the same wall and
there are bricks which vary slightly

from the standard size of 2>^ x 3^ x 8
inches in size, so that the wall presents

a less regular appearance on the
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surface. Coloring matter in the mortar

is another means used to get decora-

tive effects as are the various ways of

shaping the mortar in joints. Any or

all of these variations make for a

better-looking wall, though extreme

indulgence in such fancies may not

stand the test of time.

The average brick resists a pressure

of 3,000 pounds. Because the material

is so variable in quality, this resistance

factor may run anywhere between

1,600 and 20,000 pounds. This neces-

sitates the subjection of the material

to adequate tests before it is put into

the wall of a dwelling.

Mortar Mixtures

The mortar used in the brick wall

is of equal importance to the quality

of the bricks. Cement mortar is mixed

in the proportion of i part of cement

to 3 parts of sand. If lime is used, the

mixture should be i part cement, i

part lime and as many as 6 parts of

sand. The cement mortar without lime

is the stronger mixture.

In bricklaying the term "bond"
denotes the arranging of the brick

units to overlap each other and tie

the wall together. Courses which are

laid with the 8 inch side of the brick

exposed are called "stretchers." Those

laid with the 3^ inch end exposed

are called "headers." "Common
bond" means that every fifth, sixth

or seventh course is a header course.

"Full bond" is made up entirely of

header courses. The two kinds of

courses alternate in "Flemish bond."

In what is known as "running bond"
the joint is broken at the center by
"stretchers." A "header" appears at

the corner in each alternate course.

Every few courses the bricks are laid

diagonally. In "English bond" there

are alternate courses of "headers"

and "stretchers." There are many
styles of bricklaying which cause all

sorts of patterns and designs to appear

in the finished wall.

Joint Finishes

There are many varieties of"joints,"

the exposed points in the wall where

the mortar shows. The names of some
of them are "struck," "weathered,"

"flush" or "plain cut," "raked,"

"stripped-V" or "concave." The dif-

ference in the joints is dependent on
the amount of mortar used for the

joint or the form in which it is molded
by the workman.

In building with brick it is wise to

consider the construction of the dou-

ble wall, which is really two walls laid

parallel with each other. Such a wall

affords definite protection against

moisture in foundations. The space

between the two walls is plastered

one-half of an inch thick with mortar

and the space between is filled with a

grouting of concrete.

Thickness of Walls

The usual thickness of the brick

wall for the dwelling is 8 inches, the

length of the brick unit. Walls of in-

terior partitions may be 4 inches, the

width of the unit. The footings of in-

terior walls should be at least 2 inches

wider at each side than the upper part

of the wall.

In laying the stone wall the same

succession of stretcher and header

courses is followed. Since the stone is

of irregular sizes, the strict rules about

bonding are not observed. The header

units should be 12 inches wide and 8

inches thick. There should be header
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84. Section of doubl»>hung window casings

courses for every 2 feet of height and
every 3 feet of length.

The wooden joists in masonry walls,

if used at all, should be at least 3
inches in thickness and there must be

at least 6 inches of masonry between
any two of them. Trimmer and header

beams should be hung in steel or iron

stirrups, and floor and roof beams
should be bridged at intervals of not

less than 8 feet.

Interior Construction

Work on the inside of the frame
dwelling should begin with the sealing

of all joints between the wall siding

and the window and door frames. It

is only after all inlets for outside air

at these points have been closed that

further insulation can be made truly

effective. If the latest and most effi-

cient building practice has been fol-

lowed, the electrician and the plumber
have already installed their main
supply pipes, drain pipes and wire

cables in flexible tubes before the in-

terior woodwork is put in. The elec-

trical workmen have placed all outiet

and switch terminals at their proper

positions. Such trim as is necessary

to the attachment of outlet plates for

electric lighting and equipment has

been put in place as soon as the

electricians have installed the wiring

system.

Fitting of Sashes

Once the window frames are in

place, an early operation which in-

sures the smooth working of the house

is the fitting of sashes in them. There
are two types of window to be consid-

ered in the planning of the building.

The one in most general use in Amer-
ican dwellings is that with the double-

hung sash, which is so named because

each half is hung on cords with

weights at the ends that make it

possible to raise or lower one or both

sashes. (Diagram No. 24.) The case-

ment window is also closed with two

sashes but these are attached ver-

tically to hinges at the sides of the

frame and meet in the middle. The
advantage of the casement type of

v^ndow is that it can be opened to the

full area of its single or twin sash,

affording more complete ventilation.

(Diagram No. 25.)

Quality of Fittings

The good quality of some of the

fittings of the double-hung window is

essential to their efficiency. As a rule

the frame comes from the shop with

the hardware already set in it. The
most important metal member is the

pulley over which runs the cord or

other means of suspension of the sash

weight which acts as a counterbalance

to the sash. The pulley should be of

solid bronze. The weight box in

which the sash weight hangs has one
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of its sides formed by the outside of the

window frame and the other by the

studding to which the frame is at-

tached when it is installed. The
weight itself is a long round piece of

cast iron approximately equal in

weight to the sash. The visible parts

of the frame (before sash is installed)

are the casing and the pulley stile. A
diagram showing the operation of the

double-hung window mechanism ap-

pears in the chapter of this book
devoted to ordinary repairs to the

house. In this same chapter instruc-

tions are given for the removal of the

sash in case a cord is broken or a sash

weight becomes jammed.
New types of the double-hung win-

dow make use of a spring suspension

which dispenses with the weight box
and its accessories. It assures tight

closing of the window and little effort

is required to move the sash.

Inside the casing are battens of

wood called beads, which run be-

tween the upper and lower division

of the sash. These narrow strips

should be fastened to the sides of the

casing with round-headed screws. If

they are nailed, removal is difficult

and it is possible that one or more
beads may be broken.

When it has been properly set in

the casing, each sash should move
smoothly and freely up and down,
and should not be so tightly set that

it binds at any point; yet it should be

tight enough to insure that only a

minimum of outside air will find its

way around it. Lower sash should be
provided with a lift and this should be

used when the window is opened or

closed.

Some sashes are sold ready-glazed,

coming from the factory with the

UPPER TRANSOM
SCREEN
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25. G»ement window consbuction

panes in place. Workmen occasion-

ally prefer to do their own glazing.

The use of good putty assures the

solidity of the setting at the start and
insures one against having to reglaze

the windows at embarrassingly short

intervals.

Cords and Substitutes

The sash cord must be dependable.

Modern invention has provided sub-

stitutes for the cotton cord, and
superior durability is claimed for

them. There is a brass chain with

flattened links and this works smoothly

over pulleys. There is little danger of

its slipping off the pulley or breaking

at points where it is attached. Another
device is a metal ribbon which is

desirable for the same reasons that

the chain is preferable to the cord.

If the cord is chosen in preference to

the metal suspensions, the contractor

and owner of the house should insist

on the use of a cord of the very best

quality and weight. If it is stout and
smooth it will wear for years.

The casement window has found
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special favor in the construction of

masonry buildings. It is made both in

metal and wood and in its better forms

even the frame is of metal. Its con-

struction is simple, for it is nothing

more than a form covering the open-

ing in the wall. When either wood or

metal is used for the frame, the joint

v^th house frame or the masonry-

wall should be carefully caulked to

exclude cold air from outside. Weather
stripping for this type of window is

different from the materials used for

the double-hung wooden window.

Strips are attached at the edges of the

wooden casement sash. The metal

weather strip is usually of a springy

type made to fit closely at openings.

Makers of the more expensive types

of casement window provide their

products with efficient types of me-
chanical "operators" with which the

windows may be opened to any de-

sired area of exposure without inter-

fering with screens or curtains. The
"operators" are of non-rusting metal,

usually cast bronze.

Casement Transom

The single pair of sashes in the

casement window is sometimes sup-

plemented by an upper or lower

transom or both, which can be worked

independently of the main sash. When
it is intended to use such transoms, the

frame is built with additional sections

to provide for them. The use of a

window of the transom type is espe-

cially desirable for the wall-opening

in the kitchen above the sink.

When window sash and baseboard

trim are in place in the new frame

house, the plasterer usually begins his

job. Finer trim is not applied until

his work is finished, because refinish-

ing is sometimes necessary when plas-

ter falls on finished wood. It is advis-

able to install the heating plant in the

house at about the same time the work
of plastering begins. And before the

lath goes on for the plaster, the se-

lected form of wall insulation should

be put in.

There are kinds of wall insulation

which serve the double purpose of

lath and insulator and by their use

plastering procedure is simplified. One
other popular type of insulating mate-

rial used in walls comes in the form of

batts made in wddths of 14 inches,

which fit between the studs of the

frame house. In using the same kind

of material in a masonry building, in-

stallation is made between furring

nailed to the walls at 16 inch inter-

vals. Insulation in board form is at-

tached to furring in the same way in

the brick or stone building. In the

frame house insulating lath may be

nailed to the studs, the outer face

giving a foundation for succeeding

coats of plaster.

Plastering

Plaster is the favorite wall finish for

all buildings used as dwellings. The
manner of its application has under-

gone changes to conform to the new
materials adopted, but as a wall

finish it is as popular today as it was

centuries ago.

Wall plaster itself is a mixture of

lime or fine gypsum powder with

water and hair, or vegetable fibere,

which hold the mass together. Lime
plaster is mixed several days before

the hair or fibrous binder is added to

it. Otherwise, improperly slaked lime

would burn the hair.

The plaster is applied over lath of
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either wood or metal nailed to studs

or to furring pieces. Wood lath is put

on horizontally, with intervals be-

tween strips sufficiently wide to allow

enough of the plaster to be pressed

through to form a key at the back of

the lath. This squeezed-in surplus

holds the plaster in place and makes

a sturdy wall. Metal lathing is made
in sheets. The metal is perforated

with holes large enough to allow the

key plaster to be pressed through to

the back. Partition walls between

rooms are usually 4 inches thick.

Either wood or metal lath is nailed

directly to the upright studding on
both sides. If hollow tile is used for

such a partition wall, the plaster is

applied directly to the face of the tile,

and the roughness of the tile affords

a key for the plaster.

Coats of Plaster

The first coat of plaster on the in-

terior wall is known as the scratch

coat. It is trowelled on to a thickness

of three-eighths of an inch, and suf-

ficient pressure is exerted by the

workman to force the mass through

the openings between the laths to

form a dependable key. While the

coat is still wet, a stiff wire brush or a

notched paddle is used to scratch the

surface to which the second coat will

adhere closely in the indentations.

The second coat is a thinner mix-

ture of lime, putty and a fine grade of

sand, no hair being included. It is

carefully trowelled on, and when a

wail is to be painted or papered the

I
finish is sufficiently smooth for this

purpose. When the wall is to be left

exposed as a plaster surface a third

coat is frequently added. The first

coat of the three-coat job is only one-

fourth inch thick, the second, one-

half, and the third is about the same
as in two-coat work.

A new technique in plastering is to

omit the third or finish coat. The sec-

ond coat is grooved or scribed while

still soft, in tile or other designs and
then painted or given any other finish

desired.

Wallhoards

A great many builders and some
architects approve of the use of wall-

boards of various kinds instead of

plaster for the walls of rooms. The
composition of most of the boards in

use is much the same as that of plaster

mixed on the job. A binder of gypsum
holds wood pulp, asbestos, felt or

other mineral or vegetable fibers in

the board form. The wallboard sur-

face is not subject to crackage or

similar defects.

The application of wallboard is a

simple process and its use spares the

builder the delays caused by the

failure of plaster to act properly under

unfavorable weather conditions.

Many of the boards have insulation

factors in themselves and in certain

climates no other insulation is re-

quired. They are especially desirable

for remodelling. All of them come in

sheets 32 or 48 inches wide to facilitate

their application direcdy to studding

set at standard intervals. Some of the

boards also have their own finishes,

and paint and paper are not neces-

sary after they go on the wall. Notably

decorative are the boards faced with

wood veneers which may be used for

panelled wall effects at a fraction of

the cost of any wood panel. Com-
binations of plywood with wallboard

backing are also in the market.
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26. Construction of staircase

Wood Trim

Wood finishing materials for the

interior of the house are, in builders'

language, called "trim." The term

covers baseboards, doors, door and
window casings, chair rails, wainscot-

ing, picture moldings, dados and all

the elements of decorative woodwork.

The casings around doors and win-

dows are known in architecture as

architraves. They are built in two
forms. In one the corner joints are

mitered to a diagonal fit. In the other

the sides, top and bottom are shorter

by a few inches than the width of the

window or door opening, and the

space is filled with a square block of

wood, plain or ornamentally carved,

set at the top corners and also at the

base, where it connects the casing with

the baseboard.

All baseboards, dados, wainscoting,

chair rails and picture moldings

should be put on the full length of the

material. When they are spliced the

joints may show after the house has

setded in position. All the material

used in these finishes should be of the

finest grade and it all should be
thoroughly dried before it is applied.

In a new building where the heat has

been turned on to dry the plaster it is

well to store the trim in the house so

that any accumulated moisture will

dry out.

Trim should be applied so that no
nail holes show when the work is in

position. If small-headed nails are

used, and sunk below the surface of

the wood with a nail-set, and if the

holes are puttied, a smooth surface

may be achieved.

Window and door trim cut to exact

measurements and packed in cartons

for easy fitting is now being manu-
factured. All the material in these

packages is kiln-dried and the cartons

protect it from moisture.

Stairways

Stairways are also considered part

of the trim for the interior. They may
be obtained in standard stock sizes to

conform to the clearance between
floors of the modern house. They
come in assembled groups of members
ready to be fitted by the workmen on
the job. This does not apply to those

stairways which include unusual

landings which are sometimes made
necessary by the partitioning of rooms
on the upper floors.

The specially built stairway (Dia-

gram No. 26) is a job for the skilled

workman. In planning the house it

must be accurately set at the proper

place. It must be calculated to give

comfortable passage for ascent and
descent.

The total length of the stairway

from the surface on the lower floor to

the surface of the upper floor to which
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it leads is called the "rise." The length

of the floor space taken up by the

construction is called the "run" of the

stairs. The angle of inclination at

which the stair rises is called its

"pitch." The "staircase" is the ma-
terial which encloses the side and
bottom of the stair. The horizontal

surface on which the foot is set in

ascent or descent is known as the

"tread." The vertical facing at the

end of the toe as you ascend is the

"riser." The "string board" is the

supporting piece of lumber at each

end on the steps. If there is a groove

in the "string board" into which the

ends of the steps are inserted the con-

struction is called a "closed string." If

the steps rest on pieces attached to the

"string board" it is an "open string."

Minimum and maximum measure-

ments govern the requirements for

comfort in the risers and treads of the

stairway. The tread should not be
less than 9 inches wide. The riser

should not be higher than 8 inches.

A rule-of-thumb used in proportion-

ing steps is that tread width, multi-

plied by riser height, both in inches,

should equal 75.

When he constructs the specially

built stairway, the workman sets the

position of the first and last risers.

The distance between those points is

divided according to the width of the

treads desired. If the distance is, say,

15 feet, and i o-inch treads are wanted,

then it is seen that there will be 18

treads. There will be 1 9 risers because

the purpose of the last tread is served

by the surface of the upper floor.

Finish Floors

After walls have been plastered or

wallboard applied, and when all the

FINISHED FLOOR

JOISTS BRIDGING

27. Laying of finished floor over sub-Roor

wood trim has been installed, it is time

to put down floors of hardwood in

those rooms for which they have been
chosen. The finish floor will be only

as satisfactory as the sub-floor is sub-

stantial and level. (Diagram No. 27.)

If floor beams are long it may be nec-

essary to give them additional support,

especially if the finish floor is of heavy
material or if the floor is to sustain a

heavy weight of furniture or equip-

ment. The finish floor can be level and
smooth only if there is no sagging of

timbers and no warping or buckling

of the material in the sub-floor. Before

the surface floor is laid the sub-flooring

should have dried out thoroughly and
it should have been of good kiln-dried

material. Otherwise defects which are

not readily curable will appear in the

finish floor.

A layer ofheavy building felt should

be laid between the two floorings.

This will make the floor smoother and
prevent creaking, the cause ofwhich is

the rubbing of unseparated floor

boards.
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28. How sawing affects finished lumber

Flooring Materials

Woods for flooring are classified as

hard and soft. Some of the soft woods
are almost as durable as those known
as hardwoods. Maple and oak are

most popular as flooring materials and
belong to the hardwood class. Other
hardwoods are birch, beech and gum,
though their use in finish floors is not

general. Of the soft woods Douglas fir,

also known as red spruce, and long

leaf pine, are popular for flooring.

The durability of the floor and, to

some extent its beauty, depend upon
the method of sawing the lumber.

(Diagrams Nos. 28 and 29.) Quarter-

sawing of oak increases the durability

of the lumber and brings out the even-

ness of the grain in the wood, A floor

of quarter-sawed material is also less

likely to warp or swell. Careful drying

is essential to the smoothness of the

floor.

Flooring material is cut in several

standard dimensions, the most popular
of which is to a width of 2X inches

and a thickness of ^^/aa of an inch, the

boards carefully matched or else

tongued and grooved. The laid floor

may be left unfinished or treated to

various finishing processes which are

described elsewhere in this book.

Cracks which appear in new hard-

wood floors are due principally to

three causes: atmospheric conditions

at the time of laying, the use of un-

seasoned material, or the inclusion of

crooked or warped boards in the floor.

The buyer should assure himself that

the dealer has kept the material in dry

storage and he should guard against

its delivery on a damp day. While the

floor is being put down the house

should be kept at a temperature of 70°

in summer and at not less than 65° in

freezing weather. A cause of cracks

after the floor has been laid is "com-
pression set," which is due to the

swelling of boards that have absorbed

moisture after being laid.

Builders' hardware is a general term

covering all the metal finish that goes

into the house, with the exception of

plumbing and electrical equipment,

nails and screws. It comprises locks,
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THAN SHALLOW & THICK
BEAMS

A BEAM IS STIFFER. IF

ANNUAL RINGS ARE VERTICAL

WOOD IN COMPRESSION^
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IS SET WITH KNOT IN UPPER EDGE

29. Strengths of lumber cut in different wavs
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30. House water-supply system

latches, hinges, window lifts, window
fastenings, doorknobs, door handles,

escutcheons, electric switch plates,

letter-box plates— all the larger and
smaller metal contrivances which go

on the trim of the house. The best

quality is essential if smooth operation

and long wear are expected. The best

guarantee of quality is the name of

the manufacturer.

Plumbing Procedure

The water supply and drainage

systems of the house, included in the

general name of plumbing, are of the

highest importance. The materials

chosen should be good but beyond
this, the man who does the work must
be capable. The competent plumber
is familiar with the principles of

mechanics and hydraulics which gov-

ern his work, and he can only practice

his trade under license from the health

authorities of his community. Before

he is allowed to undertake regular

work he must, in most cities, undergo
a rigid examination. He must live up

to all building-code regulations in the

performance of his work under penalty

of losing his license. As a consequence

the builder of a home in a city is pro-

tected and in a measure guaranteed

a plumbing system that will be ade-

quate and efficient.

In building a house in a rural dis-

trict the owner could not do better

than employ a city workman for the

plumbing job and insist that all the

regulations of the city code be com-
plied with.

In a locality where water comes
from a community system, mains are

tapped at the street line. (Diagram

No. 30,) Supply pipes leading from

the main to the house are of different

sizes for different sizes of houses. For

the average house of two-and-a-half

stories a pipe of i inch diameter is

considered sufficient. Pressure at the

outlets of pipes on the upper floors

should be 5 pounds to the square inch

if automatic flush valves for toilets

are to be installed. The amount of

pressure is governed not only by the
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31. House drainage system

pressure in supply pipes but by the

number of bends and joints in all the

pipes of the water system. While the

I -inch pipe is sufficient for average

conditions, a larger pipe is needed

where solid matter or chemical con-

tent of the water is likely to cause fill-

ing or corrosion.

Quality of Pipe

Water pipes are of copper, brass,

steel, black or galvanized wrought iron

and lead, giving the builder a wide

range of choice. Copper pipe lasts

longer and can be used in smaller

sizes because it does not rust. The
choice between iron and steel should

depend upon the corrosive action of

the water. Steel pipe with cement
lining is resistant to rust and may be

used for both hot- and cold-water

lines.

Pipes should be laid on a grade.

The slope of horizontal piping should

be about one-tenth of an inch toward

the main supply pipe. This will drain

sediment toward the lead-in at the

basement wall where an outlet valve

for the drainage of the whole system is

installed. All lines should rest on
hangers at intervals of not less than lo

feet. A sleeve for the pipe should be

provided wherever it goes through a

wall. Expansion in pipes due to heat

is overcome by loops or bends.

There are three grades of pipe in

general use: standard, heavy, and
extra heavy. Standard grade is the

one in general use.

House Sanitation

Sanitary drainage as well as water

supply is a part of the plumber's job.

The system serves to take off all toilet

and kitchen waste except solids and
greases. The soil pipe is provided with

a vent through which air is introduced

into the drainage system to prevent

the breaking of the water seal in the

traps placed under all plumbing fix-

tures, and to prevent the flow of foul

odors into rooms. The vent serves also

to release the suction when water

flows toward the drain pipes, thus

preventing the siphoning out of the

water in the trap seal. (Diagram

No. 31.)

In plumbers' parlance, vertical

drainage pipes are "stacks." Their

dimensions are determined by the

volume of waste and water likely to

flow from the various fixtures dis-

charging into them. Cast iron is the

material used for large drainage

pipes. The joints are usually of lead,

which is not affected by acids flowing

through the system.

Builders' Hardware

Cylinder locks are perhaps the

most important of the hardware items.

There should be one for the front door

and one for the back door or any
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other main entrance to the house.

This is the kind of lock that is mor-

tised into the door and is fitted with a

flat notched key. (Diagrams Nos. 32

and 33.) Locks of simpler construction

may be used on room doors. They also

should be of reliable make. Handles

and knobs should be of solid durable

metal— bronze is best— and not

plated. Fastenings for closet doors

should have some means for opening

the door from the inside in case a per-

son should be locked in.

Hinges and fastenings of wrought

iron are desirable finishes for doors of

certain types. They should be selected

on a basis of fitness of design.

Tests for Materials

This chapter would be incomplete

without an outline of the methods by

which any intelligent owner mayjudge
the quality of materials and make
tests of those whose quality he may
question.

What are known as hand-molded

bricks are made in small yards from

clay which has been mixed and
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Brick Absorhency

To ascertain if a brick is too ab-

sorbent, dry it thoroughly in the oven

of the kitchen stove for several hours

and weigh it. Then boil it in water for

5 hours and allow it to cool in the

water. Weigh it again. Divide the

figures representing the difference be-

tween the two weights, by the figure

for the dry weight. Multiply the

figure obtained by i oo and the result

is the percentage of absorption. Soft

clay bricks should not be more than 1

5

percent absorbent and stiff molded or

dry-pressed bricks should not show

more than 10 percent. Clays which

contain lime carbonate or sand will

show higher percentages. A variation

of as much as 3 percent is allowable.

Vitrified brick material should not

show more than 4 percent absorbency.

To determine whether or not a

brick will resist weather, soak it for

several hours in a concentrated solu-

tion of Glauber's salt so strong that

some of the salt remains undissolved.

Use halves of bricks for making the

test. Dry these in an oven for several

hours at a heat above 212°, then soak

them in the salt solution for 1 2 hours.

Dry them again in the oven. If they

are uninjured, put them back in the

salt solution. Repeat the processes of

soaking and drying five times, and if

the brick shows no indication of

cracking or crumbling it may be

considered durable and frostproof.

Test for Tiles

Hollow building tile subjected to

the absorbency test outlined should

not have a higher percentage than 10.

Cross sections of the void or open

space in the tile should not measure

more than 4 inches. Terra cotta

should have an absorbency of less than

12 percent. Under application of

diluted muriatic acid the glazed

surface should not whiten. It should

also stand up under the Glauber's salt

test for brick. Test wall tiles by boiling

them in a concentrated solution of

common salt for 3 hours. After drying

for several days they should show no

signs of cracking on the surface. Floor

tiles should not show more than 5 per-

cent of absorbency, and quarry tiles—
the red kind like bricks— should not

be more absorbent than 8 percent.

Air-slaked lime, the kind most used

in building, is an intermediate product

between quicklime and hydrated lime.

It should generate heat when tested in

water but must not be considered a

substitute for unslaked lime for the

purpose for which the latter product is

prescribed. The test for hydrated or

slaked lime is to add to it a solution of

muriatic acid. Under the acid action

it will dissolve while effervescing.

Tests for Cement

The Portiand cement test is to mix
half a cup of the powder with just

enough water to form a ball when it is

rolled in the hand. The ball should be

allowed to dry in a cool place for one

or two days. After drying it should

withstand a fairly heavy blow from a

hammer. To test cement mortar, mix

tested cement and sand in the right

proportions and make a ball of the

mixture. If, after 48 hours, the ball is

soft, the sand should be given a

separate test. Put a quantity of sand

into a glass jar filled with water and

shake the jar vigorously for several

minutes, then allow the mixture to

settie. (Diagram No. 34.) If the layer
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of silt and clay on top of the sand is

more than one-eighth to one-sixth of

the depth of the sand, the whole

quantity of sand to be used should be

washed. Sluice it with water in a box;

pour in the sand gradually, and agi-

tate it by shaking. Good sand should

require no washing, and material that

fails to stand up under the first test

should not be used in mortar.

Plumbing fixtures which are cov-

ered with a coating of porcelain may
be tested in various ways. A drop of

ink can be washed off a true porcelain

surface with minimum effort. The test

may be made at any fractured spot of

the porcelain. Materials which show

buff or yellow under the glaze are not

real porcelain. Inspect any sanitary

fixture for crazing, fine cracks and
bare spots which the glaze has not

covered completely. When lightly

struck the article should give off a

clear, not a deadened, sound. If a

fragment of the material can be ob-

tained it may be tested for absorbency

and should not show more than i

percent.

Grades of Lumber

The builder of a frame dwelling

should be conversant with the grades

of lumber and their characteristics.

The highest grades are used for in-

terior and exterior finish. Systems of

grading vary according to the associa-

tions whose standards are followed by
the manufacturer. The grades are

"clear" and "select," or "first" and
"second," or "A" and "B," or "No.

i" and "No. 2." Very few builders

use high grades of material for framing

and rough construction. The grades

accepted for those purposes are "No.

I common" and "No. 2 common."

WATER

SILT a CLAY

SAND

IF SILT IS MORE. THAN '/©TO !4 DEPTH
OF SAND, SAND SHOULD BE WASHED

34. Tm* for building sand

There is also a "No. 3 conmion," the

use of which is limited to temporary

structures. The grades are based upon
the size of the piece and the number
of defects in it. Knots, shakes, checks,

pitch deposits, rot, stain, warp, pith

and worm holes are all recognizable

defects in lumber. Sap wood in lumber
where heart wood is the principal part

of the product is also scored as a

defect.

Moisture in Lumber
Standard lengths of soft wood lum-

ber are in even feet from 4 feet up.

Widths are in even inches from 4
inches up. Thicknesses vary with the

uses to which the lumber is put.

Lumber for flooring, siding, joists and

studs is sold by the "board foot," a

unit which theoretically is 144 cubic

inches, the basis being a board one

foot square and one inch thick. "Board

measure" is the dimension of the

material when the lumber is sawed.

The material does not strictly conform

to "board measure" after it has

shrunk in drying or has been par-
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tially finished by machine planing or

like processes.

Lumber in its green state as it comes
from the saws contains from one-fifth

to two-thirds of its total weight in

moisture. It is dried to reduce its

weight for shipping and to make it

more workable in finishing. Even
when it is thoroughly air-dried it

may contain as much as 1 8 percent of

moisture. For that reason all lumber

which is used for doors and other trim,

flooring and sash, should be kiln-

dried. Drying in kilns reduces the

moisture content between 5 and 8

percent.

The moisture content of lumber

may be determined by cutting a few

pieces along the grain and not at the

end of the piece. These should be one-

fourth of an inch long. Weigh them
carefully, then put them in an oven

heated to 212°, the boiling point of

water, and allow them to stay for

several hours. When they are taken

from the oven they are weighed again.

The loss in weight will represent the

amount of moisture given off" in dry-

ing. Divide the figures representing

the loss of moisture by the figures

representing the dry weight and
multiply the result by 100. The latter

result will be the percentage of

moisture in the lumber. If the lumber
is to be used for interior construction,

any percentage above 15 is too high.

Wood which is thoroughly dried

and is kept in that condition, will en-

dure for a hundred years or longer.

Its life is shortened under subjection to

varying conditions of moisture and
heat. Sap wood is not durable and
should not be used where it is exposed

to heat or dampness.

Steel is the metal principally used in

framing and it is frequentiy employed
in the covering of metal roofs. The
kind used in dwellings is known as

medium carbon, the carbon content

being the gauge of hardness in steel.

The structural type contains about

0.3 percent of carbon. Its maximum
strength is about 70,000 pounds per

square inch and this is ample for all

construction purposes.

Sheet Metal Tests

Galvanized iron is a term covering

any form of iron or steel which has

been given a coating of zinc. At least

one ounce of zinc to the square foot of

metal sheet treated should be used to

make the coated material rust-resist-

ant. The coat should be free of pin

holes and bare spots. If the coating

should be detached from its base when
the sheet is bent, the material is not of

first quality. The thickness of the

coating may be tested by scraping the

surface of the sheet or by the use of a

magnifying glass.

The material for the tin roof, known
as terneplate, is a sheet of soft steel on
which a compound of 75 percent lead

and 25 percent tin has been deposited.

The material should stand up under

the bending test and should take

solder when applied. Terneplate

should weigh about 10 ounces to the

square foot, of which the weight of the

coating should be 1.3 ounces on the

two sides.

Asphalt Roofing Tests

Asphalt roofing materials for built-

up roofs are heavy building paper

coated v^th asphaltic material. The
felt should bend without breaking.

The saturating material should not

melt below 140° and should withstand
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heat up to 212° if it is of guaranteed

quality. The felt for a five-ply roof

should weigh about 14 pounds to the

square (108 square feet). For a roof of

less than five-ply thickness a heavier

weight of felt should be used.

Felts come in many grades. They
sell at different prices and the buyer of

the product of the reliable manufac-
turer may regard the price at which it

is sold as a measure of its quality. Any
felt used for roofing must be strong

enough to stand rough handling and
must be pliable enough to bend double

without cracking. When a torn edge is

examined under a magnifying glass,

the fibres of the felt should appear to

be thoroughly saturated with the

asphalt. This test does not apply to

asbestos papers because asbestos does

not thoroughly absorb bituminous
materials.

Asphalt shingles are made of the

same materials as the roll roofings and
the test for them is the same. The
mineral surfacing should be well com-
bined with the asphalt. Else it may
become detached with wear, or it may
be imbedded in the felt backing when
it is applied.
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Knowledge of the value of insula-

tion is as old as civilization. But an
understanding of its principles waited

on scientific experiments conducted

in recent times. The African savage

thatched his hut with grass to keep out

the blistering rays of the tropical sun.

The Eskimo built his igloo of blocks

of loosely packed snow to protect him-

self from arctic cold. Neither of them
knew exactly why he did it.

For the past fifty years, scientists

have been studying the principles and
methods of scientific insulation. To-
day they have arrived at an exact

knowledge of these principles and the

best methods of their application.

Also they have found the economic

value of applying insulation and have

passed their knowledge on to the home
owner.

When he spends the insulation

money, the owner now has the assur-

ance that he will get two kinds of

comfort. In winter he will be able to

heat his house at lower cost. In sum-
mer, when high temperatures are the

cause of his discomfort, he has the

assurance that his house will be cooler.

Conservation of heat looks more
important when it is considered that

nearly half the product of any kind of

heating plant is a total loss. Insulation

is the means of getting added value out

of the other 50 percent, by making
the walls, floors and ceilings of the

house eff'ective in resisting the inflow of

cold outside air in winter, and in the

stoppage of a part of the heat that

comes from the sun in summer. (Dia-

gram No. 35.)

Lowering Fuel Bills

The principal gain from insulation

is the lowering of fuel costs.

The U. S. Bureau of Standards has

made an estimate of the approximate

savings on fuels as related to the appli-

cation of two thicknesses of insulation.

In the house not previously treated,

the application ofa one-half-inch layer

of insulating material results in a sav-

ing of from 20 to 30 percent on the

cost of fuel. In the house where a full

inch of insulation is applied, the sav-

ing on fuel runs between 30 and 40

percent. Because of these savings it is

possible to make use of a smaller

heating plant, costing from 5 to 15

percent less than the one demanded for

the heating of the house without insu-

lation. In standing houses where the

existing plant is inadequate, insula-

tion may bring it up to the expected

degree of efficiency. (Diagram No.

36.)

An experiment by university au-

thorities showed that in one house in

which windows were storm-proofed

and the walls left without insulation,

and in another to which nothing had

been done to prevent air infiltration,

the comfort of the occupants was ma-

terially increased in the first case.

36
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because there was less cold transfer

from wall and glass surfaces.

In summer, experiments have shown

that the temperatures of insulated

houses were between io° and 15°

lower than in those which had not

been insulated.

Other gains from the use of insulat-

ing materials are that the house is

made more nearly fireproof and less

noisy.

Kinds of Insulation

There are as many as 50 kinds of

insulating material on the market in

the United States. They may be

roughly listed under four heads: rigid,

semi-rigid, flexible and fill. A choice

is based mainly on the adaptability

of the material to its installation in the

structure of the building.

Rigid insulation, made in the form
of sheets or panels which are not flex-

ible, is known also as board insulation.

Its usual form is in panels 4 feet in

width and varying in length between
6 and 12 feet, and from one-half to

I inch thick. (Diagram No. 37.)

Semi-rigid insulation comes in the

form of sheets, sometimes known as

felts or blankets, and in most cases is

used for a double-purpose, as a coat

under the sheathing of buildings and
as a lining between rough and finish

floors. It runs from one-fourth to i

inch in thickness, and varies in width

from 16J/2 inches to 48 inches, and in

length from 4^^ to i o feet.

Flexible insulating materials (Dia-

gram No. 38) come in the form of

matted fibrous substances pressed be-

tween coverings of building paper.

They are not used for purposes of con-

struction, but for insulation only.

The strips of flexible insulation are

ATTIC NOT Ity

ATTIC VENTED
AT RIDGE OR
GABLE
PERMIT VENT-
ING ABOVE
INSULATION

ATTIC USED AS
LIVING SPACE—'.•.•:!l INSULATION

35. Three methods of house insulation

from 1 7 to 36 inches wide, one-fourth

to I inch thick and in lengths running

up to 100 feet.

Fill materials are powdered, granu-

lated or shredded mineral or vegetable

substances which come in bags. In

use, they are poured between the

framing members of new buildings or

poured or blown into the walls of

older buildings.

Raw materials for these various

kinds of insulation come from a great

variety of sources. Those most gener-

ally used are asbestos, limestone, mica,

gypsum, cork, cane or com stalks,

flax straw, licorice roots, eel grass, jute,

kapok, wheat straw, wood shavings

and paper pulp.

All of these materials have insulat-

ing values in differing degrees. The
relative efficiencies of the fibrous kinds

are based on the size and arrangement

of fibers, the density with which they

are packed, and their resistance to

moisture. As a general rule a material

has higher insulating value when it is

light in weight.
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•IDEAL INSULATION -STILL AIR -NO RADIATION

LOOSE OR QUILTED FIBi;;OUS MATERIALS

CORKBOARD

FIBROUS INSULATING BOARDS

COMPRESSED COMPO BOARDS

SOFT WOODS -30 LBS. PER CUBIC FT.

i HARD WOODS - 45 LBS. PER CUBIC FT

PLASTER BOARDS IN LAYERS

HEAVY BUILDING MATERIALS
MASONRY ETC. 15" TO 30"

A e S
36. Efficiency thicknesses of

How Heat Losses Take Place

There are foiir ways in which heat is

dissipated in a building: by conduc-

tion, by convection, by radiation and
by air infiltration. Loss by conduction

takes place from the inside of the

building to the outside in winter, and
from the outside to the inside in sum-

mer; always from a region of higher

temperature to one of lower.

In heat transfer by convection the

media of exchange are particles of air

in motion. If there is a difference in

the temperature of two walls of the

same room, the air touching the

warmer wall is heated and becomes

lighter. The lighter warm air is pushed

up by the heavier cold air and warms
it. This warmed air comes in contact

with the colder wall, is deprived of

its heat and sinks back again. These

movements of air are known as con-

vection currents.

Heat transfer by radiation is by
wave motion through space between

one object and another. These waves

are transmitted in the same way as

10 12

insulating materials

14 INCHES

Kght waves. Much of the heat loss

from buildings is due to escape by
radiation through the glass of win-

dows. The use of bright metallic sur-

faces in insulation overcomes some
of these losses.

The other cause of heat transfer in

buildings is the infiltration of cold

air through cracks and crevices. The
loss is highest on windy days in

winter.

STUDS—

1

SIDINC-

RICID BOARD ."

AS SHEATHING

37. Rigid insulation as sheathing
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Avoidable Losses

Heat losses occurring in any of the

ways described may be classified as

avoidable and unavoidable. Unavoid-

able losses are those through the glass

of windows and doors, but these can

be reduced by the installation of

storm sash or double-glazed windows.

In very cold climates, the loss without

such installation is estimated at from

12 to 25 percent of the entire transfer

from a building. Preventive measures

should reduce it by 5 percent. Heat
lost by air infiltration is estimated to be

about 20 percent of the total, and this

can be reduced 5 percent by insula-

tion. Thus, the unavoidable losses of

20 percent through glass and 10 per-

cent by infiltration make up at least

30 percent of the total heat losses.

This leaves a total of 70 percent of the

kind ofheat losses which, theoretically,

can be eliminated. Proper insulation

will prevent from 40 to 60 percent of

this avoidable escape of heat.

The efficiency ofinsulation is largely

dependent on the provision of air

spaces, both in the walls and in the

kind of insulation material used.

Next to a perfect vacuum, which
would be the most nearly perfect insu-

lation for a house, one of the gases,

like air, is most efficient, and air is

the only one which can be utilized.

In the provision of air spaces damp-
ness must be guarded against. Moist

air transmits heat far more rapidly

than dry air.

There is no definite rule covering

the depth of air spaces, but it is gen-

erally accepted that it should not be

less than an inch in the average wall.

Air spaces may be ventilated, but

ventilation is best arranged at the

STUDS SIDING-

SHEATHING-

-BLANK^T

38. Blanket Insulation between studs

bottom of the wall than at both bot-

tom and top. In the frame wall it is

achieved by including a layer of insu-

lation or by the use of insulating

material as sheathing; in a stucco wall,

by the use of furring strips and lath.

The same process may be followed on
interior surfaces of masonry walls.

Transfer of heat through walls so

treated is estimated to be reduced by

25 percent.

Characteristics of Materials

Mineral wool (rock wool), one of

the materials most generally used in

fill insulation, is obtained when lime-

stone rock or slag or both are melted

in a cupola furnace, after which the

molten rock is blown into millions of

tiny threads by steam or compressed

air. In appearance the material re-

sembles sheep's wool but the fibers are

brittle. It weighs from 10 to 15 pounds

per cubic foot. It is fireproof, vermin-

proof and is not aff"ected by moisture.

Mica granules are the product of a

type of altered mica which has been

ground and treated by heat. The
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t28. Shtrt-ofF Valve
29. Hot-Water Tank
30. Hot-Water Generator
31. Boiler
32. Thermostat
33. Steam Main
34. Steam Riser
35. Radiator

36. Gutter
37. Leader
38. Soil Pipe
39. Vent
40. House Drain
41. Air inlet

42. House Trao

43. House Sewer
44. Metal Lath
45. 3-Coat Plaster

46. Electric Service
47. Outdoor Meter

(Preferable)
48. Fuse Box

49. BX Cable
50. Wall Switch
51 . Convenience Outlel
52. French Doors
53. Casement Sash
54. Overhead Garase Door
55. Concrete Apron
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material weighs about lo pounds per

cubic foot.

Granulated cork is a slow-burning,

moisture resistant fill material. It

weighs from 6 to lo pounds per cubic

foot.

Gypsum filler materials come in

powder form. They can be poured

directly into the wall. They are fire-

proof and do not harbor vermin. They
weigh between 8 and 30 pounds to

the cubic foot and are mixed with

some fibrous material before being

put into the wall.

Eel grass can be put into a new wall

as it comes from the bale, but is gen-

erally matted between covers of

building paper and used as a blanket

installation.

All the fill materials are used to

pack the hollow spaces of walls, floors

and roofs. Mica pellets, gypsum, and
granulated cork are easily poured.

Mineral wool must be pushed into

place or blown in by air pressure. Eel

grass must be packed and tamped.

Fillers of the fiber variety, like eel

grass, are used for attic insulation.

They are packed between the roof

and an under sheathing of wood lum-

ber, or between the joists of the attic

floor. In framed walls they are put

in between studs. For insulating floors,

the material is poured between the

joists.

Many of the fillers are made in batt

form, packed in coverings of water-

proof paper, and these may be easily

placed between studding, rafters and
joists.

The thickness of filler applications

ranges from 2 to 4 inches in side walls,

as high as 4 inches in attics, and i to 3
inches in floors other than attic

floors.

Rigid Insulation

Waste vegetable materials, pressed

into form between cylinder rolls,

compose the majority of the board
insulators. Another type is made by
laminating sheets of paper pulp under
hydraulic pressure. There is little

difference between the insulating

value of the boards and the fill ma-
terials, the former having a coefficient

of from 0.32 to 0.40 B. T. U. and the

latter from 0.27 to 0.42.

Rigid boards are used in house

walls as structural sheathing, as heat

insulation between studding, as a

plaster base, as an exposed interior

finish, and as a base for several types

of decoration.

As a sheathing, the board is nailed

to the outside of the framing. When
used in a brick-veneer or stucco wall, a

small air space is left between the wall

material and the sheathing. Spikes or

ties are fastened through the insulation

to the walls to provide a substantial

anchorage. Shingles may be applied

over the sheathing by using nailing

strips placed at proper intervals. Wood
siding is usually nailed directly through

the sheathing to the studs. It is prefer-

able to use a metal lath on furring

strips under the stucco coat.

When used as a plaster base the

board is nailed to the inside of studs

or joists. The joints are covered with

strips of metal lath from 4 to 6 inches

wide. It may be used as a base for the

application of paint stains, or wall-

paper, after being given a suitable

sizing.

For heat insulation only, the boards

are cut to size and nailed in place

between the wall studs on furring strips

tacked to the framing.
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In floors the material may be placed

between the rough and finish floors

with or without the use of furring

strips. If placed directly on the joists

they add a cushioning effect.

i The durability and efficiency of

wallboard insulation in framing de-

pends largely on the use of thoroughly

seasoned lumber for joists, studding

and rafters.

All thicknesses of board, from one-

half inch to 2 inches are used for walls

and roofs, the thicker under the roof.

Semi-Rigid Sheets

Flexible boards are largely used for

sound-deadening in interior parti-

tions and intermediate floors. They
may be laid between rough and finish

floors with or without furring strips.

In sound-proofing interior partitions,

the board is nailed to one or both sides

of the studs, and the plaster base is

carried on furring strips nailed

through the insulation to the studs.

Thickness of flexible board used in

houses varies from one-half to i inch

in walls, and from i to 2 inches in

roofs or attic floor.

Blankets or Batts

Insulation in flexible form, made by
enclosing fibrous materials between
covers of waterproof paper, when
properly applied, is not subject to

injury from the shrinkage, cracking or

warping of the framework of a house.

In wood framing, the blanket or

batt is pushed between studs and fas-

tened in the center of the air space so

as to divide it into two spaces of equal

width. (Diagram No. 39.) The sheet is

cut somewhat larger than the space

between studs, and the lapped edges

are held in place by strips of lath

STUDS SIDING

SHEATHINC-

39. BaH insulation betwem studs

tacked against the studs, making air-

tight joints. In other cases the blanket

is attached to the face of the studding

by nailing strips which are used to

carry the plaster base. (Diagram No.

40.) The sheets may be applied hori-

zontally or vertically, but a more
nearly airtight job results from verti-

cal application. If the covering of the

blanket is waterproof, it may be in-

stalled over the outside shfeathing of

the building and stucco, brick, wood
or shingle siding applied as usual.

Masonry Walls and Roofs
On masonry walls, the blanket is

attached flat against the inner side

of the wall on furring strips fastened

to nailing blocks in the wall, or on
battens over which another set of

strips is nailed to carry a plaster base.

Roof insulation may be accom-
plished by the use of blanket placed

between the rafters. It is nailed across

the face of the rafters or placed on the

outside of the rafters and under
the sheathing. In a finished attic,

the material is put on or between
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STUDS-i SIDING—

I

SHEATHINC-i

SINGLE OR •.•

MULTIPLE •
•

FOIL CURTAINS

40. Foil insulation in wall

ihe Studs of the outside wall and the

rafters. In floors the material is laid

crosswise over the rough floor. The
finish floor is placed directly on the

blanket or fastened to sleepers or

furring strips placed over the insula-

tion and nailed to the joists. For insu-

lating a concrete floor, the strips of

blanket should be tacked to sleepers

set in the concrete, and waterproof

blanket should be used. In all floor

installations, the blanket should be

butted firmly against the four walls

or turned up to the plaster ground to

prevent air leakage.

To get the highest insulation effi-

ciency from insulating blankets, all

joints should be covered with nailing

strips or lapped sufficiently to prevent

air leakage. A blanket with a water-

proof covering should be used in all

places where there is exposure to

moisture. Asbestos paper coverings

should be used where fire resistance is

desired.

Blankets used for the insulation of

house walls vary in thickness from one-

fourth to I inch and are applied in one

or more layers. For roofs, thicker

material is called for. In some houses

thicknesses up to 2 or 3 inches are used.

Insulation of Old Houses

No matter what else in the way of

insulation is done for the old house to

make it more comfortable, provision

should be made at least for the insula-

tion of the roof or attic. Some of the

types of insulation materials cannot

be used in old walls without involving

greater expense for installation, but

the attic can be made proof against the

transfer of heat with any of them. In

severe climates, attic insulation with-

out wall treatment in an old house of

average size has resulted in the saving

of from one-half ton to 2 tons of coal

during the winter.

Attic Insulation

If the attic is not utilized as a room
or has not been finished for such uses,

its insulation is easier. Any of the batt,

board, flexible or semi-flexible types

of material may be used if the insula-

tion is to be applied at the roof, over

or between rafters (except under wood
shingle roofs).

Where there is no attic floor, fill

insulation may be poured between

the joists to any desired depth be-

tween 2 and 4 inches. If there

are cracked ceilings below it should

not be poured in until a layer of

building paper has been placed in the

joist spaces. Flexible or blanket insu-

lation may be applied between joists,

the edges being secured to the joists

by lath nailed along the edges. (Dia-

gram No. 41.) Board insulation can

be laid directly over the joists, but if

this is done, a part of the attic, prefer-

ably that in the middle, should have
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a flooring of a few rough boards. If the

attic has been floored, most likely a

rough floor has been laid. In that case,

it can be taken up and either board,

blanket or fill material placed.

If the Attic is to he Finished

If there is need for additional rooms
in the house, either for occupancy as

bedrooms or for recreation purposes,

the finishing of the attic for such pur-

poses may proceed at the same time as

the insulation. One kind of material

can be made to serve the purpose of

wail finish as well as the prevention of

heat transfer. The wise thing to do
is to use insulation in board form. It

may be put on in the shape of entire

sheets or in tiles. In using the sheet

form it is possible to achieve most
sighdy finishes for the room by the

use of molding strips to cover the

joints. The wall may be left unfinished

or decorated with paint as de-

sired.

Other procedures are to attach the

insulation in blanket form to the up-

rights put in for the attic room walls,

or to use blanket materials under a
plaster base.

Insulation of Old Walls

The treatment of old walls to

prevent heat transfer is more intricate

and more expensive than the installa-

tion of insulating material in the new
wall. There are several ways in which
it may be done both on the inside and
the outside of the house. Inside insula-

tion is easiest when plaster coats on
walls need to be renewed. Then the

old coat may be left on and insulating

board used as a base for the plaster of

the new coat. Or, blanket insulation

can be hung over the wall and metal

AIR SPACE BETWEEN POOFING &
BLANKET IN5ULATI0N.

41. Two methods of attic insulation

lath put on over it by nailing it to

furring strips.

For obvious reasons it is better to

insulate the old wall of good interior

condition from the outside.

If there is to be a general renovation

of the old house, insulation may be

applied and brick veneer stucco or

new wood walls may be used over it.

On wood walls stucco is applied over

a metal lath attached to furring pieces.

Insulating fills can be applied to

old walls by opening spaces at the top

and pouring in the material if it is in

the form of powder. Fibre insulation

has to be blown in under air pressure,

small openings being provided at the

tops of the walls.

The application of blanket or

board insulation to exterior walls may
necessitate the removal ofwindow and
door trim and it may either have to

be renewed or built out so as to cover

wall joints.

Basement Insulation

As a rule there is no necessity for

installing insulation in the basement
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VAPOR SEALING
DESIRABLE

BLANKET
TACKED TO
JOISTS

42. Blanket insulation under floof

of the house, either old or new. If

foundation walls extend to consider-

able height above the ground there

may be air leakage, especially if the

wall is constructed of faulty material.

Under such conditions it is desirable

to put in some kind of insulation, if

only to insure the eflScient working of

the heating plant. (Diagram No. 42.)

If the basement is to be transformed

and used for purposes of recreation or

as a children's playroom, walls should

be insulated with some one of the

board materials. Its surface may be left

unfinished or decorated. Tiled insula-

tion is especially suited to basement

walls.

Insulation of the basement ceiling

may have the effect of making the

first floor of the house cold or drafty,

and therefore is not always necessary.

If such insulation is made, any possi-

bility of air intake should be guarded

against. The outside walls of the house

should be made tight and thejoint be-

tween sill and foundation should be

sealed by caulking.

The best time to insulate an old

house is in winter or at some time

when other construction work is in-

active, 01 when a change is to be

made in the means of heating. The
savings possible through the use of a

smaller furnace or boiler in the insu-

lated house, to say nothing of the fuel

savings that will follow, will go a long

way toward paying the insulating bill.

Costs of Insulation

Because prices of labor and ma-
terials are so variable, it is impossible

to make an estimate of savings by
insulation in terms of dollars and
cents. The cost of insulating the attic

of an old house of average size should

range between $100 and $200. The
price will depend largely upon the

type of material used, the thickness

applied, and the cost of labor em-
ployed. Attic insulation can be suc-

cessfully undertaken by the home
owner or some member of the family.

Along with the attic installation, the

handy man type of home owner
should do all those things that guard

against air filtration around doors and
windows which are outlined in Chap-

ter XVI.

Cardinal Rules for Insulating

(i) Follow to the letter all specifi-

cations and instructions given by the

manufacturer of the material.

(2) Make sure that the continuity

of the insulation is maintained in both

walls and roof, both to obviate heat

waste and damage to walls through

condensation of moisture.

(3) Make all insulation flush with

basement walls, with walls above the

foundation and with door and window
frames and plate.

(4) Use the greatest thicknesses of
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insulation for roof and attic installa-

tions. Use the roof thickness for the

floors of a house without a basement,

and for floors of rooms which extend

over a porch space.

(5) Do not skimp on thicknesses of

insulation material. Do not expect a

fuel reduction of 50 percent from the

application of thin insulation.

(6) Use waterproofed material

wherever insulation is exposed to

moisture.

(7) Use stout building paper at

exposed points to guard against infil-

tration of air.

(8) Leave no large air space out-

side of insulation applied to exterior

walls. Such spaces encourage con-

densation of moisture.

(9) Install ventilation in gable ends

to obviate condensation of moisture in

attics where walls are less than 5 feet

in height.

(10) Make doubly sure that all in-

sulation materials comply with rules

for fire prevention.

Choice ofInsulating Materials

All kinds of insulating materials do
not have the same resistance to heat

transfer. The reputable manufacturer

has always submitted his product to

scientific tests and his specifications

are an assurance of its efficiency. Deal-

ers have the figures representing the

results of these tests, and they should

be called for if there is any doubt

about the claims made. Durability

of material must be demanded as well

as efficiency.

As there are wide variations in the

adaptability of materials for the job

contemplated, the buyer should not

choose one that is unsuitable for his

particular installation because it may
be less expensive than another. If

insulation is to have an added func-

tion of service as sheathing or as a

plaster base, no blanket or fill insula-

tion would be considered. If material

is to be used in the outer walls of new
construction, then the flexible board

or blanket type should be the selection.

If a filler for walls is wanted, the one

that flows freely or that can be bought

at a price which includes its applica-

tion by air pressure, should have more
serious consideration.

Results to he Counted On
It is not possible to make reliable

close estimates on fuel savings that

may follow any insulation. Too many
factors govern its eflSciency under

varying conditions. Some of these are:

the location of the house with relation

to the direction of prevailing winter

winds; the material of which it is

built; the amount of sunshine that it

gets in winter and in summer, and the

way in which it has been treated to

prevent the infiltration of air. The
accompanying table, based by the U. S.

Bureau of Standards on exhaustive

tests, will afford a basis on which such

savings may be calculated roughly:

Insulation of a building results in

an absolute saving which does not

depend upon heat losses through and
around windows and doors. But the

percentage of fuel-saving is still de-

pendent on the heat loss through those

uninsulated openings. A greater per-

centage saving results from the insula-

tion of a house with brick or solid

masonry walls than from the same
application in a house with hollow tile

or wood walls.
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Summer Benefits

Hot weather benefits from insula-

tion are not calculable. Not too much
should be expected of them. Roof
insulation is of course, more effective

in summer than wall insulation, be-

cause most of the heat in the building

comes through the roof.

Paint applications have littie use as

insulation. They offer litde resistance

to heat flow by conduction. Colors

of paints, however, affect the absorp-

tion of heat from the sun. Light col-

ored paints are more effective than

the dark because they absorb less solar

heat.

Fuel Savings in Dwellings

[Expressed in percentage of fuel which would
have been required for similar house without

insulation or weather stripping]
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HEATING THE HOME

The provision of an adequate and
reliable heating plant is essential in

making plans for a new house, or for

remodelling the old house.

Costs of heating are to be figured

in every house before a means of heat-

ing is decided upon. In one section of

the country they differ from what they

are in another. In one section wells of

natural gas furnish cheap and reliable

fuel. In another, anthracite coal may
be the answer to good heating at mod-
erate expense. In still another it may
be that soft, or bituminous, coal will

give the most economical results. Fuel

oils are readily obtainable and corpo-

rations furnish a house-supply, so that

the owner has little bother beyond the

payment of bills. Elsewhere, the sup-

ply of wood is still adequate to home-
heating demands.

After fuel conditions have been con-

sidered, the condition of the house has

just as much to do with the type and
size of the heating plant as the kind of

fuel to be used. Unless a house is pro-

vided -with some kind of insulation,

the heat from any outfit will almost be

dissipated. The need for heating

efficiency is governed by the amount
of cold air that comes into the house

through cracks and crevices in the

walls, between window and door-

frames, through the roof and through

the floprs.

Automatic Operation

Two heating agencies figure promi-

nentiy today, both in first installations

for new homes and for greater effi-

ciency in the older home. The common
characteristic that commends both

the oil burner and the stoker-fed coal

heating plant is the same: practically

automatic operation. Oil has the ad-

vantage because there are no ashes

to be removed. Where there is

natural gas at low prices or where gas

companies make special rates for gas

consumed for heating, the advantage

of automatic operation has added to

it the features of cleanliness and silence

in operation.

After the kind of fuel has been de-

cided upon, consideration should go
to the type of system in which it is to

be consumed. The home of average

size has the choice of steam, vapor,

warm-water, or warm-air. Warm-air,

for the new house, has the advantage

that provision may be made in the

building of the house, for the kind and
degree of air-conditioning wanted.

Air-conditioning and insulation are

treated in separate chapters in this

book.

The Oil-Burning System

Constant effort over many years

has brought the oil burner for aU types

47
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of heating systems to a state of high

efficiency. Makers of the best appara-

tus demonstrate their claims that the

oil burner is as inexpensive as other

forms of fuel. There are some reasons

which commend it even where fuel

oil prices are higher. The most impor-

tant is that members of the household

are relieved of drudgery. When
the apparatus is automatically con-

trolled by thermostats, it requires no

attention other than keeping up the

supply of fuel and having the service

man look over the working parts at

yearly intervals. At the same time

the whole plant should be cleaned.

If the heating plant is installed

when the house is built, first considera-

tion should be given to the complete

unit comprising burner, boiler and

heater for hot-water supply. Initial

cost is greater but it is likely to operate

more efficiently. If, however, the

home owner cannot budget this ex-

penditure, he may rely upon the in-

stallation of oil-burning apparatus in

his old heating plant with reasonable

prospect of satisfaction.

Before buying a complete unit or

adding oil-burning apparatus to an

old heating plant, careful investiga-

tion should be made into the claimed

merits of either form of equipment. It

is not wise to buy any equipment whose
present users will not give favorable

testimonials concerning its efficiency.

The name and reputation of the

maker, and especially the reliability

of the service furnished by the local

dealer, should be of prime importance

in such a purchase.

Points in Choosing a Burner

The apparatus should meet certain

definite requirements. The dealer

ought to guarantee its efficiency with

a certain grade of oil—one which is

readily obtainable. Noiseless opera-

tion should be insisted upon because

with the wear and tear of years, the

motor may be a disturbing factor.

The apparatus should be equipped

with thermostatic controls both to as-

sure heating efficiency and to guard

against over-consumption of fuel. In

localities where electric current is

subject to failure, the plant should be

so equipped that the burner unit can

be withdrawn temporarily and an-

other consuming some other fuel

substituted.

There is a common-sense rule by

which oil consumption may be esti-

mated. If the burner is part of a

steam or warm-water heating plant,

the consumption of oil should be

about I gallon for each hour of opera-

tion for each 500 square feet of warm
water radiation, or for each 300 square

feet of steam radiation. Another stand-

ard by which fuel consumption may
be judged is the number of days in the

year during which the plant is likely
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to be in operation, and the number of

hours a day in which it will be working

at capacity. Under this rule the basic

figure is 5 gallons of oil for each square

foot of steam radiation, and 3 gallons

for each square foot of warm water
radiation. Variations are based upon
what are known as "degree days" for

the latitudes of New York and Wash-
ington. These figures are obtainable

from the U. S. Weather Bureau.

Additions or subtractions are made to

conform to the number of days for

each year during which the plant will

be required to work at top capacity.

Types of Burners

Devices for converting fuel oil into

heat work on two different principles.

In the atomizing type of burner

(Diagram No. 43), the oil is forced

through a small nozzle under air

pressure supplied by a pump or

blower, which is regulated to supply

the required amount of air for an oil-

and-air mixture which will be entirely

consumed in the process of combus-
tion.

In the other type of device, the oil is

broken up by being thrown at high

speed from a revolving cup or disc.

In the spray, or atomizing, type of

burner the oil and air nozzles are

arranged so that air from a compressor
flows over the oil nozzle, creating a
partial vacuum which draws the oil

from the source of supply to be atom-
ized by the pressure of air. The feed

is governed by the size of the nozzle

as adapted to a certain grade of oil,

and the amount of air pressure exerted

by the compressor. The amount of

heat supplied by the consumption of

oil is regulated by thermostatic con-

trols on both air and oil suppUes.

ROTARY OIL BURNER-"

44. Rotary oil

Complete combustion is assured by
the operation of thermostatic controls

of dampers in the smoke pipe. The
"gun" type of atomizing burner may
be installed in a boiler firebox of any
shape. The rotary type (Diagram
No. 44) is adapted to installation in

boilers with round fireboxes.

The vaporizing type of oil burner is

best adapted to the use of the lighter

and more volatile kinds of fuel oil.

The vaporizing apparatus operates by
heating the oil on a hot plate, the

resultant gas being the medium for

heating. Improvements in the atomiz-

ing type of burners have caused a
reduction in the number of vaporizing

installations.

Stoker-Fed Coal Furnaces

Driven by electric motors and regu-

lated by thermostats to furnish just

the quantities of coal demanded by
heat conditions in the house, coal-

burning installations (Diagram No.

45) are as nearly automatic as any
type of heating system dependent
upon electric current in connection
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with its operation. The feeding ap-

paratus is a screw which carries the

needed coal from the bin or other

source of supply to the firebox. Some

of them operate directly from the bin,

requiring a longer screw shaft. Others

have a hopper arrangement into

which a day's supply of coal is de-

oited, to be consumed as needed.

(Diagram No. 46.) Several makers of

this type of equipment have added a

device for the transfer of ashes from

the firebox into covered cans. The

consumption of coal made possible by

these mechanical devices is much re-

duced as compared with consumption

of shovel-fed coal, either hard or soft.

The fuel is carried to the bottom of the

firebox instead of being heaped on top

of burning coal. Combustion is more

nearly complete and there are no

clinkers to be removed when the fire

does not furnish a heat supply.

Another kind of automatic coal

feed is obtained by depositing a day's

supply in a magazine or hopper,

which feeds the fuel to the furnace by

gravity. It does away with the han-

dling of coal but cannot be connected

with an ash-disposal system. It gives

more even combustion than a shovel-

fed supply of coal.

Gas Furnace Systems

Both coal and gas furnaces for

warm-air heating supply a funda-

mental for air-conditioning in the

duct systems through which both

carry heated air to the rooms of the

house. Gas burners (Diagram No.

47) are adapted to any kind of heat-

ing: warm-air, steam or warm-water.

They can be obtained in the form of

boiler-burner combinations, or they

may be installed in fireboxes which

have been used for other kinds of fuel.

The consumption of gas depends up-

on a proper adjustment of air and gas

supplies to give complete combustion.

There is no smoke, no soot, no dust,

no odor. The apparatus may be in-

stalled in a few hours. The supply of

fuel is constantly measured. In dis-

tricts where there is a supply of

natural gas or coke furnace gas, the

choice of the gas plant means freedom

MAGAZINE

FIRE BOX

46. Masazlna-M boilw
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from handling fuel of any sort. Some
gas companies make special rates for

gas consumed in heating. In such

localities its availability wall recom-

mend it. The rate of depreciation on

gas heating equipment is very low.

Some installations now in use have

given service as long as 20 years with-

out renewal.

Winter Home Temperatures

For ninety-seven out of a hundred

persons, the most comfortable temper-

ature is 68° F. when they are sitting or

at rest. The popular idea is that room
heat should range between 70° and

72°. The effective temperature should,

however, be based upon the percent-

age of humidity in the heated air. If

the percentage of humidity is right

the comfort of the family is assured at

a room temperature of 68°.

A hygrometer is a combination of

two thermometers, having one of its

bulbs wrapped in wet cloth. This is

the instrument by which the percent-

age of humidity may be measured in

a room. The difference between the

readings of the wet and dry bulbs

indicates the percentage. The average

of humidity in heated rooms is 25

percent or lower. A room heated to

75° and having a relative humidity

of 60 percent will be more comfortable

and healthful than the same room with

a temperature of 80° and a humidity

percentage of 15. The maintenance

of a proper percentage of humidity

results in a saving on fuel bills as well

as more healthful living conditions

for the family.

Estimating Fuel Costs

No matter which kind of heating

plant is preferred, it must be com-

1
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In using the table to estimate the

possible difference in cost of heating

with oil or gas as compared with coal,

multiply the number of tons of coal

bought for a season by the average

price at which it was purchased.

Multiply the corresponding figure for

gas or oil in the other columns by the

price of oil per gallon, or the price of

gas per cubic foot, and the result will

be totals upon which an intelligent

comparison of costs can be made. A
B. T. U. (British Thermal Unit) used

in making the table is 1/180 of the

heat required to raise the temperature

ofa pound ofwater from 32° to 2 1
2° F.

It is about the same as the quantity

of heat required to raise the tempera-

ture by one degree.

Function ofa Heating System

When a house is heated the heat

energy in fuel is transferred to the

air in the house. The transfer may be

made directly as in warm air systems,

or through pipes and radiators as in

the steam, hot water or vapor system.

Of the conditions which affect heat-

ing, climate comes first, followed in

importance by the condition of the

building to be heated, its exposure to

sunshine and the velocity and direc-

tion of prevaihng winds. The outside

factors entering into the problem of

heating are the amount of cold air

that comes into the house through

cracks and crevices and open doors

and windows, the heat capacity of the

materials used in the construction of

the house, and the rate of absorption

of sunshine by the exposed parts of the

structure.

Inside factors are the type and

capacity of the heating system in-

stalled, room temperatures desired.

their regulation, and the amount of

ventilation to make the house health-

ful.

On these inside and outside factors,

heating engineers have prepared ta-

bles which cover all the conditions

named and some others of less im-

portance. These tables are used by
every heating contractor who makes
a reliable estimate of heating require-

ments for a house. His figures may
not correspond exactly with the tables

because he must also make allow-

ances for all weather conditions to

insure the satisfactory working of the

system.

Rough Estimating

Before these tables were available,

calculations were based on a sort of

rule of experience which governed the

capacity in radiation of steam and
warm water systems. The rule was
that I square foot of radiation was
needed for each 20 square feet of out-

side or exposed wall, i square foot

for each 2 square feet of glass in win-

dows, and I square foot for each 200

cubic feet of capacity of the room to be

heated. Allowances had to be made
for the materials used in construction

and for the need for higher or lower

temperatures in certain rooms of the

house.

Measurements of radiators are in

square feet of surface exposed to the

air. Five-column radiators, for ex-

ample, have the following areas of

surface for the different heights listed:

Height

20 inches

26 inches

32 inches

38 inches

Area

3 sq. ft.

S}4 sq. ft.

4>^ sq. ft.

5 sq. ft.
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If a rough idea of the amount of

radiation required for a house is

wanted, calculation can be made by

the old rule referred to. Take, for the

sake of illustration, a comer room
measuring 12 x 14 feet with ceilings

8 feet high and having two windows
each 3x5 feet. The superficial area

of the walls is 96 feet and there are

112 square feet of exposed surface.

The cubic measurement of the room
is 1344 cubic feet. The window sur-

face is 30 feet. This 30 square feet of

glass will require 15 square feet of

radiation; 1 1 2 square feet of exposed

wall will need 6 square feet, and 1 344
cubic feet of space in the room will

need 7 square feet. Adding the figures,

the result is 28 square feet of radiation,

not allowing for different room ex-

posures, or unexcavated spaces under

floors or exposed ceilings. The rough

rule is to add 25 percent of radiation

for a room facing north, 15 percent

for one facing west, and i o percent for

one facing east. For exposed ceilings

or floors, i square foot of radiation is

added for each 20 square feet of ex-

posed area.

Capacity of Boilers

Boiler ratings in terms of radiation

for any of the types of heating plants

in which boilers are used, are given

by the makers. The ratings vary with

the shape and type of boiler. In giving

boiler capacity the maker usually

allows liberally for unusually cold

temperatures when a small boiler will

have to be forced to supply enough
heat to warm the house.

Warm-Air Heating

The rules adopted for calculating

the capacities of warm-air furnaces

RETURN
DUCTl

48. Warm-air heating system

(Diagram No. 48) have been em-
bodied in a code adopted by the

makers of that kind of heating equip-

ment. Calculations are based upon
the heat loss from each room due to

outside conditions. From this as a

basis, estimates are made for the size

of leaders or pipes in the basement,

stacks (the ducts which run vertically

through the walls), and the area and
dimensions of wall registers. Consider-

ation of all these measurements de-

termines the size of furnace and the

fire pot area. These are aff'ected in

turn by the sizes of chimney flues. A
basic requirement is that air at room
registers should be delivered at 1 75° F.

A basic allowance is made for a loss

of 20 percent of heat in leaders and
wall stacks. (Diagram No. 49.)

To get a rough idea of the require-

ments for a warm-air heating plant,

the figures used in estimating the radi-

ation requirements of a steam-heating

plant may be multiplied by 225,

which is the equivalent B. T. U.

emission per hour, on which radiation

tables arc based.
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For example: a room requiring 20

square feet of steam radiation will

have a heat loss of 4,500 B. T, U. an

hour. The size of a warm-air leader

pipe will be determined by the re-

quirement for the delivery of air

heated to 1 75° at room registers. The
practice followed is to make the sizes

of wall stacks and registers 70 percent

greater than the sizes of leaders. The
area of a register should not be less

than the area of the leader which

connects with it.

Heating engineers have found that

heat losses cire lower from round ducts

than from square ones, but since the

installation of round ducts is not prac-

ticable in all cases, the finding is of

littie value.

Heat Regulation

The output of any heating system

using any kind of fuel may be regu-

lated by the use of thermostats. In

the hand-fired coke or coal furnace,

the thermostat controls the operation

of the ash-pit and check dampers by

springs and weights. A clock attached

to the thermostat on an upstairs wall

may be set to any hour at which a

change in the heat supply is wanted.

In boiler-fed heating systems the con-

trols are more elaborate.

The location of the thermostat in

the room has an important bearing

on the efficiency of its regulation. It

should be set at least 4 feet high on the

wall so that it will not be affected too

much either by warm air at the top

of the room or cold air near the floor.

The action of the thermostat (Dia-

gram No. 50) is controlled by two

strips of metal. One of these expands

under heat to a greater extent than

the other. One end of this double

strip is free and moves with changes in

temp)erature, closing or breaking an

electric circuit which in turn governs

the operations necessary to a change

in the heat supply. The accuracy of

the thermostat varies within two or

three degrees from definite tempera-

ture measurements.

Thermostatic controls (Diagram

No. 51) may be as many and as

elaborate as the owner of the house

High expansion
METAL

LOW EXPANSION
METAL

ELECTRICAL
CONTACTS

REGULATOR

50. SMtion of thermostat
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may desire. The basic equipment is

that which regulates the burning of

fuels at an efficient rate and safe-

guards the user against the waste of

coal, oil or gas. In another form, as

aquastats, they control the tempera-

tures in hot water supply. Humidi-
stats control the percentage of mois-

ture in heated air.

Operation of Heating Plants

In the steam-heating system, the

steam which is generated by the

boiler passes through pipes to the

room radiators, where it cools and
condenses and flows back to the boiler

as water. The flow of steam is slowed

down by the resistance of air in the

pipes and radiators. Provision in the

shape of air valves for its escape has

to be made at each radiator.

Radiators of steam (Diagram No.

52) and warm-water systems (Dia-

gram No. 53) raise the temperature

of the rooms in which they are set by
heating the air that comes in contact

with their surfaces. Radiators, being

placed near the floor, heat the air at

THERMOSTAT!
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BOILER-
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51. Resulatlon of warin>air furnacs

52. Steain-h«atln3 system

the bottom of the room. This warmed
air rises and heats the upper air. A
new supply of cold air is constantly

coming into the room from the floor

level and this provides for circulation

through the room. Rising hot air from
the radiators in an exposed part of

the room overcomes the cold of the

air coming from exposed surfaces. For
this reason they are usually set under
windows where there is a constant

cooling of air through its contact with
the exposed glass surface.

The plain, open radiator \vdll de-

liver more heat to the room than one
which is concealed by a cover or

painted with some metallic substance

which is a non-conductor of heat.

Aluminum or gilt paint will reduce the

efficiency by as much as 16 percent.

Radiator Covers

If a radiator is covered with a
cabinet of any type (except in the

case of the convector radiator which
is designed with a view to concealment
in walls), there is a definite impedi-

ment to its functioning. Such cabinets
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are chosen because of their more
sightly aspect, not because they add
anything to the comfort of the room.

If a cabinet is wanted, the buyer must

assure himself that there is provision

in the device for the intake of air at

the bottom and a grille or other outlet

near the top for the discharge of air

into the room. The framework of the

cabinet should be of light angle iron

to assure sturdiness. If the outlet grille

is in the top it should take up most of

the top surface. If the grille is in the

front it should be even larger than if

the top grille is used. There should be

a curved piece of metal at the back

of the inside of the cabinet to reflect

heat to the grille. The inlet grille near

the floor should be at least four-fifths

of the area of the outlet grille. The
whole cabinet should be insulated

with asbestos or magnesia at least i

inch thick.

If it is necessary to conceal a radi-

ator in a wall, use should be made of

the convector type of installation. The
convector is built on different lines

from those of the standard radiator.

It has to have a special housing so

that the heat from its surface will be
thrown into the room and it must
have an air inlet at the bottom of the

casing which will let in just the

amount of air it is capable of heating.

Convectors are really long pipes

which run through a series of fins.

The pipe brings in the air and keeps

the fins heated. The larger area of

surface on the fin gives a larger output

of heat than that of the average radi-

ator adequate to heat the same room.

Radiator Valves

Air valves play such an important

part in the functioning of the steam

or warm-water heating system that

the purchase of any but the best

should never be considered. The
function of the valve is to release

any air that may accumulate in

supply pipes and in the radiator

itself. The casing of the valve which

has a hole in its top, conceals a

pointed rod, which under steam pres-

sure acts to close the vent at the top.

Failure of the valve to function is fre-

quently caused by the accumulation

of dust and oil in the vent. If the

whole valve is detached and taken

apart, it can be cleaned with gasoline.

Leakage of steam from the steam

valve, if the radiator is connected to

the steampipe, is usually due to a

failure of its packing. When it leaks,

the packing should be removed and

renewed, unless tightening with a

wrench closes the leak.

Complete valve systems are desir-

able in the steam or warm-water

heating plant. They should be uniform

throughout the radiation. When a

new plant is put in, either when the

house is built or when there is a change
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in the type of heating, the complete

equipment is part of the job. In some

types of heating it is possible to get

valves which will control the temper-

ature of each room as desired. When-
ever it is possible to have these

room-controls they should be pro-

vided.

How a Steam System Works

The one-pipe steam system, which

is the type usually installed in dwell-

ings, functions by carrying boiler-

produced steam through a system of

piping consisting of horizontal supply

pipes and risers. Steam, in its passage

through this piping, condenses and
flows back, as hot water, to the boiler.

This back flow of water is taken again

into the boiler at a point below the

water surface and reheated.

Another form of the steam system

makes use of two lines of piping, one

for the carrying of steam to radiators

and the other for the return of water

to the boiler. There are also variations

of the kind of return. Most engineers

prefer the wet return, which is the

simpler one, providing for the direct

return of water to the boiler.

Vapor'Vacuum Systems

The vapor system of steam heating

differs from the regular steam system

described in that it functions only

when no air is present in any part of it.

Boiler, pipes and radiators are made
airtight so that when the system cools,

no air may enter at any point. The
regulation steam system may be

changed to one of the vacuum type

by making all connections airtight, by
providing steam valves that require

no packing, and vacuum air valves for

radiators. A vacuum pressure gauge

THERMO-
STATIC
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54. Vacuum heating system

also must be added at the boiler.

(Diagram No. 54.)

The failure of the vacuum system

to function is due most frequently to

leaky steam connections or to the

failure of the vacuum valves at the

radiators to vent all air accumulation.

Steam, in a system of this type, reaches

the radiators as pure vapor since there

has been no contact with air to par-

tially condense it.

Warni'Water Systems

In heating systems using warm
water instead of steam as an agency

for warming radiation, the pipes are

filled with water. Boiler heat causes

this water to expand. As it becomes
lighter through expansion it rises

through the system to the radiators.

Two sets of piping have to be used,

one for carrying the heated water to

the radiators and the other to bring

it back to the boiler. Circulation of

the water is constant, and as it passes

through pipes and radiators it gives

off" some of its heat. Water leaves the

boiler at about 180° F. By the time it
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has passed through the piping and
radiators this temperature has been

reduced by about 40°. In a steam

system the temperature must at all

times be above 212°, the boiling point

of water. Because of this difference in

temperatures, radiation for the warm-
water system must be approximately

one-third greater in area than for the

steam system. Piping, also, must be

in larger diameters. For these reasons

the warm-water system is more ex-

pensive.

To provide against an overflow of

water which might follow its too

rapid expansion, an expansion tank

is installed beyond the last radiator

and above its level. In closed systems

of the warm-water type, allowance for

expansion is provided by a tank in the

basement. Sometimes the force of

expansion is utilized for the regulation

of the draft dampers of the boiler.

The valve system of warm-water
radiators is hand-operated. Air at the

top of radiators is released occasion-

ally to free the accumulation of air

which has not been vented at the

expansion tank.

In the one-pipe system of warm-
water heating, the water flows through

all the radiators before it returns to

the boiler. The first radiator in the

circuit gets the hottest water, and the

last the coolest. For that reason the

amount of radiation is graduated to

meet this condition. The last radiator

along the line must be much larger

in area than the first or any of the

others. The total requirements for

radiator surface are much greater in

the one-pipe system than in that using

a return pipe.

An addition to the warm-water or

steam-heating plant which will relieve

the home owner and his family of

much anxiety is an automatic water

feeding device by the use of which the

supply of water in the boiler is kept

at the right point at all times. The
device is not expensive when the

trouble it saves is considered.

Devices planned to improve the cir-

culation of water in warm-water heat-

ing systems have been found to add to

their efficiency.

Hot'Air and Warm-Air
Systems

The hot-air heating system func-

tions on the principle that air, when
heated, is rarefied and rises. It consists

of a furnace in which the air is heated,

and a system of ducts or pipes

through which it is carried to the

registers and walls of upper floors.

The degree of heat required is high,

because the air must, after it has left

the registers, be still warm enough to

keep in circulation. The heated air in

its ascent to registers has to overcome

the resistance offered by the inner

surfaces of ducts cooled on their outer

surfaces and by friction at the bends

of the ducts. This mass of colder air

has to be moved ahead by the heated

air. For proper circulation of the

heated air, some agency should be

provided to keep it in motion. The
regulation and control of dampers at

the furnace is effective to some extent.

In the lately improved systems, fans

or blowers are installed in the main

ducts near the furnace to force the air

through the entire system.

The warm-air furnace is a triplicate

construction consisting of a firebox

into which fuel is fed, a jacket enclos-

ing the combustion chamber, and a

radiator surrounding the top of the
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combination from which heat passes

into the leaders and ducts. It is essen-

tial that the entire furnace be well

insulated so that heat will not escape

in the basement. All leaders also

should be covered with some insulat-

ing material.

Cold air is taken into the jacket of

the furnace and heated by contact

with the fire chamber, ascending to

the radiator, which is the part of the

heating combination, larger in cir-

cumference than the metal jacket of

the apparatus, at the top of the other

parts. From this radiator, or drum,

the heat is distributed to the leaders,

the large pipes, which supply the heat

to the wall ducts of which there is

one for each set of floor or wall regis-

ters.

One-Pipe Warm-Air Furnaces
For heating small houses in moder-

ate climates, the principle of the

warm-air heating system has been

adapted to a device with a single floor

register, placed above the furnace at

some central point below the lower

floor of the house. From this the

heated air rises to the ceilings of the

rooms, driving the colder air to the

floors, from which point it returns to

the furnace through openings at the

corners of the register. Such an in-

stallation provides adequate heat for

a one-story house in a temperate

section. When it is used in a two-story

house, the register is placed some-

where in the first floor near the stair

well and some of the heat goes to the

upper rooms. These rooms may be

fairly well heated if the doors of rooms
on the upper floor are allowed to

stand open.

Combination Heating

The installation of equipment which
supplies warm-air heat from a boiler

supply finds much favor with builders

of new homes, especially houses where
air-conditioning is to be added at

a later date. In such heating plants

the steam heat is supplied to a single

radiator located in the basement.

From thejacket of this radiator leaders

and ducts run to the upper floors and
discharge heat through wall or floor

registers as in the warm-air system.

Such an installation may be eco-

nomically operated in homes in which
ducts have been installed for use in

connection with the regulation fur-

nace.

Humidifying Agencies

Many devices, short of the installa-

tion of air-conditioning equipment,

have been invented to supply winter

air with the proper percentage of

moisture. Health authorities say that

dwellers in artificially heated homes
are more subject to respiratory troubles

than people who live where the sup-

ply of natural air is constant.

One device recentiy put on the

market operates in connection with

any steam or warm-water boiler.

It requires water supply and outlet

connections and may be set at any con-

venient point in the house. In opera-

tion a small stream of water impinges

upon the surface of a heated metal

plate. The result of this contact is a

spray of mist which is released into

rooms to raise the percentage of mois-

ture. The apparatus evaporates 1 2 gal-

lons ofwater daily, the amount needed
for a house of moderate size.
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A manufacturer of radiators offers

humidifying devices in several forms,

all operated in connection wdth heat-

ing plants. One kind, intended for use

with the radiators of steam or vapor

systems takes the form of an air vent

which replaces the air valve on the

radiator, venting the radiator and
discharging steam vapor in the room
at intervals. Its capacity is about one

pint of water in the shape of vapor

each hour. The amount of vapor dis-

charged may be regulated by a valve.

The same maker provides humidify-

ing pans for warm water radiators

which are filled automatically.

A humidifying device for use with

a warm-air heating system comes in

the form of a copper pan, placed in

the furnace far enough away from the

fire to prevent corrosion. Furnace heat

vaporizes enough of the water to

humidify the supply of air sent to

room registers. This device is equipped

with regulating agents by which the

content of moisture is controlled.

Fuel Economies

The use of grades of smaller coal is

possible where fires are stoker-fed.

For residence heating, the buckwheat

size of anthracite and corresponding

sizes of bituminous coal have been

found to be as efficient as the larger

sizes when they are hand-fed. This

means greater economy in fuel bills.

Smoke from the chimney of any

heating plant tells the story of waste

fuel. Dense black smoke indicates a

very unhealthy condition in the fur-

nace or under the boiler. White smoke
is little better. The right discharge

from the chimney is heat waves like

those reflected from the sidewalk.

Just where combustion is faulty is

not easy to determine. If oil is the

fuel, the boiler and burner may be

misfits, the burner manufacturing

more heat than the boiler will use.

It may be that the furnace has been
set improperly with relation to the

chinmey or flue. Too long a distance

between firebox and flue may result

in reducing the draft. It is possible

that the amount of air going into the

firebox may be too small. There
should be no smoke from a chimney

where automatic fueling equipment
has been installed. Where the kind of

fuel has been changed it is possible

that changes in the firebox have not

been made to suit. The fire box may
be too small. It may be of the wrong
shape or design for the new fiiel.

If the dealer who supplied a new
heating plant furnished a boiler of

insufficient rating to supply the radia-

tion in the house, a burner of any kind

will be overtaxed to keep tempera-

tures to the proper degree.

Small House Heaters

For small houses in cooler localities

than those in which a one-pipe warm-
air furnace is adequate, there is a

device which combines the warm-air

circulating heater with a line of

radiators which are fed from a coil in

the furnace of the circulating unit. The
heater is placed in one of the down-
stairs rooms and supplies that floor of

the house with heat. Piping is run to

the second floor of the house and
radiators are attached in the rooms on
that floor. Expansion tank, thermom-
eter and drain cock are supplied as

part of the outfit. The equipment is

made in sizes which heat room spaces

of from 7,500 cubic feet up. Models
have from 1 to 3 radiators.
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Within the limits of his budget, the

builder of a new home can go as far as

he likes in providing it with equip-

ment which will make it more com-
fortable and more healthful through

treating the air breathed by its occu-

pants. Air-conditioning is a new in-

dustry, its progress based upon scien-

tific principles and upon human
needs.

Health authorities have convinced

us that breathing air that is too dry

affects the membranes of the throat,

nose and lungs, and the functioning of

the skin. Heated air in most homes is

too dry for health. To make it whole-

some there should be a content of

moisture up to 25 or even 40 percent.

The drying out of summer air to

make the house more comfortable in

summer is a different problem. It is a

luxury item in the building budget,

fine if it can be afforded, but hardly to

be considered in the building of a

modest home. If refrigeration is to be

added, the item grows larger.

Humidifying Equipment

Every home should have winter air-

conditioning in some form or other.

The owner can look for some return

on his investment in the form of lower

fuel bills because it is easier to heat a

house where the humidity content of

the air is right. Another profit item

which should not be overlooked is

that furniture will not dry out and fall

apart, and if the air is filtered, draper-

ies do not suffer and the collection of

dust is reduced to a minimum.
Actual tests have proved the con-

tentions of health authorities that

heated air should be humidified.

Human subjects were used in making
these tests. At a temperature of 60°

some of the subjects of the experiment

were uncomfortably cold. At 74°, the

maximum used in the experiments, all

the subjects were too warm. The
temperatures at which all of them felt

comfortable were between 63° and
7'°.

For Old and New Houses

Apparatus which will bring the

right percentages of humidity is avail-

able in a number of forms for the new
house. Heating-plant modification

makes the same thing possible in the

older house.

Equipment which combines the

agencies of heating, cleaning and
moistening of air is made and mar-

keted by nearly all the makers of

heating plants. A fundamental requi-

site is a system of ducts in the house

for the circulation of the heated air.

(Diagram No. 55.) The duct system

for this purpose must be made up of a

circulating branch and a return

branch, so that the condition of the

air will be maintained at all times.

As alternatives to the complete system

there are a number of modifications.

61
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AIR CONDITIONER

55. Duct system for air conditioning

The most popular one allows for the

heating of parts of the house with an

existing hot-water or steam plant, and

other parts with cleaned and humidi-

fied warm air.

Since the duct system is a funda-

mental, the warm-air system of heat-

ing lends itself most readily to modifi-

cation. If the old gas, coal, or oil-

heated furnace is to be used as a basis,

means for filtering, moistening and

circulating must be added. If a radi-

ator system is to be the basis of modi-

fication, not only the duct system and

treating units must be provided, but

it also must be arranged that the heat,

instead of going to a number of radi-

ators, must go to one heating center

from which it is distributed to the

ducts.

Changing a Warm^Air System

The changing over of the warm-air

system necessitates a return system of

ducts, and some means for moistening

the heated air; a filtering device for

its cleaning; and a fan to keep it in

circulation. If the system has a return

duct for bringing air back to the fur-

nace it probably has the fan or blower

for circulating air. The additions to

such a plant would be a moistener of

some sort and a filter or cleaner, lo-

cated near the furnace. The moisten-

ing device may be a copper pan placed

in the furnace jacket where its water

content will be raised to the form of

vapor. The fan for circulation must

carry this moistened air into the

furnace supply, keep it in motion in

the ducts, and force its discharge

through registers. An alternative in-

stallation is a spray operated by the

same motor which aids in circulation.

Steam and Warm-Water
Changes

To adapt a warm-water or steam

plant to provide humidified air, ar-

rangement must be made to do away
with standing radiation and supplant

it with one radiator which is part of a

combination device which circulates,

filters and humidifies the product of

the boiler. Such units are obtainable

but the expense of a duct system must

56. Split system
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be added to their cost. The combina-

tion unit bought for the new home
will, however, be more likely to oper-

ate efficiently than one which may be

put together for the purpose.

The Split System

Many heating engineers argue that

because all the rooms in the house

do not require air-conditioning, the

equipment best suited to the average

home is what is known as a "split"

system. (Diagram No. 56.) With this

no complete duct system is needed.

One supply duct for each room in

which conditioned air is to be used,

and a return duct arc all that are

needed. The equipment for moisten-

ing, filtering and circulating is in-

stalled in the basement near the

boiler. It is in all respects but size the

same as the outfit used for supplying

treated air to the whole house. Provi-

sion can be made for treating the air

of each room by the use of room units

which have no other connection with

the general heating system than that

they make use of its boiler heat. The
apparatus for moistening and filtering

is contained in one cabinet along with

a blower for keeping the air circulating

in the room. A heating coil which

takes the place of the room radiator is

enclosed in the cabinet. (Diagram

No. 57.) The air to be heated comes
from the window at which the unit is

set. Electric connection for the motor
and water connections for supplying

and taking away the water used for

moistening are required.

Humidifying and Filtering

Humidification is accomplished in

different ways in different makes of

air-conditioning apparatus. In some
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57. Section of air conditioner

devices the air is blown over a pan of

heated water. In others a constant

spray is maintained and the air is

blown through it. The same agencies

are used both in equipment for the

entire house and in the room units

operated as a split system. In still

others a stream of water is vaporized

on a heated plate.

Air filters are tightly compressed

materials like steel wool, paper pulp

(or some other form of cellulose), or

spun glass, packed into a frame which

fits into the ducts through which.air is

circulated. In some equipment they

are placed at the fresh air intake end

of the system, and in others at the

point where the heated air enters the

house supply duct. As the air pasjses

through the fibres it is cleaned of dust

particles and germs. The filtering

material may be removed when it has

lost its usefulness and a new filter put

in its place.

Summer Conditioning

Devices for the treatment of air in

summer are desirable luxuries in the
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58. Cooiins and dehumidifyins system

small home. The cost of their opera-

tion is dependent on the extent to

which the summer air is treated. Air

without the humidity content present

outdoors in very hot weather is more
comfortable but it does not affect the

health of the occupants of the house as

does the lack of humidity in closed

rooms in winter. Summer air-condi-

tioning depends for efficient operation

on specific conditions inside the build-

ing. All outside air, or as much of it as

possible, must be excluded.

Dehumidification of air in summer
does not affect its temperature. The
drier air is more comfortable to the

body. If a cooling device is added to

one which dehumidifies and circu-

lates, an ideal temperature and an
ideal condition may be maintained in

the house. The operation of such a

plant calls for liberal use of water or a

refrigerant for cooling, fans for cir-

culating, and a duct system which may
be the same as that used for the cir-

culation of heat. The cost of the com-
plete plant does not end with its

purchase. It must be in as constant

operation as the heating plant is in

winter.

Cooling Devices

The cooling factor of the summer
conditioning plant uses water from a

source whose temperature is con-

stantly below that of the house. The
water from the average city system is

undependable. In some localities

where supply comes from a deep well

or from springs, water may be relied

on as a cooling agent. Except in such

conditions, dependence must be on a

refrigerant such as that used in me-
chanical refrigerators. The cooling

apparatus functions by blowing air

over a refrigerating coil and the coil is

relied upon in some kinds of apparatus

to take a percentage of humidity out

of the air. In other equipment the

cooled air is blown through some
highly absorbent material which takes

up the moisture. (Diagram No. 58.)

Room units in which cooling and
humidifying agencies are combined
seem to offer the best solution for the

treatment of air in one or more rooms

of the house. The units are self-con-

tained and portable. They are sightly

in design, operate with a minimum of

noise, and are said to exclude outside

noises. An electric connection is all

that is necessary to their operation.

(Diagram No. 59.)

Modified Air-Cooling

A substitute for summer air-cooling

is available to the owner of a small

home at a minimum of expense and

attention. If an electric fan is installed

in the attic and operated to exhaust

the heated air from that part of the

house during the day, and is used at

nigfht to brine in cooler air from die
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outside, the degree of comfort obtain-

able may be favorably compared to

the conditioning system which acts

only to take the humidity out of the

air. Of course it does not dehumidify,

but it makes use of cooling air when it

is available and rids the attic space of

the surplus heat.

The fan should be installed in the

attic gable opening which should be
provided with louvers. It should oper-

ate at a regular low speed during the

hot hours of the day, exhausting hot

attic air. At night, windows and doors

on lower floors should be opened wide
and the fan operated at high speed.

Its action will draw in cooler night air

from the outside of the house and
circulate it through the rooms as a

gentie breeze. It is best to close win-

dows and doors on lower floors during

the earlier part of the day.

A more elaborate form of this type

ofsummer cooling calls for a fan set in

the attic floor, with a grille beneath

it through which hot air is sucked from
lower floors. In a simpler form a port-

able fan is used in the attic in the day-

time and later is carried to the base-

ment and used there to send cooler air

from that part of the house to the

other floors.

The air-exhausting capacities of

fans vary with their size and the speed

at which they run. Selection of the

proper size for a house is based upon
the cubic feet of space in the rooms.
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59. Section of cooling unit

Air should be changed at least i o times

an hour, and from that rate of move-
ment the capacity of fans runs up to 30
times an hour. A figure between the

two, say 20, is likely to be satisfactory.

It is better to select a fan with a greater

rather than a smaller capacity than

the size indicated by the cubic foot

measurement of the house.

In houses where there is a hot-air

heating system with fans to circulate

the heat supply in winter, the equip-

ment can be utilized for circulating

cooler air in summer. At night cooler

air will be taken from the basement

level and discharged through all the

heat registers on upper floors. Its most

effective work is done when all the

windows and doors are closed in the

early hours of the day.
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ELECTRICITY

The installation of the wiring sys-

tem of a new house is governed by

strict regulations, based largely on the

code of the National Association of

Fire Underwriters. Other rules are

part of the building ordinances which

cover construction in cities. Strict ad-

herence to all of these regulations must

be insisted upon in the construction of

any new building and wherever re-

modelling of a home necessitates

changes in the system. Electricians are

licensed under most city building laws.

Protection lies in engaging the services

of none other than a licensed work-

man.
The spread of the use of electric

current through the extension of serv-

ice lines throughout the country and

reduction in its cost has brought elec-

tricity into wide use in country dis-

tricts. In these homes safety from fire

is even more to be insisted upon than

in the city. Therefore, when the

country home. is to be wired, it is ad-

visable to engage a licensed electrician

from a city.

Systems of Wiring

Makers of electrical materials and
appliances work under a code as

strict as that governing the installation

of their products. Some have gone

further in providing complete systems

for installation which meet the under-

writers' requirements and conform to

local building codes. (Diagram No.

60.) Modifications are allowable

where specifications otherwise comply
with the local laws.

There is a use for electricity in every

room of the house and in the grounds

and outbuildings. Modern appliances

to make housework easier follow the

introduction of service circuits into

every home. It is a wise precaution to

make provision for their future use

when the house circuit is planned.

The importance of good light can-

not be over-estimated, and provision

should be made for plenty of it. Re-

quirements, as estimated by lighting

experts, may appear to be more than

liberal, but they have been prepared

on a scientific and not a casual basis.

New and Old Installations

Complete wiring systems make it

possible for the builder of a new
home to have ducts leading from com-
munity supply lines put into his house

when he builds. They are laid at the

same time the plumbing pipes go into

the building. Control switches and

similar devices go in at the same time,

and provision for every light and

appliance outlet is made at its proper

place.

When the old wiring system of any

house is found to be defective, it

should be renewed at once. A new in-

stallation is a protection against fire

hazards and an economic measure as

well. When house circuits carry too

66
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60. Wiring system for dwelliag

heavy a load of currentj there may be

a high percentage ofcurrent loss which

is being paid for. Inadequacy ofwiring

to carry current will show up in vari-

ous ways. Lights will be dull and
flicker when other lights are put on, or

appliances are started on the same
circuit. The electric iron may take

longer to heat than it should, and the

auxiliary electric heater in the bath-

room may not heat at all. Sometimes
it may be necessary to stop using one
appliance while another is in opera-

tion.

Causes of Current Losses

The chief causes of the failure of a

wiring system to carry its load effi-

ciently are the use of wires that are too

light for the load put on them, the use

of light circuits to supply appliances

whose wattage is not the same as that

of the lights, the use of too many
lights on the same circuit, and the

lack of circuits wired for special

services.

The owner of the older home who

finds any of these signs of failure is not

too heavily handicapped when he

goes about making changes. The use

of wires enclosed in flexible tubing

makes it possible to run new wires

through walls without breaking into

the plaster except at a few points.

With these tubes the supply vdres

may be run along in such a way that

sockets for connecting lights and ap-

pliances may be placed in the base-

boards or above floor levels where it

is most convenient to have them. The
old wires can be kept in use until the

very minute the house load is trans-

ferred to the new circuits.

Sizes of Wires

Adequacy of home wiring must be

judged by each home owner for him-

self, but there are certain rules cover-

ing a fully efficient system of wires

which can be followed to advantage:

The wire which goes through the

fuse box and feeds all the circuits in

the house should be of No. 4 gauge,

and that for a larger house of No. 2
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gauge. In gauge numbering, the

higher numbers are the smaller

sizes.

Wires for other circuits should be of

No. lo gauge. The use of No. 12 wire

is permissible for some circuits but no
wire of smaller gauge should be used.

Wiring in the larger sizes will prevent

circuits from overheating and give the

required amount of current at each

outlet. There should be several small

circuits rather than a few long ones

and it is advisable to have the lights

for each room in the house on two
circuits, so that when one fails the

Qfther can be put into use. Allowance

should be made for one circuit for each

500 square feet of area in the house.

Lights and appliances should never

be on the same circuit. Power devices

should have a separate supply of their

own. Individual circuits serving oil

burners, coal stokers, water heaters or

refrigerators should be of No. 10

gauge wire. The electric range must
be served by a circuit of its own. There
should be a circuit breaker on each

floor, and each member of the family

should know the location and the

circuit controlled by each.

As a rule there should be no more
than 12 outlets on any one circuit.

The combined rating for all recep-

tacles and outlets on a circuit should

not exceed i ,000 watts. Branch light-

ing circuits should not carry more
than eight 1

1
5-watt lamps.

Rules for the wiring of houses

where electric current is furnished by a

gasoline motor and dynamo, differ

with the kind and size of the dynamo
and the number of lights and appli-

ances used on the circuits. Charts for

wiring with this kind of equipment are

furnished by the makers of the ap-

paratus and their instructions should

be followed literally.

Outlets and Switches

Convenience and light outlets should

be so placed that no space on a wall

unbroken by doors or windows should

be more than 5 feet from an outlet. All

should be located on the wall with

reference to the convenience of their

connection with the appliances they

are to serve. Double outlets are better

than single because two appliances

may be connected at the same time.

No outlet should be located behind a

heavy piece of furniture. Outlets for

vacuum cleaners are best located near

the floor, those for table lamps 3 or 4
feet above the floor. Kitchen outlets

should be provided at heights above

the work surfaces of cabinets; table

oudets in the floor xmder the ta-

ble.

Switches should be placed at the

entrance and exit of each room.

Multiple switches— two-way or three-

way— should be provided at all stair-

ways. A switch inside the door leading

to a p>orch should control the porch

light or entrance light, or both. A
master switch should be located at

some point on the floor on which bed-

rooms are located from which all

circuits in the house may be con-

trolled. A pilot light at this switch

should indicate whether the current is

on or off".

Lighting Requirements

Lighting requirements are that

there should be one indirect or semi-

direct ceiling fixture for each 300
square feet area in a room, unless one

of the room dimensions is more than

50 percent greater than the other, in
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62. Reading the electric meter

trolled outside of shower door. Special

outlets for heater, etc.

Basement: Ceiling outlets, double-

switch-controlled. Convenience out-

lets for motorized tools. Heavy duty-

outlets for heating equipment and hot

water heater, if not on range circuit.

Ceiling and wall outlets if basement is

used as recreation room. Similar pro-

visions if laundry work is done in

basement.

Attic: Ceiling outlet, switch-con-

trolled. Wall outlets if attic is occupied

as living or recreation room. Outlet

for exhaust fan, controlled by hand or

time-switch. Convenience outlets for

vacuum cleaner, sewing machine or

other appliances.

Exterior and garage: Push buttons

for bell circuit. Outlets for lights at

entrance and porches, switch-con-

trolled. Convenience and light outlets

for terraces and for decorative light-

ing. Ceiling outlet for garage, switch-

controlled. Outside wall outlet for

lighting driveway. Convenience outlet

in lower part ofwall for extension light

and electric tools. Heavy duty outlet

for motor-driven equipment. Outlet
for door motor, switch-controlled.

Outlet for battery charger and ex-

haust fan.

Current Requirements

As a rule the current rating in kilo-

watts is stamped on each electric ap-

pliance. Conveniences which include

a heating element are usually ofhigher

rating than those which are operated

by motor. Following is a list of con-

veniences found in many homes and
the approximate kilowatt rating for

each:

Appliance
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thousands and ten thousands. As the

hands stand on the dials illustrated,

the meter indicates that 4,412 kilo-

watts of current have been consumed.

It pays to read the meter every

month to check on bills for current.

Lighting to Protect Eyesight

There cannot be too much lighting

to protect the eyes from strain. Mini-

mum requirements, estimated by sight

specialists, are for 200-watts capacity

for the center ceiling light in living

room and dining room, and at least

150 watts for any additional ceiling

light, either indirect or semi-direct.

Each floor or table lamp for reading

should carry lighting totalling at

least 100 watts.

Wall lights may be of small wattage,

since they are not a main source of illu-

mination. Kitchen lights both in the

ceiling and at work centers should be
of higher wattage than those used in

floor lamps for decorative lighting.

Bathroom lights at the sides of mirrors,

and bedroom lights at dressers and
vanity tables should have a wattage of

40 each. In nurseries and in invalids'

rooms, nightlights which are not used

for general illumination may be of

small wattages, from 4 to 10 watts.
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THE MODERN KITCHEN

The kitchen is the most important

room in the house. Its arrangement

is much more important than the

amount of space it covers. Kitchen

planners are agreed that the U-shape,

or hollow square, is the best arrange-

ment for the working spaces, which

should follow the kitchen walls. Most

planners agree that the center or

bend of the U should be the location

of the sink and drainboards (Diagram

No. 63), and that the sink should be

located beneath a window both for

light and ventilation. (Diagram No.

64.)

The door in the kitchen that gives

passage to the dining room should be

fitted with double-acting hinges.

A casement window in the kitchen

should open out, not in. Its bottom

should be at least 10 inches above the

sink. In the new house it may include

transoms at top or bottom or both.

Plans for efficient kitchens provide

for a minimum of three working

centers. As they run around the room,

the first center is the storage bin for

vegetables or groceries and the re-

frigerator. The second is the prepara-

tion center at which the sink is located.

The third is the cooking center,

where the range and the utensil cab-

inet are located. (Diagram No. 65.)

If these three centers can be ex-

tended, provision may be made for

food service, for cleaning tableware,

and a tableware storage.

Work Tops at Centers

Work tops and storage should be

provided at all three of the main

kitchen centers. The following list

suggests the essentials for each:

At food storage center:

Work top for receiving and sorting

supplies

Storage for non-perishable foodstuffs

Bins and racks for vegetables and fruits

At the preparation center:

Work top for preparation of foods for

cooking

Storage for utensils and electric ap-

pliances

Shelves for condiments

Storage for staple foods and cooking

utensils

Mechanical dishwasher

Provision for garbage disposal

Racks for cleaners and utensils

At the cooking center:

Modern range

Exhaust fan

Electric clock

Racks for seasoning materials

Racks for cooking utensils

Work top for hot dishes

Storage for tableware

The Pass Closet

Where there is space in the kitchen

wall on its dining room side, the in-

stallation of a pass closet affords an

easy way to carry meals from kitchen

to dining room table. It is also a

72
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63. The U-shaped kitchen

convenient place in which to store

dishes.

To make a pass closet, the wall is

opened in a rectangular space and

treated as in Diagram No. 66.

Storage space for each of the centers

described is more efficiently provided

by the use of upper and lower cabinets

which may be obtained either in

FLUSH LIGHTING FIXTURE

CASEMENT
WITH LOWER
TRANSOM FOR
VENTILATION

64. WindQW with bottom transom over sink

Stock sizes or may be built to order.

The lower part of the cabinets should

be from 24 to 30 inches deep; nearly

all stock equipment is built to a

height of 36 inches, ^vhich includes a

sub-base. The clearance between up-

per and lower cabinets should be 16

to 18 inches. This allows ample

working space on the top or counter

of the base cabinet, and also for the

installation of lights over these work-

ing spaces. Upper cabinets are built

to extend to a useful height of 6 feet

3 inches. This is the maximum length

to which the person of average size

can reach to take an object from the

upper shelf. If the cabinets are built

to the ceiling, the space above this

maximimi may be used for dead

, storage.

How to Plan a Kitchen

In making the plan for the kitchen

it is necessary to cut the pattern ac-

cording to the cloth. Only a certain

amount of equipment can be placed

in a small kitchen. A good basis on
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65. Plans for two kitchens of different sizes

which to plan is the disposition of

equipment according to the number
of persons in the family.

If the kitchen is large enough to

contain both a dining table and a

worktable, these may be added, but

the work tops of lower cabinets fill

the ordinary requirements, and a

breakfast table can be provided else-

where in the kitchen.

A good and practical way for plan-

ning the layout of a kitchen is to

make cubes of cardboard or wood to

represent the gas range, refrigerator

and sink. Allow space for the opening

of refrigerator and range doors. Draw
a diagram of the kitchen floor which

shows where walls are intersected by

doors or windows. Use this as a sort

of checkerboard on which to move the

pieces representing the fixtures. The
movable pieces should be made to the

same scale as the diagram, one being

the same base dimensions as the sink,

the others the same as the refrigerator

and range with doors open. These

pieces may be moved about on the

floor plan, and the best locations for

the permanent positions of the equip-

ment they represent can be deter-

mined. In making your plans, be sure

to locate the sink near the proper

pipes for water supply and drainage

connections.

After the positions of the three

major pieces of equipment have been

settled, the arrangement of cabinets

SLIDING DOORS
1

III

TABLE MAY BE
MOVED UP FOR
SELF SERVICEDINING TABLE

66. Modern venion of pass closet
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and work tops may be adapted to

them.

Depth of Fixtures

The average depth-measurements

of sink, range and refrigerator are 2

feet, sometimes a little more. The
subtraction of 2 feet with allowances

for door openings from the total floor

space from wall to wall, will show how
much working area remains. If it is

found that there is enough remaining

area after placing cabinets and fix-

tures, the kitchen may be divided to

permit spaces for meals, for use as a

laundry, or other purposes.

If the kitchen is very small, it may
be wise to decide on the installation

of a compact unit comprising range,

refrigerator and sink, combined with

such cabinets as are absolutely neces-

sary. These units take up a space of

not more than 7 feet in length and
must, of course, be arranged along a

single wall.

Stock forms of kitchen cabinets

come in both metal and wood. The
metal kind is of steel, either enamelled

or coated lightly with porcelain. They
come in sections, bases and wall

cabinets separate, the latter to be

hung on brackets or from expansion

bolts.

Wood cabinets in stock sizes are

made in two forms. They can be had
ready for installation, or the pieces

of lumber cut to regulation sizes may
be purchased. They can be had with

or without doors for waU cabinets.

The bases are all equipped with doors

and provided with shelves. Sub-bases

may be either flush or with recessed

fronts to afford toe space for workers.

Wall cabinets of any kind are made
to heights of 18, 24, 28 and 30 inches.

SEMf -INDIRECT
LIGHT;:.x.-.;\:;::v.

^DEAD STORAGE
ABOVE THIS POINT

SOFFIT LIGHTS
UNDER WALL
CABINETS 6'S

PLUG-IN STRIP
:[

i iiiimu OR OUTLETS FOR
Tf APPLIANCES

24" 4-WORK COUNTER
'*"30

4.'

TOE SPACE

67. Heighb of base and wall cabinets

(Diagram No. 67.) Some stock types

are as high as 36 inches but the top

shelves of these are useful only for the

storage of infrequently used supplies

and utensils.

Space in Cabinets

Kitchen planning experts have
agreed on the rule-of-thumb for es-

timating the requirements for cabinet

space based upon the number of

persons in the family. Six square feet

of wall cabinet space is allotted to

each member of the household.

In addition to room for the storage

of electric mixers and similar equip-

ment at the work center, there should

be ample provision for the storage of

cutlery and frequently used utensils

at the same point. Opinion of plan-

ning experts is divided between the

efficiency of drawers and the proper

equipment of cupboards in the base

cabinets. One drawer seems to be

regarded as essential for cutiery stor-

age. For other utensils which must be

kept in ready reach there are base

cabinets in which the shelves come
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out at the opening of the door, and
others in which these slide in and out

easily.

At least one work top in the kitchen

should be of hard wood, as a cutting

surface for foods.

Lights and Appliance Outlets

Kitchen lighting is important. One
ceiling fixture should light all work-

ing centers and additional light fix-

tures should be above each of them.

The ceiling fixture should be a semi-

indirect one with a bulb of high

power. The light over the preparation

center may be shaded, with a 40-watt

lamp, and the same sort of fixture

should be placed conveniently near

the range and over the sink.

Some home owners prefer soffit

lights shaded with frosted glass and
set forward at the top edge of the

upper cabinets, at points where they

will reflect on the working surface top

of the lower cabinet. This can be

provided for by furring the space

between the ceiling and the upper
cabinet and using wallboard to make
the boxing at the bottom of which the

soffit may run. Frosted glass panels

are available in lengths of 18, 24 and

36 inches. If this type of lighting is

adopted, the lights behind the panels

must be wired to switches at the room
entrance.

Appliance Outlets

The use and location of electrical

appliances in the kitchen will deter-

mine the number and position of

electrical outlets. Small electrical

equipment like the mixer can be

attached to outlets or to plug-in strips

located between the work top of the

cabinet and the bottom of the upper

cabinet. A double outlet about 3^
feet from the floor v^U probably an-

swer all demands. If any electrical

appliances are to be used on a table

in the center of the room or located

away from the wall, there should be

an outlet in the floor under the table.

The outlet for an electric iron should

be installed about 3^ feet from the

floor and directly to the right of the

wall space occupied by the ironing

board when it is folded into a cabinet

or against the wall. In some cabinets

a special outlet is provided at the

back of the section which holds the

board.

Decorative Schemes

Many housekeepers in their efforts

to achieve cheerfulness in the kitchen

may adopt unsuitable color schemes.

A good rule to follow in the selection

of decorative colors for a sunny room
is to choose a cool color— gray, green

or blue in dark tones— which will

absorb much of the light. A dark,

gloomy kitchen may be made more
cheerful if yellow, red or orange are

used in the decoration. Any of these

basic colors will combine well with a

plain white finish on refrigerator,

range and sink.

Materials for covering the walls

and floors of the kitchen should be

selected after careful consideration of

the qualities of those which are avail-

able. The tile kitchen is always at-

tractive in appearance. The average

cost of ceramic tile in the United

States is about $1.00 a square foot,

which includes installation.

Rubber tile has the advantage of

being most resilient and therefore is

especially desirable because it is not

tiring to the person who walks on it.
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Rubber tile is made in colors and has

a decorative quality. The approximate

price is about 75 cents a square foot.

Rubber tile floors require finishing

with a special kind of wax prepara-

tion which adds to their durability

and resistance to moisture.

Other Kinds of Tiles

Linoleum tile is quite well suited

to decorative floors. Its lasting quality

is the same as that of high grade sheet

linoleum. The price is slightiy higher

and the cost of laying rates its instal-

lation among the expensive floor

coverings.

Asphalt tiles are both durable and
attractive. They are highly resilient,

and can be laid over an old floor with

as littie difiiculty as any of the other

materials. Also, their cost is reason-

able. A special waterproof cement is

used for setting. The tiles come in a

variety of colors and in many shapes

and sizes. Such a floor is easily

cleaned.

No kitchen floor covering is more
satisfactory than good sheet linoleum.

It is reasonable in price, the best

grade averaging about $3 a square

yard, including proper laying. If it is

laid over a wood floor, a felt lining

should be used. Diff"erent colors and

designs may be used for decorative

borders and centers. Linoleum is now
made with an adhesive backing,

which simplifies laying.

Sheet rubber installed over a felt

lining is available in many colors for

border effects. The price is about $4.

a square yard, installed.

Decorative Kitchen Walls

Wall panels of enamelled sheet

metal have the advantage of being

cleanable and may be had with simu-

lated tile scorings. They cost about 50
cents a square foot. There are a num-
ber of fabric and paper wall coverings,

some of them printed with attractive

designs. They are easy to clean and
may be hung like wallpaper. Installed,

their price is about 60 cents a square

foot.

Linoleum in a thinner form than

used for flooring is also used as a wall

covering. It is economical and costs

about 35 cents a square foot, installed.

It has a surface impervious to grease,

steam and dirt.

There are quite a number of deco-

rative wall materials of the synthetic

gum type. They come in panels which
may be fastened to walls in sections.

The seams are treated decoratively

with metal joint strips. Their cost

ranges from 50 cents to $1 .50 a square

foot.

Washable paints can be used on
any plaster wall. Those with high

gloss are easy to clean but reflect too

much light.

Wide Variety in Sinks

Since the sink is the central fixture

its type must be carefully considered

before it is installed. The latest im-

provement in sink construction is

represented by what are known as

"sink tops." The term means that the

sink and drainboards, apron and back-

splash are built in one piece. Sink

tops are available in enamel on cast

iron and in nickel alloy. The bottom

and sides are straight so that the top

may be installed above and next to

floor cabinets. The space at each side

of the basin formerly taken up by
drainboards is not fluted and has a

very slight slope toward the sink. The
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SINKS ARE SUPPLIED WITH EITHER RIGHT
OR LEFT HAND DRAiNBOARDS OR BOTH Dishwasher Combinations

SINGLE COMPARTMENT rpu • , w A :u .ur ——•

,

The sink combined with the me-
^^^..—.-..-,1 chanical dishwasher is constructed

^^^iC—..-^''' with two divisions, one ofwhich is used
,—

w

£qj. ^j^g general purposes of the sink,

PQJl^L^.^Q^P^^'^^^NT ^hiie the motor-driven dishwasher is

^i-^—.-J- ^, ^ ^ built in at the other side. These are
,"'*' ^'i^^-ry^^^—y^ ^^"^ obtainable in porcelain enamel and

L

"""'"'
' in metal.

If he installs any type of sink which

k^lNGLE smK ^ J does not already include a swinging

EITHER pir.MT ^^<^^ y^^i -^^^^ gooseneck faucet and a double-cup

OR LEFT HAND '
I Ml-jy

Strainer, the home owner should have
AVAILABLE I V^ these put in as extras in his budget

68. Three typM of link lops and they will repay their cost in serv-

ice and utility. A disappearing hose

average size sold is 6 feet in length. for rinsing dishes is attached in many
The backsplash is 8 inches high. Smal- of the cabinet sinks. By the use of the

ler sink tops are available as short as swinging faucet, any part of the sink

48 inches in length. (Diagram No. may be reached for cleaning and both

68.) ends of the fixture may be utilized

Another innovation is to combine at the same time. The double-cup

the sink with a cabinet built under- strainer makes the sink into a dishpan.

neath. This cabinet usually is of steel Separate dishwashers may in some
or can be of wood and installed by the cases be more desirable than those

home owner. Procelain enamels on built in combination with the sink,

both cast iron and pressed steel are As a rule these may be moved from

used in these cabinet combinations. one part of the kitchen to the other

The finish of the drain sides of the and connected with the sink hot-water

sink has also undergone moderniza- faucet when used,

tion. For the metal type of sink top, The space below the sink may be

there is a linoleum top in which that enclosed, forming cabinets along the

material is cemented to steel backing whole width. It is essential, however,

and bound around the edge with that in making the enclosure all

stainless metal. The advantage of this plumbing be left exposed so that it

finish is that it deadens sound and re- may be reached easily when repairs

duces the breakage of tableware. are necessary.

The sink is also made in combina- ^ . . »^. »

tion with a washtub. This fixture is
Separations m Kitchen

readily placed in a kitchen where
Drawers

space is restricted. One feature is a re- If the drawers of the kitchen table

movable cover for the tub which also or cabinet have been built without

serves as the drainboard for the sink partitions, the amateur carpenter can

section. supply them.
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Buy thin boards cut to fit the inside

dimensions of the drawer. Mark out

carefully the dimensions of the bins

desired. Saw half through the width of

each of the boards which are to inter-

sect, making the cut a trifle wider than

the thickness of the intersecting board.

Fit the pieces together at the saw cuts

and fit in the drawer.

Ranges and Their Features

The range should be located in the

kitchen out of the path of traffic

through the room. There should be

ample space in front of it for the

worker to stand and move about, and
doors and the projections of other

equipment should not take up any of

this space. There should be both day-

light and artificial light shining di-

rectly on the oven and cooking top.

The range, if gas is the fuel, should

connect with a flue so that heat and
odors from food will be carried out of

the kitchen.

For the proper ventilation of the

kitchen, no device is more efficient

than an automatic electric fan set in a

panel over the upper sash of the kitchen

window or in a wall.

In gas ranges, prices vary with the

design, the insulation, the number
and character of automatic controls,

and the way in which the construc-

tion is designed. The oven must be

properly insulated; all pipe joints

must be tight and well sealed and
burners of all types must be efficiendy

constructed. The purchaser's best

assurance of efficiency in a gas range

is that it has been tested and approved
in the laboratories of the American
Gas Association. Such equipment
bears the Association's stamp.

Gas Range Features

Some of the features of new gas

ranges are automatic lighting and
safety-cocks for burners. The simmer
unit consists of a burner of regulation

diameter, inside of which is a smaller

burner which may be used inde-

pendently. This is for cooking at low

temperatures. Ovens are preheated

with special burners which are claimed

to carry oven heat to 500° in ten

minutes and reduce to 250° as de-

sired. These oven burners are auto-

matically controlled. One type of con-

trol indicates with a red dash when
the desired temperature of the oven
has been reached. The other has an
arrow which points to the degree set

on the dial. (Diagram No. 69.)

Broilers arc of porcelain enamel,

nickel alloy or aluminum, so that they

may be easily cleaned. The burners

consume the smoke in the broiler

compartment and the fat drips into a

tray. Some broilers are attached to the

oven or broiler compartment door.

Another type springs up and out when
the door is opened; and still another is

made to pull out from the compart-

ment like a drawer. Extra equipment
on these late model ranges includes

lamp, minute-minded automatic

time clock, condiment set, automatic

oven lighting and automatic oven
illumination.

Gas Range Models

The most pretentious type of gas

range is the cabinet or console. Its ap-

proximate measurement is 42 inches

long and 27 inches deep. The oven
and broiler combination are about 16

inches wide and the cooking top has
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69. Gas ranse with automatic controls

four burners. In some forms the cab-

inet model has separate spaces for

broiling and baking. The size men-
tioned is adequate for a family of five.

The table-top range is of about the

same dimensions as the cabinet type

and these dimensions also cover the

oven and broiler combination. In this

type there is a convenient working

surface at the side of the cooking-top

or between the sets of burners.

The closed-top type of range varies

in size from 36 to 48 inches in width

and is about 27 inches deep. The oven

and broiler are below the cooking top.

The top of the range is completely

closed with removable lids over the

burners. The advantage is that heat

from burners is diffused through the

closed top, making it possible to use all

the space for cooking.

In selecting a gas range, it is well to

consider several features that increase

its usefulness. If your budget will per-

mit you to buy the very best type,

check to see that it includes automatic

heat-control for the oven, and an

automatic top lighter for the burners;

see that the broiler is designed to be

smokeless, and that one burner at

least is the combination simmer and
high-speed type. Oven and broiler

should be lined with porcelain enamel,

and there should be a time-control to

do away with the necessity ofwatching

food in the oven. A utility drawer for

utensils is an added convenience.

Electric Ranges

The purchase of an electric range

for the city home must be governed

largely by the comparative costs of

electric current and other kinds of

fuel. In some sections of the United

States the cost of current is low be-

cause of the low cost of production.

In others utility companies offer a

lower rate on current for cooking and

for heating the water supply. In such

districts the companies claim that the

cost of current is about the same as

that of fuel gas. Cooking by elec-

tricity has the advantage of greater

cleanliness.
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The electric range has been mod-
ernized as much as the gas range, and

the models offered meet all demands
for good appearance and variety in

finish. Because an electric time clock

can be used to control the oven of the

electric range, time cooking is a more
exact process in it than in any other

kind of range.

Manufacturers of electric kitchen

equipment have models which com-
bine three or four surface cooking

units with oven and broiler. They
have added what is known as the

"thrift cooker." Once a high tempera-

ture is attained, the current may be

cut down, and cooking proceeds

slowly but with a lower consumption

of current, or none at all. Nearly all

oven casings are made to slide in and
out for convenience in cleaning. Ovens
and shelves are of porcelain enamel on
steel. A fully controlled model starts

and stops the cooking process auto-

matically.

Ranges for Other Fuels

Improvements in the design and
efficiency of ranges for kerosene and
solid fuels have been as numerous as in

kitchen equipment making use of gas

and electricity. The kerosene range is

built in about the same models as the

gas stove. Some have the cooking top

added so that the heat of one burner

may be utilized for slow cooking on
the top space. One range is equipped

for both electricity and oil. Some
models are built to combine a water-

heating unit with the cooking

range.

Coal ranges and wood stoves of late

design are equipped with oven-control

that is almost automatic. They are

better looking than the old ranges

which utilized solid fuel and they

come in a wide range of models.

Improvements include foot lifts

which operate to open the top of the

firebox for the adding of hard fuels.

Some are built in the Dutch oven
style for time cooking. In these the

oven is heated with an instant fire

kindler; it is allowed to reach a

proper temperature and baking is

completed without further attention.

Hot Water Supply

Most newly built houses are

equipped with some form of hot-

water heater to operate in connection

with the plant that heats the house.

These are built in as parts of a com-
plete heating unit. In more modest

homes and in older homes, however,

the location of the hot-water supply

is usually some convenient space in

the kitchen. Designers have outdone

themselves in improving the looks of

the hot-water supply unit. Some are

encased in metal jackets, some are

colorfully decorated, and some are so

designed that they serve the addi-

tional purpose of kitchen work top.

This table top style, using gas as fuel,

is built to standard height, 36 inches,

and can be made part of the cabinet

equipment.

Of the water heaters that use gas

there are a number which are in-

stantaneous. These furnish a supply of

hot water as long as a faucet remains

open. They consume a large quantity

of fuel so that care must be exercised

to keep all hot-water faucets closed

tight when not in use. Both gas and
electric water heaters are provided

with thick insulating jackets which
surround the storage tank and effect

an economy of gas or current. They
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are equipped with thermostatic con-

trol, to turn on the current or gas

supply and shut it off automatically

when the water in the tank reaches

the desired temperature, 140 F. As
water is drawn from the tank, it refills

and the supply is constant. The 40-

gallon tank, automatically heated,

furnishes ample hot water for a
family of five.

Fuel Consumption

Where the house is without auto-

matic heat, the coal stove of the

"scuttle-a-day" type is a reliable

heating agency in connection with

the storage tank. In one of its new
forms it is magazine-fed; suflScient

coal is put into a reservoir to keep the

fire going for a day.

From studies made by Professor

Gordon B. Wilkes of The Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, a

reliable table of comparative fuel

consumption in running a hot-water

supply has been provided for the use

of home owners. The figures are for

a month's supply, based upon average

consumption of 50 gallons of hot

water each day:

Gas water heaters 18 to 20 Therms
Electric water heaters 426 to 491 KWH
Oil water heaters 23 to 34 gallons

Coal water heaters 378 to 7 1 4 pounds
Water heaters built

into oil-fired burn-

ers 21 to 85 gallons

The variations in fuel requirements

are in part accounted for by differ-

ences between summer and winter

temperatures, and by the varying

performances of different equipment.

The rating of gas consumption in

therms is made necessary by the

varying qualities of gas supply. The
monthly requirement of 18 to 20
therms may be roughly translated

into 3,500 feet of manufactured gas;

2,320 feet of mixed gas, and 1,680 feet

of natural gas.

Coil Heaters

Another method of heating water

for kitchen and laundry use is the

storage tank which is attached to a

coil in a wood or coal range. This is

satisfactory to a degree but the coil

ceases to function when the range fire

goes down.

Mechanical Refrigerators

Mechanical refrigerators are of so

many types and dimensions that any
space requirements, and the demands
of a family of any size, can be met.

The motive power to expand the

freezing element and keep it in circu-

lation is electricity.

Current consumption varies with

different sizes and makes, but it is

estimated that the savings made
possible by the proper preservation

of cooked and uncooked foods will

pay a large part of the cost of current.

Refrigerators are built in sizes running

from 4.J/2 to 9 cubic feet shelf capacity.

The ice cube capacity ranges between

36 and 120 cubes. The tendency in

late designs is to place the freezing

unit, which contains the ice cube
trays, in the center of the refrigerator.

This gives cold storage on both sides

and beneath the unit.

It is estimated that a good re-

frigerator will save 5 percent of the

food budget of the average family.

Taking for example a family with an
income of $2,400 a year and a food

budget of $50 a month, this saving
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would amount to $2.50. Economists

estimate that there is a loss of from 5
to 15 percent in food spoilage, so that

the combined savings through storage

and the prevention of spoilage are

from 5 to 10 percent of the monthly-

food bills of the family.

The needed cubic foot requirements

in the refrigerator range from 3 to 5
feet for the small home, to 6 to 8 feet

for a home of medium size, and 9 to 10

cubic feet for the large house with

numerous occupants.

How Refrigerators Work

The working principle of the

mechanical refrigerator is based on the

natural law that heat travels from a

warmer object to a cooler one. In

the refrigerator, heat is removed from

the food compartment by having a

cold object, the freezing unit, in the

same enclosure. The action of the

freezing unit is based on another

natural law: when a liquid evaporates,

heat is always absorbed. A liquid is

contained in the freezing unit and
the heat from the food is transferred

to this liquid, causing it to evaporate.

The freezing unit, becoming filled

with heated vapor, must have an
outiet if evaporation is to continue.

The outiet is provided by the pump,
which removes the vapor from the

freezing unit and carries the heat from
the food compartment along with it.

The vapor is then liquified by the

compression side of the pump and
passed through an air-cooled con-

denser, which disposes of the heat.

The refrigerant, the material which
absorbs heat and turns into vapor, as

used in most refrigerators, is sulphur

dioxide (SO2). This liquid is non-

flammable and non-explosive.

Gas Refrigerators

In cities where there is a reliable

gas supply, refrigeration by gas has

grown in favor. One reason for this

is that the gas refrigerator is silent in

operation, as the freezing process

requires no machinery with working
parts. Newer models are air-cooled

and dispense with the old water

connection. Defrosting has been made
easier and almost automatic. Cubic
capacities of gas refrigerator models

are approximately the same as the

electrically-operated kind.

A refrigerator operating on the gas

principle is available for use with

kerosene as fuel; the device is in-

tended for country homes located

where there is no gas supply or electric

current available. The claim of the

makers is that the kerosene refrigera-

tor requires the burning of oil for only

2 hours out of 24.

Better Ice Refrigeration

In the later models of ice refrigera-

tors there are types in which the ice

supply is renewed at weekly rather

than daily intervals. The makers

claim that in these models cooling is

kept regular and is not subject to the

highs and lows of the old type because

the new ice chamber is sealed. The
production of ice cubes is also made
possible by the low temperatures that

can be maintained in the supply

chamber.

Garbage Incinerators

Some pjrovision for burning garbage

makes the kitchen more efficient in

more ways than one. The installation

of efficient incineration requires a

connection with a main chimney flue
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and its inclusion in an old house is

seldom practicable. There are various

types of equipment in which gas, coal

or kerosene are used as fuels. In

another type the garbage is its own
source of heat. For use in rural and
suburban districts there are devices

which may be set up in the back yard

or at some distant location in the

grounds, at which all the waste of the

household may be disposed of. These

involve some special construction,

either of concrete or brick, and the

inclusion of some sort of chimney.

A combination of incinerator with

hot-water supply tank is gas-fueled.

Gas is introduced through copper

coils and is released through a vent to

the incinerator grate. The burning

gas dries the refuse, then consumes it.

The heat from the burning refuse

passes to the heating tank, just above

the incinerator. The combination is

insulated.



VIII

THE BATHROOM

When a new house is built in

America, no matter what the cost is

going to be, one question is answered

before the architect puts his first pencil

scratch on the plans. There is going

to be a bathroom, perhaps more than

one. That depends on how many-

persons there are in the family. When
the number of bathrooms has been

decided, the next question usually is:

How much are we going to spend on
luxury?

That luxury question can be an-

swered in terms of dollars and cents.

The makers of bathroom fixtures and
fittings have prepared themselves to

provide as much or little as the most

demanding customer can ask.

The problem with the family in the

older home revolves around the in-

stallation of new equipment and in

most cases the provision of new bath-

room facilities. Where the remodeling

budget is ample and the family deter-

mined to have what its members want,

the solution of the problem depends

entirely on the area of available space.

Old bedrooms that were always too

large may be the answer to the family

prayers when the time arrives for the

realization of new bathroom plans.

Large old closets which have been

stuff'ed with rubbish develop unex-

pected possibilities. Spaces under

stairways become locations for the

lavatory and toilet. (Diagram No. 70.)

Corners of older bathrooms that were

always too large offer plenty of room
for the toilet and shower stall which
relieve the overload carried by existii^

bathing facilities.

Planning the Bathroom

The best start any amateur bath-

room planner can make is to get from
his plumber or from some of the

manufacturers' catalogues the sizes

of the various fixtures essential to

fitting up the room. Sizes have been so

varied that there are possibilities in the

way of fixtures to go into almost any
area. Some of them have been scaled

to a floor space of 30 square feet for

the three essential fixtures, footage

running 6 feet one way and 5 feet

the other. (Diagrams Nos. 71 and 72.)

When a plan has been hit upon,

it is well to have the plumber's O. K.
He may find the tentative plan has

not taken into consideration the neces-

sities for water and waste-pipe connec-

tions that are feasible and economical,

and in such case will suggest changes.

Whenever possible, the same water

supply and waste connections should

be utilized for all bathrooms in the

house.

Sizes of Main Fixtures

Bathtubs come in lengths of 4>^, 5,

5>^ and 6 feet; 29 and 30^^ inch

widths, and varying heights from 14

to 17^ inches. These basic measure-

ments do not cover fixtures made in
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BEFORE

AFTER

70. Lavatory and toilet under stairs

special forms like a tub having the

bathing recess on the diagonal and
the corner spaces as seats. Because of

its shape, it is adapted especially for

the bath-shower combination. Toilets

require floor spaces ringing around

22 inches in width and 26 inches in

depth. The type having tank and
closet in one piece economizes in

depth space. Still more economical of

floor space is the toilet equipped with

a pressure flush valve instead of a

tank, but this type of closet can be

used only in houses where the water

pressure is high and reliable.

Lavatories take from 14 to 28

inches of wall space and are from 14

to 20 inches in depth. Corner and
bracket lavatories take even less space

and may be selected for installation in

small bathrooms. Shower installations

call for spaces of about 4 feet in each

floor dimension.

Tubs of novel shapes are not cov-

ered by a standard measurement like

the conventional fixtures. The corner

installation alluded to requires a floor

space in one of its styles of 49>^ x 49>^

inches. In another style the space is

cut down an inch on one of its

dimensions. A combination of tub and

lavatory cast in one piece, in which

the regulation 5-foot tub extends

under the lavatory, needs only about

6 feet in length of floor space.

±±:
Q.

J
5-0 X 5 -6 5'-0**X7'-0'

j^ -^^v!^•^^:^^•^^^J^^:^:^;^^^^:^i•x-?^^v^
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Tubs and Lavatories

Some tubs are recessed at one side,

some at one side and head or foot.

Some have cut or rounded corners,

others have square ones. Some have a

molded surface and others have flat

bottoms, or curved. The old style, the

dish set up on feet, is, to be sure, the

least expensive of all.

Lavatories have been given the

same attention by designers. They are

made with rounded or square fronts,

with molded faces and with square

ones. Some take pedestals and some
are supported by metal legs, between

the pairs ofwhich there are towel bars.

A number have the lower base space

enclosed in cabinets. Basins are round,

oval and square, the latter har-

monizing with the tubs built on
modem lines.

Water Closet Construction

The highest achievement in the

construction of water closets is the

tank and toilet in one piece of porce-

lain-enamelled earthenware. It is the

RIM FLUSH CONNECTION
TO TANK-i

JET FLUSH TO SOIL PIPE

LINEN CLOSET HALL

72. Pka for adjololaa baUtfooflu

73. Dia^rsm of one-piece toilet

most expensive of its kind. Next to it

in relative cost and efficiency is the

closet in which tank and toilet are

made to fit each other, the connection

being almost as well concealed as in

the one-piece fixture. (Diagram No.

73.) It is claimed for both of these

that they arc almost silent in action.

The old form of wall tank is still

retained in all the lines. In buying

any kind of water closet, the main
features to be insisted upon are prac-

tical. There should be enough depth

in the bowl for water to provide a

reliable seal against the escape of

gases, and the outflow pipe should be

large to carry off" large volumes of

waste without stoppage.

Shower Installations

The shower has taken an important

place in bathroom planning and
promises to grow more imp>ortant.

Those who project shower installations

in their plans have a wide choice.

There are glass enclosures and en-

closures of marble slabs. Some of the

gynthctic plastics find favor for this
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74. Bathroom with giMs-enclosed shower

use. Metal tile material is used for the

home constructed stall and even the

tile boards can be made to serve when
they are waterproofed. (Diagrams

Nos. 74 and 75.)

"Receptors" as parts of the shower

are just as essential as the hot- and
cold-water valves, the shower head

itself and the water and waste con-

nections. Nearly all of them are cast

in a single piece

concrete, plastics

of waterproofed

or metals. The
receptor should be leakproof and for

that reason it appears best to install

one of the one-piece slabs, which, if it

is properly connected to the waste

pipe, cannot leak. The anti-leak factor

is in some cases adequately provided

by a copper or lead base-pan which
can be soldered to the waste connec-

75. Bathroon with toilet and shower ! Mporaie compartments
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tion. Similarly efficient connection

can be made for the one-piece con-

crete or plastic receptor by the use of

Keane's cement or special bonding

material. (Diagram No. 76.)

Fittings for Fixtures

Fittings are no less important than

fixtures in making a satisfactory bath-

room. If they are to last as long as the

fixtures themselves, they should be of

the very best design and construction.

The plating should be thick and of a

metal that is easily cleaned. Because

they have answered these require-

ments, chromium-plated fittings are

in highest favor. They do not corrode

or tarnish quickly and their sheen is

easily restored with a minimum of

cleaning.

Mixing-faucets are to be preferred

both for the tub and lavatory. If the

house supply of hot water is reliable,

the right temperature of water for the

bath or basin can be maintained.

Exposed piping, as well as the other

fittings, should be plated. Plated pipes

can be much more easily cleaned than

painted pipes and the extra cost will

not tax the budget.

Heat Controls for the Shower

The shower outfit should include

mixing-faucets with temperature con-

trol. Fittings of this character are

more expensive but they should be

worth the difference in price because

they do away with sudden changes in

water temperature due to the use of

other faucets in the house, the failure

of either the hot or cold water supply,

"dead ends" in either, and the "by-

passing" of either the hot or cold

supply. The assembly of valves which
make up this kind of shower has a

floor!
RECEPTOR 1 -•*'

I DRAIN

76. Receptor construction for shower

device by which the supply can be
fixed at the desired temperature.

Interchange of hot and cold water in

the supply pipe is prevented by a

check valve.

The shower "head," the strainer

through which the spray is diffused,

should be a bronze casting. It should

be easily removed for cleaning and it

should be attached to the mixing pipe

with a universal joint fitting so that

it can be turned to any angle desired.

Materials in Fixtures

Two kinds of material are generally

used in the making of bathroom fix-

tures. One is vitreous earthenware, a
pottery product with a thick glaze

over its entire surface. The other, one

which is more widely accepted be-

cause it is less expensive and not so

liable to breakage, is a cast-iron base

with a surface of porcelain enamel
baked on it. Of more recent appear-

ance in the market for fixtures are

those which are stamped out of steel

sheets and coated with enamel. These
are the least expensive.
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Fixtures of any of these materials

should be carefully inspected before

they are installed. A crack in a piece

of vitreous earthenware is likely to go
through the piece. Earthenware is

porous and if the surface of the glaze

is cracked or if pieces of it have scaled

away, the piece is not waterproof. A
sudden shock given the fixture in

handling is likely to result in either of

these defects. The ordinary shock is

not likely to crack the cast iron base

but it may cause the porcelain surface

to scale and leave part of the iron base

exposed. A rust spot on the surface

may result. Every surface of a cast

iron or earthenware fixture should

be examined for any irregularities in

the coating and for any spots like

bubbles or blisters. These may extend

to the base material. The discovery

of any of the defects listed should

prompt the buyer to reject the fixture

in which it appears.

Bathroom Floors

Three qualifications should be
exacted of any bathroom floor: it

should be durable, watertight, and
easily cleaned.

Many materials combine cleanli-

ness and durability. A few years ago
first choice went to ceramic tiles laid

in cement with walls treated in the

same way. Tile is still a prime favorite

but other materials run it a close

second. One of the qualities that

recommend the use of tile is its

adaptability to almost any scheme of

decoration. It can be had in a variety

of colors to harmonize or make a con-

trast with fixtures of any tint. When
laid well it is watertight. When it is

installed with cove and corner bases,

there are no narrow spaces left to defy

cleaning. Consideration of its avail-

ability involves the cost of application.

The process has been made as simple

as possible by the way the tile comes
to the job. The tiles are laid face down
on a paper sheet covered with paste

and the material is laid as a whole, in

just the design in which the pieces

were set on the paper. The paper is

removed after the tiles have been
set in the coat of cement covering the

floor.

Floor and wall tiles are of different

quality. Floor tiles are of hard mate-

rial and the surface colors run through

to the back. Wall tiles are softer and
are colored on the surface only. The
most expensive tiles are pure white in

color. Less costly ones are grayish in

tone. One objection to the use of tiles

in bathrooms or elsewhere is the diffi-

culty with which repairs can be made
if a tile drops out or there are otiier

reasons for replacement.

Other Floor Materials

Rubber tiles are good, and so are

linoleum tiles. Asphalt tiles in which
asbestos fibers are used as a base are

lasting and durable. The advantage

of any of these materials is that they

can be had in almost any size, as large

as 12 X 24 inches and some even larger.

Any of the pliable materials may be

cut to fit around pipes either with or

without the use of metal collars on
the pipes. Nearly all these resilient

tiles have the cove forms for wall

junctions which are aids to cleanli-

ness. Cork tiling is another material

which can be used in the same way as

the tiles with a fabric base.

Sheet linoleum of good quality

makes a durable floor for the bath-

room and the surface is easily cleaned.
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When it is installed in connection

with cove bases, narrow corners are

eliminated.

The laying of these floors is more
important than the content of the

material chosen. Any material with

a fabric base should be laid so there

can be no opening ofjoints where the

floor covering connects with the bath-

tub. These joints should be sealed

with some adhesive which will not

be affected by water.

Bathroom Walls

Materials for the walls of bathrooms

are as numerous as those for the floors.

Most of the materials mentioned as

floor coverings are adaptable for use

on walls. There are, in addition to

these, numerous other wall mate-

rials which cannot be used on the

floor.

Tile, of course, is a good covering

for the wall but is not generally used

above the height of the wainscot.

Above that point its application is

risky, because if it fails through the

settling of the house or other similar

cause, it must be taken out and
replaced. Tiles of other materials are

not subject to that objection. Besides

these, there are materials which may
be cemented to the wall or merely

nailed on, which, in appearance at

least, are quite effective. The first

choice is glass, which comes in sheets

of workable size to be attached with

special adhesives. There are plastic

materials made of the synthetic resins

with fiber bases, which are formed

into the shape of tiles or left plain for

attachment with metal strips over

joints. There are metal tiles, either

individual pieces like the ceramics, or

in larger sizes, which can be attached

with their own adhesives or with

hammer and nails.

Linoleum is made in a lighter grade

which is very effective as a wall finish.

It runs the entire scale of colorings.

It is applied with special cements and
is washable with mild cleansers.

Fabric wall coverings coated with oil

paints are durable and can be had in

a variety of printed effects. Wallpapers

with a washable surface are long-

lasting.

A washable wall is possible with

only one coat of waterproof paint

which can be colored to work with

any color scheme. One advantage it

offers is that it can be changed with

the years. Wallpaper has the same
qualification to recommend it.

Bathroom Cabinets

For convenience' sake there cannot

be too many cabinets in the bathroom.

The essential ones are those for medi-

cines, toilet preparations, and bath-

room linen. The elaboration of that

primary list may extend to built-in

seats and dressers and linen cabinets

for almost every member of the

family. There should also be one for

soiled towels and other linen and if

arrangement can be made, for a

laundry chute to the basement. The
chute, as a rule, v^ll be found prac-

ticable only in the house that is being

built. If there are to be mirror cabi-

nets, and frequentiy only that kind

can be placed in the bathroom of

moderate dimensions, there should be

at least two, one for adults and another

set for younger members of the family.

In the new house the cabinets can

be set in the walls before they are
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finished, their positions determined in

advance. In that case they can be the

kind with metal doors.

If the bathroom is large enough it

can be used as dressing room also.

For efficiency it should be partitioned.

The dressing table can be built-in,

in one corner if necessary, provided it

can be lighted both day and night. If

space allows it can have a part of the

wall in which there is a window.

Special lights should be provided.

The construction of the vanity or

<iresser affords a good opportunity for

the amateur workman to show off his

talents.

Auxiliary Heating
In homes where there are young

children it is almost essential to have

some form of auxiliary heat in the

bathroom. Gas heaters are efficient

but they should be placed out of the

children's reach and should be pro-

vided with unbreakable connections.

It is possible to build one of the gas

heaters into the wall and surround

it with asbestos for protection against

fire. The connection for the electric

heater should be short and a special

outlet should be provided for it. New
heaters using kerosene as fuel are

efficient in heating power.

The bathroom should have good
light at all hours of the day. The
window can be one of the prism-

surfaced glasses. A transom above the

window will provide ventilation when
the window is closed.

Bedroom and Bath

In planning the house, one of the

rooms should be provided with a con-

necting bath. In an old house where
one of the bedrooms is oversize or

where there is space at the end of a hall

with a window opening, the addition

of a bathroom connecting with a bed-

room will not prove difficult or ex-

pensive unless its fitting requires too

long runs of piping, or the installation

of a vent pipe and waste drain is too

much of a problem. A space along a

wall as much as 4 feet in width will

allowroom for setting the bathroom fix-

tures in a part of it and the remainder,

if any, may be utilized for a closet.

For convenience of installation some
makers of bathroom fixtures have

designed a panel assembly of each of

the essentials fitted to a backing which
conceals the water supply and waste

connections. The outfit comes ready

for setting up as one of the room walls.

The backing may be of different wall

material, painted or finished in any
desired way. The sections are of

interlocking steel sheets. Storage cabi-

nets are built into the sections. There
are enough stock sizes of panels to fit

into almost any bathroom space, and
as cabinets are built into the sections

there is no danger of marring walls to

provide them. For a remodeling job,

or for the additional bathroom in

unused space, these panel assemblies

give what is wanted without unneces-

sary expense or labor.
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THE BEDROOM

In almost any home where there

is a plan for remodeling, the addition

of bedroom space comes up insist-

endy. In the older house with large

rooms the solution of the problem is

not so difficult. One room can be

made into two, for if there is ventila-

tion and light the size of the separate

room is not so important. If it is im-

possible to divide the larger room,

the survey of opportunities should in-

volve a search for space where there

was no space before. The addition of

a wing to the house is not always

feasible. It is never wise to add a wing

if the appearance of the dwelling will

suffer in comparison with its former

attractiveness.

In many remodeling plans the un-

used attic answers the deanand for

space. After it has been insulated it

becomes comfortable for living uses.

Its dimensions must be suitable.

There must be ample headroom.

The addition of the attic room, if its

space permits and the lighting is

good, involves less expense than the

remodelling of a room elsewhere in

the house. When the attic is not suit-

able for living quarters it may be

made useful by freeing other rooms
which have served for storage and
thus providing spaces for a greater

number of bedrooms by changes of

partition walls.

In the new house, the bedroom
problem is not insistent at the time of

planning, but future contingencies

must be considered. Expansion of

bedroom space must be provided for

before the need actually arises. The
nursery included in the initial plans

will answer for two children, but as

they grow up they must have two

rooms. Smaller bedrooms may be the

solution. (Diagram No. 77.)

The Master Bedroom

What architects caU "master bed-

rooms" (Diagram No. 78) should be

the basis of all bedroom planning

whether for the new house or in re-

modeling. The basic definition of a

master bedroom is a self-contained

apartment including a bedroom of

generous dimensions and a connect-

ing bath, with or without dressing

room. When the master bedroom is

included in the plans and the family

is a large one, the necessity for an-

other bathroom on the floor given

over to bedroom space will probably

arise. The tendency in planning the

larger house is to provide space for it

whether or not the fixtures are placed

when the house is first occupied.

In the previous chapter, some
stress is laid on planning for the addi-

tional bathroom, either by providing

for a separate complete apartment or

master bedroom. The plans in that

chapter give many suggestions for the

use of space for installing the three

essential bathroom fixtures.

93
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ROOM NSI

ROOM N9 2

AFTER
77. Two small bedrooms from the space of a large one

-mW

Plenty of Closets

Another essential feature in bed-

room planning is the closet. One is

essential in every bedroom and others

should be provided for the storage of

linen and out-of-season clothing. By
the use of studding and wallboard a

closet can be built almost anywhere,

its size governed only by the space
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with some degree of skill will find

many original ways to fill available

spaces.

Light and Ventilation

Light and ventilation are two limit-

ing requirements in the planning of

bedrooms. Free circulation of air,

without drafts, conforms to the sleep-

ing habits of most adults. It is essential

to the health of growing children.

Two windows in a bedroom are bet-

ter than one; the two should be in

opposite walls to give cross ventilation.

In the new house their location can

almost always be controlled; in the

remodeled house, proper ventilation

may depend on the use of ventilators

and transoms or changes in the type

of windows. Casements give better

ventilation than the double-hung

type, especially in summer. Children's

rooms may be made more healtliful

by the use of the kinds of glass which

control tiie supply of violet rays in

the sunshine entering the room.

Every bedroom should have its

quota of daylight though its occu-

pancy may be limited to hours for

sleeping. Southern exposures are, as a

rule, better suited to this requirement.

The number of rooms for which the

ideal exposure is possible dep)ends on
the location of the house in regard to

the shape of the plot.

Rooms for Children

The planning of rooms for the

growing members of the family pre-

sents problems which arc solved by
arrangement, furnishing and decora-

tion. The boy or girl may have a

hobby which gives a fundamental in-

spiration for planning. The boy

might, for instance, be an amateur

79. Boy's room with double bunks

photographer, and closet space may
be allotted for a darkroom, cabinets

for the storage of camera and nega-

tives, and a window for printing.

That boy can safely be entrusted with

the job of decoration, for which his

choicest prints will be the materials.

If the boy is a youthful bookworm,
he will want plenty of shelves for his

books. If that cuts down the available

space he may get along with a bunk
for sleeping. (Diagram No. 79.) If his

chief interests are school and athletic

activities he should have plenty of

built-in storage facilities for his

equipment and trophies, and built-in

seating for his cronies and teammates.

If he is mechanically-inclined and
loves to build models of airplanes or

ships he should have all the facilities

for such diversions in his own room.

The GirVs Room
The decoration of a room for the

girl requires a little more thought.

She may have an artistic bent, and
the lighting of her room must be con-

sidered as a cardinal point in plem-
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ning her room. If she is a camera en-

thusiast she will want all the equip-

ment her brother requires. If she

enjoys sewing she should have a sew-

ing machine of her own and a place

to keep it. She may not be satisfied

with the bunk bed which will be a

prize possession of her brother but if

her bed is recessed in the wall and

draped with dainty curtains she will

be duly appreciative. Cabinets for

clothes she must have. Her dresser

may be of the built-in type. And a

wall seat or window seat for lounging

and reading will be much to her

liking. Boys and girls alike need and

should be given rooms of their own,

where they may entertain their

friends, or where they may find that

privacy from the family group which

all children require in the growing-up

process.

The Nursery

The nursery should be the most

cheerful room on the bedroom floor.

Light and sunshine and air should be

there at all times. If the amateur

workman in the family is clever at

designing furniture, all the movable

pieces may be in miniature. Some of

these may be bought unfinished and
need only paint. Cabinet equipment

built on a smaller scale will encourage

orderly handling of clothing and

books. Wall decoration gives full

scope for the exercise of the amateur

decorator's talents. The picture-book

style is good if it is not too literally

carried out. But no scheme of decora-

tion should be selected which is not

likely to be permanendy pleasing.

Each wall of the room might suggest

a different story. The finish of such

illustrative decoration does not have

to be professional. Drawings made by

the youngsters themselves may be

developed as effective nursery murals.

The room should be spacious be-

cause there ought to be floor room for

toy trains, doll furniture and all the

other items of playroom equipment.

A few home-made toys will be treas-

ured memories when the owner grows

up. The amateur who operates an

ambitious shop in the basement can

do marvels with a jig-saw. Animals

fashioned in that way can be made
into rocking chairs for little children.

Cutouts of colored pictures make fine

decorations especially when they are

varnished after application to walls

and furniture. A corkboard panel to

which cutouts may be pinned is an

idea that provides opportunity for

changing the decorative scheme at

wiU.

In the better paint stores it is pos-

sible to buy stencils for wall decora-

tions. Their use depends not so much
upon an artistic sense as upon careful

laying out of tlie space to be deco-

rated.

Closet Fittings

Complete closet fittings (Diagram

No. 80) can be bought in the big-

ger stores. Their main purpose is to

condense storage space and its ar-

rangement so that any of the things

stored can be reached with the least

effort. Articles in everyday use are

placed within reach of the hand.

Those in service only at intervals, or

stored between seasons, are farthest

away. In addition to these complete

closet fittings there are devices to

make the closet more convenient.

There are. racks for shoes, poles for

clothes hangers, stands for women's
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hats, bars for flat-folded things like

linens and shelving, supported on

adjustable brackets so that the par-

ticular closet division wanted for any-

single purpose may be expanded or

decreased.

Linings for Mothproofing

At least one of the closets on the

bedroom floor should have a lining

of red cedar. Its installation in the

older house involves no great amount

of labor. The cost of material is not

beyond the modest budget. The
moth-repelling virtues of cedar lum-

ber are lasting and once done, the

job does not have to be done over.

The boards of the lining should be

closely fitted and it is advisable to add

a backing of cedar lumber to a door

of any other material.

There are means for mothproofing

closets other than cedar linings but

they do not afford such lasting protec-

tion. Some of these are in the form of

oils to be applied with a paint brush.

Others are combinations of fine wood
dust and oil mixed with some binding

material, which may be brushed on

the walls. Alternatives to these are the

familiar containers of volatile oils

which may be hung in closets and

refilled as their contents are ex-

hausted.

The Sleeping Porch

Advocates of sleeping in the open

air have their v^sh for extra bedroom

space best supplied by the building

of a sleeping porch. If it is a part of

the general plan of the house it can

be made to conform to all architec-

tural requirements. When it is to be

added to an older structure it involves

careful planning to avoid giving the
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80. Space-saving closet fittinss

house an appearance of top-heaviness

or something worse. When there is a

wide porch at the side of the house,

away from the entrance side, the

porch roof can be used as the base

of the added structure. The floor of

the sleeping porch can be built on a

level by the use of framing material

set at the outer edge of the old roof.

The joists for the floor can be laid on

these and a light framing member
at the wall of the house. Entrance to

the added room can be given by cut-

ting down a window for use as a door.

Or the framing of the old porch can

be changed by making its roof sup-

ports longer, so that the old roof can

be lifted and used to cover the sleep-

ing porch.

The siding for the lower part of the

sleeping porch should be of the same

material as the siding of the house.

This need not be more than 4 feet in

height. Above that the porch may
be left open at the sides or it may be

provided with glciss on all sides so

that it can be utilized in all kinds of

weather, and even be pressed into
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81. Attic playroom

service as living room space in the

summer months.

Making Over the Attic

Not every attic is a potential living

space. Its height dimension and the

degree of its insulation are the most

important factors in its transforma-

tion. If the distance between floor and

rafters is ample and the pitch of the

roof not too abrupt something can be

done to make the attic not only liv-

able but attractive. Wonders in the

way of dressing it up have been done

by amateur workmen who have seen

and realized its possibilities.

Before plans are made the space

must be carefully surveyed. It must

be borne in mind that at least 6}4
feet of clear head room and a floor

area of adaptable width are essential

to the making of a presentable room.

The space must be fully insulated un-

less insulation has already been in-

stalled. There must, of course, be

windows or space for putting them

in, and there must be a stairway

providing easy access to the room.
When the attic meets all these re-

quirements it can be made into an
extra bedroom or made to serve as

a nursery adjunct by transformation

into a playroom for children. (Dia-

gram No. 8 1.) In more ample space

other types of rooms for temporary or

permanent use can be fitted up. The
building materials for any of these

changes are not expensive. Plain

flooring, light framing and wallboard

are the main items. If there already

is a window in the space perhaps it

can be used just as it is. If it is only

a small opening it should be en-

larged.

Walls and Ceiling

Framing for the ceiling may not be
necessary. Wallboards can be at-

tached directly to rafters and the

result of this may be added height for

the room. If rafters have been spaced

according to the usual standards, the

sheets of board will meet over them
for nailing, and the joint may be left
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unfinished or covered with a light

lath to give a panelled effect. The use

of one of the boards with a finish in

the grain of a natural wood will give

a decorative touch. If the room is to

have a flat ceiling the overhead fram-

ing for the attachment of wallboard

may be ordinary studding or even

lighter material nailed from rafter to

rafter. Studding for the walls can be

attached to the rafters at the top and
to the joists at the bottom. As none
of the framing is to be visible when
the walls and ceiling are finished, the

method of attachment is unimpor-

tant so long as the upright position

of the studding is assured by plumb-
line test. (Diagram No. 82.)

If the space has been insulated with

batts between the rafters, the floor

of the new room need not extend be-

yond the walls. If loose insulation has

been put in between joists the room
will not itself be insulated and will

not be comfortable in very hot

weather. If an electric fan has been

put in the attic for summer ventila-

tion the space will be livable in

summer.

Finishing the Room
The finish of the attic room should

be determined in great measure by
the use to which it will be put. If it

is going to be used occasionally as a

bedroom the decorative scheme for

any bedroom may be followed. The
walls can be painted or left plain and

2X4*5 FRAMED BETWEEN RAFTERS
FOR CEILING

WALL STUDDING
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82. Construction of attic room

the wallboard may be left unfinished

or painted. Laths which have been
planed may be used to cover the wall-

board joints and give the panelled

effect suggested for the ceiling. Any
of the boards in tile form may be used

to advantage without any finish at all.

If the room is to be a play space for

the winter it can be made as attrac-

tive as the nursery with the same
kinds of decoration. If it is to be the

bedroom for the growing boy there

are infinite possibilities for building

in cabinets and furniture.

In the attic space where board in-

sulation has been applied to rafters

the ceiling problem has been solved

before work on the room begins.

Care must be exercised in putting in

the wall framing so that the insulating

board is not broken at any point.
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LIVING AND DINING ROOMS

One cardinal rule applies to the

allotment of space in the new house

for the living room: Make it as large as

possible. Next, make it as attractive

and as comfortable as possible.

In planning the living room, archi-

tects seem to agree that it should have

one of its dimensions limited onl/ by
the dimensions of the house. It can

run the length of the front or from

front to back with a liberal allowance

for width. Much emphasis is placed on
its lighting, and plenty of windows are

arranged for. Since the living room in

many small houses is also the room
through which both the family and
their visitors enter the home, it must
have an inviting doorway. The floors

and walls must have attractive fin-

ishes. (Diagram No. 83.)

Many house plans now omit the

dining room which was once con-

sidered essential. The living room and
dining room are treated here as one

building problem, but as diff"erent

room units, because there are still

many families in which the dining

room tradition persists.

Living room or dining room re-

modelling gives the planner quite as

wide a scope for ingenuity and indi-

viduality as he has in planning the

same parts of the new house.

Walls and Floors

Living room floors and walls are

practically and artistically comple-

mentary. Their treatment must be

carefully related to the furniture and
draperies that will go into them. The
materials that can be used in making
them practical and permanently in-

teresting are so numerous and varied

that any desired effect may be

achieved.

Hardwood flooring comes first to

mind in connection with the living

room, though it need not be first

choice. The forms in which it is made
and the variety in methods of applica-

tion give considerable leeway in its

use. Selection may be governed solely

by a preference for one wood grain as

against another, by the method of

cutting the lumber, or by the way it is

put down. Plain flooring in standard

widths is always a wise choice. There
are arrangements of smaller units of

material in the form of tiles, wide

board tiles (with which center designs

and border effects can be worked out),

and more intricate assemblies that

come ready for laying in designs like

ceramic tiles. All these call for special

methods of application and are not

adapted to the fully carpeted room.

Wide Board Floors

Floors ofwide boards have a definite

place in the home designed along

early American or colonial lines. They
are susceptible to any of the finish

treatments commonly given to the

narrower materials. Wide flooring is

100
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now a specialty with many manufac-
turers, and the old method of pegging

it down with wood dowels is one of the

tricks of making it harmonize per-

fectly with the colonial scheme. Wide
flooring should be of the hardest wood
from which such boards are cut. An-
other floor is of broad and narrow
boards laid with apparent disregard

for matching of widths. "Random"
flooring, it is called. Such a floor

should be carefully designed before it

is laid.

Alternatives to Hardwoods

If the hardwoods in all forms are

discarded, consideration will turn to

one of the resilient materials in sheets,

tiles or other forms. Rubber tiles or

linoleum tiles may be chosen if a tile

eflect is desired; but for a living room
that is constantly in use a better

selection is one of the same materials

in the larger sheets. All of them are

made in a diversity of colorings so that

any wall treatment can be matched.

The living room is the one where rugs

and carpets are supplementary cover-

ings for any kind of floor. Conse-

quentiy the floor on which they are to

be used should offer a decorative

contrast or harmony with these cover-

ings. If the floor is to be carpeted over

its entire area, the coloring of the

material under it may be disregarded.

A good, smooth floor of hardwood is

desirable but one of some of the softer

woods will answer if it is properly

laid.

The effect of a room-size rug can be

had by the use of sheet linoleum with a

contrasting border or with center and
corner designs worked out in the

same material. Smaller rugs may be

used over such a floor without dis-
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84. Improved fireplace treatment

remedies applied on its surface can

seldom restore its even surface.

Fireplace Treatments

A fireplace for the living room
serves both as an auxiliary heating

unit and as a focal point for the furni-

ture arrangement.
i

The finish for the fireplace will be

dictated by plans for its use in decora-

tion. Over-elaborate mantels will

spoil an otherwise good decorative

scheme. The hearth should not extend

too far into the room. The facing may
be of wood or plain brick laid with or

without special design. One of the

sheet metals such as copper, or one of

the synthetic plastics, or a combina-
tion of the two, may be used without

the risk of making the fireplace stand

out too prominently. (Diagram No.

84.)

These suggestions are made to con-

form with a fireplace that really exists.

The addition of a new fireplace is a

step to be taken with caution. If there

is a good, practical chimney and an
expert workman it may be possible to

construct a good fireplace, but the

enterprise involves an element of risk

unless conditions are wholly favorable.

The imitation fireplace is not recom-
mended.

A novel type of fireplace is one
which requires little else than a good
chimney flue for its installation. The
hearth is built out into the floor of the

room and the fire is made on the

hearth. A hood of metal— copper is

advised— is attached to the wall of

the room, the back part extending

from the floor to the point where con-

nection is made with the flue. It is

backed with asbestos. The front is

built down to the height of the usual

fireplace opening. The front of the

hood acts to create a draft; smoke is

taken from the hearth fire to the chim-

ney flue, and the metal back acts as a

reflector to throw heat into the room.

Living Room Walls

There are more kinds of wall cover-

ings than there are materials for

finishing floors. Woods of many rare

and costly kinds have been shaved

down to veneers and attached to less

expensive wood or wallboard back-

ings. These seem ready made for the

panelling scheme. Some veneers have

been made so thin that they can be

applied like wallpaper and yet retain

all the beauty of the wood from which
they were cut. Some are used with

backings of plywood; this makes them
stronger and less liable to warp.

Similar eff"ects may be obtained by the

use of thin linoleum with wood grains

printed on the surface.

Paper and Paint

The use of elaborate, heavy panels

should not be considered in connec-
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AFTER

85. Large living room from two small rooms

tion with simple furnishings and
draperies. A plain wall covering will

never be out of place with the kind of

tasteful furniture and simple hangings

that are in favor. Wall papers are

suited to the best rooms in the average

home. Choice of design should depend
on room dimensions, on lighting and
on the furnishings. Large designs like

those in the so-called scenic papers

give an illusion of spaciousness.

Smaller designs may be more appro-

priate with simpler draperies. Masses

of strong colors should not be chosen

for the room of limited size.

Painted walls have the advantage of

being readily changed if the first

selection is not altogether pleasing. It

is not even necessary to use expensive

paints. The water-mixed paints with a

casein content do not rub off and
their makers say they are washable.

Window and door trim may be coated

with oil paints. In cases where it is

desired to preserve the natural beauty

of the wood grain, the exposed sur-

faces may be varnished or stained.

Living Room Renovation

The amateur decorator will find

interesting potentialities in the home
where the living room is to be done
over or extended. If there is a small

room on the same floor it is a good
idea to knock out a wall and add this

space to the room that never can be

too large. (Diagram No. 85.) This

involves some structural changes to

insure that walls and floors will not be

weakened, but these usually can be

made with a minimum of labor and
expense. After they are done these

changes result in a room with greater

intrinsic individuality than a living

room in the brand new house.

Where the living room is enlarged

by the space of the unused room, the

added footage can be used for a num-
ber of different purposes such as a
library, or a children's study.

Using the Enclosed Porch

Another possibility for utilizing

extra space applies to the house which
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86. Addition of encloMd porch to living room

has an enclosed porch connecting

with the living room by a window.
(Diagram No. 86.) The window may
be cut down and P'rench doors sub-

stituted. As the space under porches

usually is unexcavated, a finish floor

should be laid over some reliable in-

sulating material. The space may be

used as a small conservatory, and will

enhance the charm of the living room.

Homemade Cabinets

Renovations of this kind may be

elaborated by the installation of

cabinet work in the shape of book-

shelves, window and wall seats, and
enclosures for the storage of bric-a-

brac. These arejobs suited to the more
skillful home workman. By buying his

material in stock forms and using his

imagination he can supply many
kinds of convenient storage, as decora-

tive as it is useful.

Bookshelves are easiest to build.

The workman can get the basic pieces

cut to required lengths at the mill.

The molding material for finish he can

cut by using the miter box and a fine

saw. He can use wall board for back-

ing the shelving or he can leave it

open.

Wall cabinets and corner cabinets

call for more skill. For the home
cabinetmaker who is not so sure of

his accomplishments, the companies

which manufacture trim for doors and
windows have knock-down cabinets

in various sizes and designs. These

materials come in packages, ready

for setting up.

The treatment of windows is an-

other job for the home workman to

tackle. He can build cornices for

draperies that fit in with decorative

plans. Mill moldings are available in

so many shapes that the construction

of any cornice is a matter of minutes.

Dining Spaces

When the living room is to serve

also as dining room a definite part of

living room space should be appropri-

ated for this secondary use. It should

include one of the windows of the
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room. Closed cabinets for some of the

tableware or open ones with glazed

doors will save many steps to other

storage places. Low cabinets will give

the effect of larger space. The selection

of furniture to be used at mealtime in-

volves the consideration of its value

for double-duty. There are many
kinds of folding tables that are not

out of place in the well designed room.

(Diagram No. 87.)

Provision for the attachment of

electric appliances should be in keep-

ing with their prospective uses. Floor

outlets will usually be most satisfac-

tory.

The means of lighting the living

room at night should be just as im-

portant as its means of daytime light-

ing. Ceiling lights must be sufficient

in capacity and number to provide

full illumination. If the room is nearly

square, one ceiling light may be

sufficient. If it is longer one way than

the other more than one ceiling light

is required. Side lighting should be

considered more as decoration than

illumination. The number of floor

lamps required should be estimated

on a basis of probable uses. There
should be one or more for the part of

the room used by the children for

study, and these should be fitted with

lamp bulbs of high wattage. Another
should be provided for use at game
tables and this should be equipped

with lamps of high power. Table

lampsmay be added in limited number.

The Separate Dining Room
Dining room treatments do not

differ materially from those for the

living room. The object of arrange-

ment and decoration is to provide

cheerfulness and charm along with
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87. Breakfast spaces for large living rooms

utility. The finer effects are gained by
the use of good but conservative

furnishings and decoration.

The location of the dining room
should be governed by both the

privacy and the accessibility of the

space it occupies. Two connections it

must have: one with the other parts of

the house and the other with the

kitchen. The door should be the two-

way swinging type so that the service

of meals and the removal of tableware

may be facilitated.

Plenty of light from one or more
windows should come into the room
at all times of the day, and one of the

old style wide windows or bays is an
excellent candidate for remodelling.

New kinds and shapes for the panes of

glass in the sash may be utilized to

give it individuality. The change of

the sash from the double-hung type to

the casement may give an equally

desirable decorative effect. The wide

space in the old bay window may be

transformed into a window seat or a

shelf for growing plants, with enclo-

sures below for storage.
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88. Corner cupboard arrangement

Floor Finishes

The floor treatment of the dining

room must tend toward utility even
more than does the Hving room floor.

It may be of plain hardwood material

in standard widths, or of wide boards.

The tile materials are available if they

are not too heavy in relation to the

wall treatment designed for the room.

Linoleum in suitable designs is pre-

sentable and cleanable. As rugs are

not always used in dining rooms, the

sheet linoleum floor may be one of

those with center and border designs

worked out in contrasting colors.

Colors and materials used for the

walls of dining rooms should be warm
and cheerful. They should be the

harmonious backgrounds of the pic-

ture rather than the main elements in

its composition.

If a part of the dining room is used

for the service of breakfast, it should

be protected in its function and not

used for other purposes. The use of

tables and chairs that can be folded

and put out of sight is better in the

small room where, at times, all the

space is needed for entertainment.

Walls and Cabinets

There should be only enough cab-

inets to provide storage space. One
wall cabinet and one corner cabinet

should be sufficient in a small room.

Both should be built in proportion to

the size of the room, should conform to

the window and door finishes, and
unless they are separate pieces of fine

woods, they should be painted to

appear to be a part of the basic scheme

of decoration. (Diagrams Nos. 88 and

89.)
^

Thin linoleum and some of the other

materials mentioned as wall coverings

for the living room may be used for

the dining room also. But they should

not be the same either in color or

pattern. The materials scored in tile

shapes can be used, but not those in

which the tiles are large. Landscaped

papers with large designs are subject

to the same limitations.
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The preference for wall coverings

should favor cleanable material.

Artificial Lighting

Some persons want a lot of light;

others prefer candles and "a dim,

religious light." Lighting fixtures

should be rated accordingly. If the

room is to be bright, the best illumina-

tion is had from a single fixture sus-

pended from the ceiling at a height of

3 or 4 feet above the table. Lights of

high power should be used and the

shade should be wide enough to throw

light over the surface of the table.

Semi-indirect lighting is preferable.

For those who prefer the softer light-

ing, smaller lights behind glass panels

may be employed. These installations

can be in the shape of cornices running

around the wall and ceiling connec-

tions of the room, or in the ceiling over

the table space. Wall lighting may be

auxiliary to either plan.

Outdoor Dining Spaces

The fashion of serving meals out-

doors in summer is a friendly and
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89. Constraetion plan for corner cupboard

90. Terrace dining space

gracious custom and is practicable

wherever there is open space accessible

from the kitchen. (Diagram No. go.)

If it is too open it may be screened with

vines or shrubbery. If there are trees to

shade it, it is all the more pleasant.

Flooring may be unnecessary. If flat

stones are available they may be

closely laid, or with spaces between

them. Artificial stones may be molded

of concrete, or the surface can be

entirely of concrete.

The outdoor dining room may be

surrounded by a low picket fence with

a planting of bright, blooming annuals

inside. It may be shaded by vines

growing over a pergola or trellis or

with a gay awning on iron piping.

There is no scheme of landscaping to

which it will not lend itself.

Doorways and Porticos

The entrance to the house is a

serious consideration because it is so

intimately associated with the living

room space in homes where there is

direct access to that room from the

street or grounds. Wide porches are
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seldom planned for the fronts of new
homes. The more extensive porch has

changed its location to the side or rear,

and many houses do not include the

porch in their plans.

The "show" entrance comes ready-

made from the mill, in as many de-

signs as there are styles of architecture.

It is made in sizes suited to the dimen-

sions of any house, or can be built

by assembling appropriate members
bought at the local factory.

How to Make a Selection

If one of these entrances is included

in any plan for remodelling, the rule of

proportion must be strictly observed.

It may be better to leave the dimen-

sions to the manufacturer, after sup-

plying him with a rough drawing of

the front of the house, than to leave

them to the neighborhood carpenter.

Porticos, porches and doorways

were and are integral parts of the

house. What is fitted exactly to the

appearance of one may be the ruin of

another. Drawings of these elements,

which appear as illustrations of this

chapter, will be helpful to remodellers

only when they are used as parts of a

house to which they are architectur-

ally akin.
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THE BASEMENT

The first basement conversions that

seemed worthy of the name were not

devised by architects, interior decora-

tors or the guild of "planners." They
have added only a professional finish

to creations of amateurs who awakened

home owners to the possibilities of

turning caverns into casties.

Basement transformation is still a

big field for the man who has ideas

and can use a hammer and saw and
paint brush.

Automatically-fed heating equip-

ment has been responsible for the

boom in basement treatment- The
first "transformer" probably was a

man who realized what a difference

the installation of the new heating

plant made in the underground part

of his house, and had ideas about the

use of tools and materials.

Today is field day for the amateur
basement transformer. All he needs

to know before carrying out his pet

plans is that his basement is dry. If

his house is new in all likelihood the

basement is waterproof.

The owner of the older house, built

before membrane treatments were
devised, may find that some or all of

the safeguards now included in new
construction must be applied to his

house before he can realize his dreams
of a workshop, a game room, a play-

room for the children, a "rumpus
room" or a new up-to-date laundry.

If water is coming into the basement

space, either through the walls or the

floor, he must take steps to stop it. If

the cement in the floor has powdered
he can find a treatment to make it

smooth and substantial. If the ma-
sonry foundation wall was not laid

with the best of mortar, minor seep-

age may be cured by patching. If the

wall soaks up water when it rains he

may find a remedy in changing the

grade of the fill around the house so

that drainage water is diverted from

the walls.

If the basement floor is damp the

only sure cure is new floor laid in ac-

cordance with good architectural us-

age. He may as well make the job

complete by laying the new floor

with a membrane between two ce-

ment layers and extend the membrane
up the wall to the sill, so that all parts

of the basement are waterproof. If the

floor is dry and the walls nearly so,

there is a possibility that by coating

the inner walls with cement plaster or

hot asphalt, conditions favorable for

renovations can be established. If

water penetrates the floor from an

underground spring or stream it may
be necessary to install a sump pump.

Changes Not Costly

Knowing that the basement space

is dry, the owner can make it a livable

part of the house. If a new heating

plant is part of the undertaking, so

much the better, but the old furnace
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or boiler can be camouflaged and
made less unsightiy. Make sure first

that it is insulated, then partition it

off with the coal supply, and go

ahead with your most ambitious

plans— whatever they may be

!

The needed transformation mate-

rials are not costly and their applica-

tion requires only a limited degree of

skill. Ingenuity will devise ways and

means for their use. A book of very

attractive plans worked out by a

company which sells heating equip-

ment is proof that a modest budget

may include basement face-lifting

without extravagance. The transfor-

mations described in this book are

far-reaching but their costs have been

kept below an average of $300 for the

more extensive ones. Only the costlier

items like special furniture and elab-

orate additions in the way of decora-

tion have been omitted in these

calculations. If home labor does the

job it is safe to say that comparable

results may be realized with an ex-

penditure of $200 or less. Good plaster

boards, calcimine or casein paints, or

some of the plastic materials for wall

finishing, the lower grades of lumber,

nails and some millwork, comprise

the main items on the list of materials.

(Diagrams Nos. 91, 92, 93 and 94.)

Cleaning Is the First Step

To begin the tranrformation job,

the basement must be thoroughly

PLAN
SCALE yi«"«r-o"

92. Otftdrva'a pbyroon In
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cleaned and made sanitary. It should

be washed and allowed to dry as

thoroughly as it was washed.

Now having a dry, clean, and open
cellar space, the planner should take

stock of the ceiling. He may leave the

ceiling unfinished and give it a coat

of casein paint or calcimine, but first

he must make sure that the furnace

is not sending fine dust up to the next

floor, and that the floor itself is not

sagging. The remedies for these de-

fects will suggest themselves as the

defects crop up.

Rough timber supports can be
dressed up to become the main ele-

ments in a rustic atmosphere of dec-

oration. Brick piers can have an over-

coating of ordinary wallboard. Lally

columns may act as supports for

PLAN
SCALE .e"-.-.0"^ I-

94. Basement workroom and recreation space
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circular tables built around their

bases.

The Furnace Enclosure

The partition wall built to conceal

the furnace and coal supply should be

of sturdy construction. (Diagram No.

95.) Use lower grade lumber for it. Its

rough surface can be covered with

wallboard. Other partitions need not

be so substantial, except the studs to

which the wallboard is attached. These

should be squarely upright, the use ofa

plumb line insuring their vertical ex-

actness. They should be attached at the

top to the ceiling joists and planted

firmly on the basement floor. Studs

should be of 2 X 4-inch material and

second grade lumber will do. The studs

should be set on such centers that the

regulation sizes of board may be

nailed to them without other material

at the joints. The number of parti-

tions should be limited by the actual

need for them. If the home has one of

the self-contained heating plants in a

decorative jacket and the fuel supply

is automatic, there is no need to screen

it with a partition.

Plaster wallboard is a good material

for the ceiling. When it is installed,

care should be taken to put in fire-

stopping material at the ends of

joists.

If the basement is to present a

rough-and-ready appearance there is

no occasion to ceil the entire space.

Joists in good condition may be left

unfinished and wallboard can be set

between them to conceal the rough

lumber of the sub-floor. The plaster-

board ceiling can be painted with

water-mixed paint or left untreated,

as desired. The board ceiling and the

boxed floor-supports may be treated

as a concealed system of lighting by
the use of panes of frosted glass.

Walls and Floors

There are many simple but effec-

tive wall treatments. A coat of casein

paint will round out many a color

scheme. It may be used on the ma-
sonry foundation wall or applied over

a jacketing of plasterboard attached

to the wall over furring strips. If a

panelled eff'ect is the aim, the rougher

grades of lumber are used without

any finish except one of the wood
stains.

If the existing floor is dry it may
have a coat of cement paint. A floor

of wood may be laid over it on thin

sleepers. One of the plastic materials

may be used. Rubber flooring may be

placed over rough lumber if a stout

felt is laid underneath. Even linoleum

can be laid as a floor finish if care is

taken to exclude moisture from the

under side. Waxed and polished

linoleum may be used to make a floor

for dancing.
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If cabinets and closets are planned,

wallboards will serve. Shelving may be

set on brackets fastened to the walls.

A light framework will do for the

outside. Doors of the second grade

will answer, or if there are old doors

about the place, they will come into

use. Only the simplest of door frames

is necessary.

Enclose the Stairway

The basement stairway which has

served nothing but utilitarian pur-

poses may be entirely or partially

enclosed with plasterboard. If an
open stairway is preferred it should

have some kind of guardrail.

The renovated basement should

have plenty of light if it is going to be

used in daytime, and windows are

needed for ventilation so that mois-

ture will not make the room uncom-
fortable. If there is a door leading

from outside the house, the basement

can be used at times when entrance

from the house itself may be imprac-

tical. The windows are necessary, but

the door is a convenience that may be
dispensed with.

A List for Checking

Possible handlings of the basement-

conversion problem are so numerous
and varied that only a few can be

suggested in a list for the home owner
to check as he turns over various plans

in his mind. Some of the funda-

mentals and a few types of decoration

are listed in the following memo-
randum:

Furnace pipes: First insulate with

asbestos covering. Then leave ex-

posed, either painted or boxed in

with plasterboard. Steampipes may
be painted to tone in with the walls or

in bright colors to make them
decorative.

Supports: Paint brick piers in

harmony with, or in contrast to, the

color of the walls. Make use of frame

supports as bases for circular seats or

tables. Box them with plasterboard

and provide frosted glass for con-

cealed lighting. Use lally columns for

table or seat construction. Replace

rough pole supports or use a decora-

tive scheme in which they will har-

monize with other rustic treatment.

Walls: Paint the brick wall a color

to harmonize with plasterboard par-

titions and columns, or to contrast

with either or both. Apply a plastic

finish, colored as desired, and use this

as a base for other decoration. Cover

with wallboard nailed on furring

strips and finish with paint or plastic

material. Panel with lathing strips

over joints. Attach lumber in the

same way and stain it to bring out the

wood grain. Use one of the decorated

plasterboards or one in the form of

tiles. Finish with cornice, baseboards,

or both, if desired.

Floors: Paint with cement paint.

Apply a plastic material and lay it in

the form of tiles or in larger squares.

Lay a floor of rough boards over thin

sleepers and use rubber flooring or

linoleum over it after covering it with

felt.

Ceiling: Attach plasterboard to

joists, and either paint it or leave it

unpainted, as preferred. Use plaster-

board between joists and leave joists

unfinished to give the effect of beams.

Paint entire ceiling with calcimine or

casein material. Make colors contrast

or harmonize with walls.

Cabinet work: Use millwork in

stock sizes. Build enclosures with
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plasterboard over sturdy framing. Use
millwork doors or build batten doors

of rough lumber. Use window sash in

walls of closets or cabinets to supply

lighting, or frame single panes of glass

in the plasterboard walls. Use frame

of rough lumber for bar, covering

sides with plaster board and top with

linoleum. Build wall seats of stock

lumber and molding. Use unpainted

furniture and finish as desired. Make
a secure square framework for sand

box. Use wide board of stock lumber

for seesaw or slide, providing frame

supports at wall and floor. Build

workbench and tool closet of stock

millwork cut to size. Use stock wall

cabinets for storage closets, or build

them of plasterboard over rough

framing. Use rough finish lumber for

shelving, and use oilcloth for covering,

or use better material and paint it.

Windows and doors: Paint all frames

in harmony with or in contrast to

walls. Use curtains or frost the glass

of windows. Use glass panel in the

door leading out of the house.

Lighting: Use ceiling lights, in-

direct or semi-direct with proper

shades. Set frosted glass panels in

plasterboard ceiling and walls and in

plasterboard jacketing of columns and
pipes. Use lanterns suspended from

ceiling or hung on wall brackets.

Ventilation: Place a motor-driven

exhaust fan in the wall or in the

window panel.

The Basement Laundry-

Some of the demands of the base-

ment laundry put a crimp in plans

for recreational activities or work on
hobbies, but some compromises are

possible. The necessary machinery

can be stored out of the way and out

of sight. (Diagram No. 96.)

The laundry should be mechan-

ically equipped. The old set of tubs

can be replaced with a single one. A
proper connection with the hot-water

supply makes the old separate heater

unnecessary. The washer takes very

little floor space, the ironer no more

than the washer. There should be

provision in the way of racks for dry-

ing unless there is access to outside

drying space. Shelving for finished

laundry work is also a requirement.

All these facilities do not necessitate

more than 80 or 1 00 square feet. The
space for laundering should have the

advantage of the best window light-

ing. If there is a door leading outside,

the space should be laid out some-

where near it. A chute for soiled

clothing should lead from the kitchen

to the basement floor.

One tub for soaking and special

rinsing, hot and cold water, and

drain connections, electric connec-

tions with the proper wiring, drying

racks and shelves, and an ironing

board for finishing work are the es-
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sential fittings for the laundry with

power washer and ironer.

Types of Washers

There are so many washing ma-
chines on the market that suggestions

as to a choice ofone or the other would

be useless here. The way in which
they work has some bearing on their

efficiency. (Diagram No. 97.)

In the agitator type of washer, an
agitating device revolves in the bot-

tom of the tub, from time to time

reversing its motion. In certain makes
of the machine it is provided with

some means to control the speed of

operation.

In the oscillating type, the clothing

is put in a perforated container which

rocks back and forth in a tub of soapy

water, the irregular motion causing

the water to penetrate the fabrics with

a swirling motion.

The vacuum type of machine
adopts the principle of the suction

cup on the end of a stick, which was
used before washing machines were

invented. The suction cup is lowered

and raised by machine power. Some
machines of this type have a single

suction cup and in others there are

several. In other kinds the tub shifts

with each motion of the cups, which

may be set to conform to the volume

of clothes in the tub.

Nearly all newer types of washers

are adaptations of the principles de-

scribed above.

Types of Wringers

I Many of the washers are equipped

with roller wringers, motor-operated.

Other machines have a spinner drier.

The clothing remains in the perfo-

rated container inside the tub. This

97. Working principle of modem washer

container is revolved at high speed

and centrifugal force throws the

water out of the clothing.

The tubs of the machine are filled

and emptied in different ways. Some
styles are equipped with small power
pumps. Others have a hose and the

siphon principle is employed to empty
them. In others the filling and empty-

ing of the tub is a manual process.

Heating Devices

One source of annoyance in the

machine-operated washer has been

abolished by enclosing the tub in an
insulated jacket, so that the water

used retains the required temperature.

In another kind, a small heater, using

gas or electricity, is included at the

bottom of the tub.

Any washing machine should be

easily moved from one position to

another on ball-bearing castors. It

should be of a convenient height to

obviate stooping. The assembly should

be compact so that it will not take up
unnecessary space. It should have as

few working parts as j)ossible and
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these should be shielded. The tub

should be strong, durable and rustless.

The means of emptying should be

efficient and simple. The arrange-

ment for oiling should not be com-
plicated.

Kinds of Ironers

Two mechanical principles are uti-

lized in most of the ironers offered

today. (Diagram No. 98,) In one type

a heated steel roll revolves in contact

with other padded rolls. In another a

padded roll revolves in contact with

a heated "shoe," a concave piece of

metal fitted to the diameter of the

roll. A new development is a pressing

machine working on the same prin-

ciple as used in tailor shops.

The hand iron must always be an
important part of the machinery as-

sembled for the new laundry. One
heated by electricity is the natural

choice. As the iron is one of the

high-rated consumers of electric cur-

rent it is economical to have one in

which the use of current is controlled

without detaching the cord connec-

tion. There is no fire hazard when the

current is left on.

Some cabinet for housing the iron

and ironing board should be provided

in the basement laundry space. There
are many styles built so that the board

foldsaway on hinges into an enclosure.

In some of them provision is made for

an electric oudet for the iron.

Basement Space for
Other Uses

When the house has a garden the

basement affords a convenient place

for storing yard tools and lawn mower.
The garage is better still, but space is

not available in every garage. One of

the plasterboard enclosures in the

basement can be reserved for this kind

of equipment. A similar closet may be

provided to store canned and pre-

served foods which are not always

wanted in the kitchen.

Some housekeepers prefer a sewing

space in the basement to the same
space provision in other parts of the

house. This can be a separate en-

closure or the sewing machine may be

kept in the space devoted to laundry

equipment.

I
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THE PREFABRICATED HOUSE

Houses built in sections in a factory

and erected on the site chosen for a

dwelling are obtainable in a number
of forms. But in spite of energetic

promotion on the part of manufac-

turers they have not revolutionized

the building industry in the United

States.

One reason seems to be that while

Americans are ready always to accept

innovations that make for better and
easier living conditions, they accept

changes in architecture only after trial

and proof. The majority favors one

basic style of architecture, the Colo-

nial, a survival of the fundamental

designs of practical workmen who
built houses to suit the climatic condi-

tions in various parts of the country,

and to conform to varying degrees of

prosperity in territorial divisions. This

style, or variety of styles, is an inherit-

ance, a tradition, which is given up
with reluctance. The acceptance of

the prefabricated house in modem
design— an import from post-War

Europe— must make its way on its

proved advantages as "a machine for

living," and its undisputed claim to

speed in erection.

The beauty of modern design lies

more in what it leaves out than what it

leaves in. The best modern designers

omit everything that is not useful.

They proceed from the assumption

that a space is to be used for a specific

purpose and that decoration that is

not a useful adjunct of the house is

superfluous. The grouping of facilities

reduces costs. Omission of decoration

reduces them still more.

Some prefabricated houses, thanks

to popular demand, are designed

along traditional lines. Consequently,

the steel house imitates the wood or

even the stucco home. Imitation cer-

tainly does not represent good design.

The discipline of fabrication de-

crees that many breaks in surfaces or

"fakes" of design are the wrong course

for prefabricators who cater to public

demand with Cape Cod or 1938
Colonial numbers. Nothing is saved,

nor is good design manifested. Popular

education for design will result from

rational manufacturing processes and
the honest use of materials, whether
they be steel, wood or synthetic board,

and they will be accepted in the pre-

fabricated house, whose economy will

be insured.

Steel Houses

Houses framed in steel and enclosed

in steel were the first offerings by
makers of fabricated units. Previously,

lumber manufacturers had lessened

costs of wooden dwellings by cutting

lumber to length at their mills and
shipping it to the job ready for erec-

tion. Both processes saved time and
labor. Steel, however, costs more than

wood and continues to be more ex-

pensive. Lately other materials have

117
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been put into ready-made buildings

and some of them have been accorded

favorable reception. Modifications of

the prefabricated idea have also been

tried and in some cases have been

well received, especially when design

preferences have been regarded.

More Variety of Design

The first steel houses were complete

units of building and equipment. Only
a few designs were available. Now
one manufacturer offers a choice

between more than lOO floor plans

and over 75 elevations. No equipment

is included unless the buyer wants the

kind the maker furnishes. These

houses consist of steel load-bearing

panels, treated to prevent rust. On the

interior face is a gypsum board at-

tached to wood furring strips. The
outer side of the panel consists of two

layers of insulating board held apart

by nailing strips. These exposed boards

are coated with a sealer, aluminum
and oil paints, and get another paint

coat on the job. Each panel is a wall

5>^ inches thick, with two separate

air spaces. In erection, the panels are

locked together and the outside joints

covered with enamelled steel batten

strips. Inside joints are sealed with

plaster cement and the walls may be

decorated at will. Casement windows
are in separate panels. Entrance doors

are installed in wood frames and
inside doors in steel frames. Interior

trim is all steel finished with enamel.

Floors arc of pine boards nailed to

steel frames. Finish floors are put

down on the job. Roof panels are

sheathed with insulating board. Roof-

ing felt is added along with a choice

of shingles.

Another prefabricated house is of

building board, framed to timbers at

the factory in sections of standard

sizes suited to carry out designs of

houses furnished by the manufacturer.

Inside facings of the sections are of

the same material as those on the out-

side. It is claimed that one of these

houses of standard design can be erect-

ed in 20 or 30 working days.

Partial Construction

A variety of steel construction

which provides the shell of the house

and allows for finishing with brick

veneer, stucco or wood siding, also

comes to the site in sections. Framing
is of lightweight rolled steel. Sections

are fastened to framing with clips and
keys. They are one-story high, a steel

sheet on the outside with rock wool

insulation between that and metal

lath for plaster. Roof sections may be

adjusted to any pitch. Floor units are

steel forms over which concrete is

poi-u-ed. The part of the house fur-

nished by the manufacturer under

this system is about 25 percent of the

whole. The members of the building

are made at the factory according to

plans furnished by the builder.

The Plywood House

A plywood construction consists of

panels in which that wood material

forms the outside and inside facings.

These are fastened to wood stud and
joists, with insulating material be-

tween. Interior finish is in a variety of

wood grains. Framing is of wood cut

to size at the factory. Roof and floor

panels are of the same construction as

side panels. The house is furnished

complete with equipment, in models

of from 4 to 8 rooms. Variations from

factory architectural designs are made
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at extra cost to the buyer. Floor plans

are limited in variety. The maker
claims that the house can be erected

on the site by 4 men working 2 or 3
weeks.

A company which does business

through dealers in building supplies

furnishes material for the building of a

house according to designs furnished

by the architect or builder. This man-
ufacturer includes his own kind of

insulation, all steel framing members
and floor joists, and an air-condition-

ing unit for humidified heating and
water-cooling. Metal materials are

lightweight steel which may be cut

with a hack saw. Sills and plates are

drilled for air ducts and for electric and
plumbing lines. The company's en-

gineers fit the amounts of the materials

to the designs for the house.

A great many prefabricated houses

of materials other than steel, plywood

and building boards have been built,

and they have withstood the test of

several years' living. Many of their

construction systems involve the use

of concrete, either as poured walls in

combination with pre-cast framing

members; or as pre-cast slabs of vari-

ous dimensions for weight-bearing

walls, either with or without other

framing. Another style uses hollow

units with reinforcements; still another

has panels of metal lath secured to

metal columns, beams, joists and
slabs. Stucco is applied to the metal

lath on the exterior.

Brick has been used in pre-cast sec-

tions one brick thick, made by laying

the brick horizontally v^dth reinforce-

ment and pouring the mortar be-

tween.

Gypsum board has been used for

wall sections, the exterior being given

a water-proofing treatment.

Sample houses in which all of these

construction systems are incorporated

have been built in many sections of

the country. Most of them come in

the lower budgets of construction

costs.

Ready-Cut Houses

Standardization of lumber sizes has

increased the acceptance of the ready-

cut house of wood. All of the framing

members and most of the remainder

of the house can be bought from the

lumber manufacturer ready to be put

together.

Special effort has been made to

popularize lumber as a material by
building sample houses in a limited

number of designs, the costs of which

fit into modest budgets. Brick manu-
facturers have followed suit with

houses equally attractive. They fall

within much the same cost limitations

as the frame structures. Both types

have demonstrated that building costs

can be reduced with very little sacri-

fice of choice in the matter of design.

The competition of the brick and
lumber industries is something the

makers of prefabricated dwellings will

have to meet and overcome. Scope of

design will probably be the factor to

decide whether one or the other is to

lead the American market.
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THE ADEQUATE GARAGE

Whether or not the garage should

be a part of the dwelling will depend
on convenience and on local building

regulations. To build a garage into

the house necessitates safeguards

against fire and against even the re-

mote possibility of the escape ofcarbon

monoxide into the dwelling. Separa-

tion seems to be the better plan,

though passage between house and
garage should be as convenient as

f>ossible.

In many communities fireproof or

fire-retarded walls, floors and roof are

required, along with the use of wire

glass in all doors and windows. If the

garage is part of the house, strictest

regulations require that any opening

between garage and dwelling shall be

protected by a self-closing fireproof

door and that the doorsill be at least

ten inches above the floor of the

garage.

When it is detached from the dwell-

ing, convenience suggests that the

garage may be connected with the

house by a covered walkway. The
distance of separation is again dic-

tated by local building ordinances

which specify whether "fireproof" or

"fire-retarding" methods of construc-

tion are to be followed. (Diagram No.

99-)

Many building codes forbid the use

of the garage as a general storage

space. Some even forbid its use as a

work space except for servicing of the

car. Nevertheless, most car owners
insist on having a workbench where
the heavier parts of this work can be

done.

The Size of the Garage

The length of the average small car

varies between 13 feet, 6 inches, and
16 feet, 3 inches. The medium car

length is between 15 feet 5 inches, and
16 feet, 4 inches, while that of the

large car runs as high as 19 feet, 10

inches. These are overall dimensions.

Widths, when the car doors are closed,

run from 4 feet, 10 inches for the

smallest cars, to 6 feet, 5 inches for the

largest. Car heights vary from 5 feet, 7

inches to 6 feet, 2 inches. Allowance

must be made for opening and closing

car doors and for passage around

them, and the size of the garage must

depend on all these factors. A mini-

mum allowance for passage is i foot,

6 inches. If a workbench is included at

the end, 2 feet must be allowed for

working space and 3 inches for other

conditions. This requires that the

garage for the smallest car be 8 feet, 6

inches, by 18 feet, making no allow-

ance for working space or workbench.

The size of the garage for more than

one car is governed by the same condi-

tions as those for the single car, except

that space may be saved when only

one car is in constant use and the

others are kept in dead storage.

(Diagram No. 100.)

120
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99. Detached sarage connected with house by covered walk

Size of Doorways

The width of garage doors depends

in some measure on the kind of ap-

proach provided. If entrance is not

from a straight driveway a wider door

is necessary, A doorway no wider than

7 feet, 4 inches will serve for a small

car which is driven in from a straight

approach. If there is a curve near the

WORKBENCH

doors and the car must be maneuvered
to make an entrance, the width of the

doorway must be enlarged accord-

ingly.

The common sizes ofone-car garage

doors are 7 feet, 4 inches; 8 feet, and 9
feet. If divided into two or more
leaves, the width of leaves may be 3
feet, 8 inches; 4 feet, or 3 feet, the last

dimension covering the 9-foot door

BENCH AT SIDE
ALLOWS MORE
WORKING 5PACE

LIGHTS OVER
ENGINE HOOD

PITCH FLOOR
3" TO DOOR

THIS WIDTH
ALLOWS CAR
DOOR TO OPEN
COMPLETELY

CLOSETS FOR
GARDEN TOOLS,
EQUIPMENT ETC

100. Garage plans showing spaces for one and two cars
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OVERHEAD DOOR
MOST SATISTFACTORY

INWARD SWINGING DOOR
ADDS EXTRA SPACE TO GARAGE

101 . Three types of garage doors

•with three leaves. (Diagram No. loi.)

Heights of doors vary from 7 to 8

feet, providing ample room to cover

the maximum car height of 6 feet, 3
inches. A total clearance of 9 feet in-

side the garage is ample. Clearance

for hardware on the door with side

hinges should be not less than 6 inches.

Clearance for offset hinges and comer
tracks for fold-in doors range between

2 inches and 2 feet, 2 inches. Lifting

doors need jamb clearances of from 4
to 6 inches, and varying top clear-

ances.

Concrete Floor Thicknesses

The reinforced concrete floor-slab

for the garage should not be less than

4 inches thick and should be laid over

a bed of cinders of equal thickness.

The width of the floor and the weight

it is to sustain govern the reinforce-

ment. Wire mesh is sufficient for the

garage of minimum dimensions.

The surface of the floor should be
waterproof cement and should be

given a non-skid finish. Paving tile or

brick may be used for the floor surface

ifjoints are of waterproof cement. The
floor should drain to the door of the

small garage at a slope of one inch to

8 feet.

Lighting and Heating

Switch control from both house and
garage should be provided in lighting

the garage. One 60-watt center light

is the minimum requirement for each

150 square feet of floor. There should

also be an outlet for a hand lamp, and

such other outlets as needed for

machine tools. For day lighting, two

windows are better than one.

Automatic control for garage doors

is available in several forms. One type

is an ultra short-wave length radio set

in the car which is tuned to a receiver

in the garage; this operates motor-

driven machinery for opening and
closing doors. Another makes use of

photoelectric cells motivated by beam-
interception on the driveway, or by
automobile headlights. A third system

is not entirely automatic because man-
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ual operation of the switch is re-

quired.

Water and Storage

One water outlet for the attach-

ment of a hose for washing the car is

the only essential plumbing. Hot- and

cold-water connections and a corner

lavatory* are conveniences that many
home owners add. If the garage js in-

sulated there is little need for artificial

heating. A small electric heater will

meet ordinary requirements. If the

garage is part of the house, a steam or

warm-water line may be run to a

small radiator.

Storage of tools and parts can be

provided in one or more small cabi-

nets or bins. The hose for washing can

be suspended from brackets on the

wall.

A servicing pit for car repairs is built

into the garage flpor. It should be of

sturdy concrete construction, amply
reinforced. The pit should be about 5
feet deep and 3>^ feet wide, the length

is determined by the wheelbase of the

car. The pit should be provided with a

substantial cover. Drainage to a storm

sewer and a grease trap are essen-

tial.

Driveways to the garage should be

as straight as the landscaping of the

grounds will allow. There should be

enough space to turn the car at the

entrance. Again, the area of this space

is determined by the wheelbase of the

car, also the width of its tread and the

radius in which it may be turned.

(The wheelbase is the distance be-

tween the front and rear axles. The
tread is the distance between wheels,

usually greater between the rear

wheels. The turning radius is the track

of the outer front wheel in making a

circular turn.)

A straight driveway should be as

wide as the tread of the rear wheels of

the car, with allowance of about i }4

feet for clearance on each side. If a

two-track drive is built the same al-

lowance should be made and the open-

ing between the tracks should not be

more than 3 feet.

Landscaping around the garage,

when it is not closely connected with

the dwelling, should conform to the

treatment of the grounds as a whole.

Ready-Made Garages

Many makers of small prefabricated

steel buildings manufacture garages in

sections ready for erection. Some of

these follow accepted principles of

architecture. Where the garage is

added to the premises of the older

house, it may be advisable to buy a

garage of this kind, if only for reasons

of economy and the fact that the

building will be fireproof; but in the

case of the new house it is much more

satisfactory to have garage and dwell-

ing designed in complete harmony of

architecture.
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LANDSCAPING

Trees, shrubs, flowers and lawns are

elements in the attractive home plan

which are secondary only to the

architecture of the house. There are

no set rules to dictate their use. Trees

on a building plot are almost as valu-

able as the ground itself. The wise

planner makes them a part of an en-

semble which includes them with the

house.

Trees of larger growth have two
values beside decoration. In the right

positions they furnish shade for the

house and also protect it from stormy

winds. A windbreak of evergreens

reduces the force of winter gales and
reduces the fuel bills too.

As decorations large trees should

not be too prominent in the picture.

When in full foliage they should form

a frame within which a good part of

the house may be seen. Plantings in

straight rows, even to screen unsightly

buildings, are inadvisable because

they may throw into greater promi-

nence the things they are intended to

conceal. If the home site is limited in

area, one or two trees at the road or

front street make a better appearance

than a line of trees. If they are used to

define a boundary line, as few as

possible should be planted.

Tree planting should be done with

due regard to future growth. Trees of

the same kind in any group will take

sustenance from the soil at the expense

of their neighbors. As members in a

group develop, those which have not

kept pace should be removed and
planted elsewhere.

As a rule only deciduous trees

should be planted near the house.

Evergreens will cut off" too much light

in winter.

Selection and Care of Trees

In buying trees for planting, take

those that are well rooted and buy
the larger ones if quick growth is

wanted for shade. But buy with a view

to eventual beauty and usefulness

rather than for quick growth.

Plant the trees in holes amply large

to allow for root spread. Fill around

them with rich soil and plenty of leaf

mold. Cultivate around them during

the first few years. Prune them regu-

larly and remove all dead and broken

branches at least once a year. If decay

appears where a branch has broken

off", chisel out the decay and coat

the wound with tar or cement. If the

tree is large and valuable, the services

of a "tree surgeon" are advisable.

The choice among kinds of trees is a

matter of personal preference. If cho-

sen for ornament only, height and

breadth of shade need not be con-

sidered. If shade is wanted, get the

kinds that grow with wide-spreading

branches. Dwarf fruit trees are both

useful and ornamental and have a

place on the small home site if shade is

not the main object.
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BEFORE

UTTICE UNIFIES HOUSE & PORCH
SHRUBS MASK FOUfgOATION WALL
£ TERMINATE STEPS
HEAVY SHRUB FILLS INSIDE CORNER

102. Before and after planting of shrubs

The Use of Shrubs

Shrubs planted around a house

break the hard line of the foundation

walls. They should not conceal the

walls. Plants in the mass should be of

varying heights and breadths. The
wide-growing ones are best used at

the corners of the house, and fit well in

the angles formed by steps, porches

and ells. (Diagram No. 102.)

Shrubs used to define boundaries

and roadways should not be set in

lines. A few clumps will answer the

purpose, and one clump at a turn of

the road is enough. Large groups in

the middle of a lawn detract from its

appearance. Plantings should not be
"spotty."

In choosing shrubs select those with

definite colorings and plant them
where the color is in contrast with their

background. Those with colored ber-

ries that remain after the foliage is

gone help to brighten the grounds in

winter.

Plant groups of shrubs just as they

are intended to be when they attain

their growth. It is better to plant an-

nual flowers in the intervals and dis-

continue plantings as the shrubs grow
larger. A few hardy perennials may be

planted in the shrubbery if they are

removed when they have served the

purpose of filling in the intervals.

Shrubs require cultivation and
fertilizing for several years until the

roots are well established in the soil.

The soil about them should be stirred

by hoeing. They should be pruned

regularly.

Use vines where they conceal hard

angles of buildings or foundations.

They provide quick shade when
planted to cover pergolas, trellises and
summer houses. Do not use the ivies,

which are evergreens, in connection

with woodwork. Remove all old vine

growth in the fall.

Making a Lawn
A good lawn can be made only

when the soil in which the grass seed is

planted is enriched to the highest
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104. Planting arrangement with terraced lot

^SHADED TERRACE

ful. The plant should be removed from
its native setting along with as much
of the soil in which it grows as can

come with it, and some of the same
soil should be used for resetting it. The
leaves of trees which have grown
around it in the forest should be used

to give it sustenance, and the supply

should be kept up until the plant is

fully accustomed to its new surround-

ings. Shrubs and trees usually have an
equal expanse of foot and branch
spread. As many of the younger roots

should be taken along as possible.

Landscape Planning

No positive rule can be followed

when landscaping is being considered.

Some Diagrams, Nos. 1 03 to 1 06, with

this text may serve as suggestions on
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106. Planting plot for a eomar let

which effective landscaping may be
done. These have been tested and
were satisfactory in certain sites. Adap-
tations of any ofthem may prove to be

successful too. Amateur landscape

architects are warned that the most
satisfying settings result from follow-

ing carefully-made plans. A built-up

design in which part of the work is

done when the house is completed,

and the remainder left for filling in,

frequentiy assures a pleasing complete

picture.

To Fence or Not to Fence?

When to use a fence is a question

always open to debate. The effect of

fencing is to contract the limited

building site. When large areas are

included in the dwelling grounds, the

use of a fence to define boundaries is a

matter of choice. If there is any one
rule it is that the smaller the grounds

are, the lower the fence should be.

For the site in which there is a broad

expanse of lawn, even though the

grounds may not be more than an acre

in extent, the fence of wire mesh with

ornamental posts and gates is a good

choice. On small sites the wooden
picket fence, if it is kept painted, is an

ornamental boundary marking. When
parts of the site are to be enclosed an

open fence is preferable, either of wire

or wood.

Walks and Driveways

The building of a walk, driveway or

terrace is not beyond the province of

the home owner who has intelligent

help and will avail himself of the

assistance offered by manufacturers of

Portland cement. Stone or cinders,

cement, sand and rough lumber for

forms are about all the materials re-

quired, and the equipment of tools is

relatively modest. (Diagram No. 107.)

Proper drainage is essential in a

satisfactory drive or walk. If it is to be

laid over wet spots or hard clay soils

it is best to lay tiles in the excavation

before the foundation is put down, or

else to spread cinders at the bottom.

The walk should have a gradual slope
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/...;:• 8-0" OR 9'-0' COMBINATION CURB & CUTTER
USED ON STEEP GRADES

METAL CURBING PREVENTS
EROSION OF TURF
IFINE GRAVEL SURFACE

COARSE GRAVEL
TAR BINDING.". •V'/

CONCRETE RUNWAY
TO GARAGE

BLUESTONE CURBING LAID ON SIDE
MAKES GOOD APPEARING RUNWAY

107. Construction of concrete driveways

to a point where surface water is dis-

charged and it should be sloped to one

side or built to a crown in the middle.

Fills necessary to grading should be in

layers at least 6 inches thick and
thoroughly tamped. Ten or i2 inches

ofdepth is not too great where damage
is likely from frost. Either gravel or

cinders may be used as a sub-base.

(Diagram No. i o8.)

PITCH 'U
PER FOOT

SEPARATION JOINTS
EXPANSION JOINTS
EVERY AO FEET

3^-4." CONCRETE SLAB
-^"CINDER OR
GRAVEL SUB-BED
FOR CLAY SOIL

SAND IN JOINTS^
brick

:'.-'.-''''-^-'^^

a'OR 4" TAMPED T
SAND OR CINDERS I

FLAGSTONE
OR SLATE

2 SOIL zfeiiL_:i/
6-OR8" CINDErT::^^^^
sua- BED r

108. Construction of concrete wellcs

Forms of Concrete

Two-inch lumber is commonly used

for concrete forms forwalk or driveway.

The boards should be aswide as the slab

is to be thick. The forms are set after the

sub-base has been put in and are held

in line by stakes at their outer edge.

The pavement can be laid in either

one or two courses. In two-course work
the base is thick and the top course is

of rich cement mortar to give smooth-

ness. The one-course pavement is of

concrete of medium richness. This

type of construction is better suited to

heavy traffic conditions or where a

rough surface is preferred. In either

type of work the total thickness of the

concrete slabs should be not less than

4 inches, 6 inches for heavy traffic. In

two-course work the bottom slab

should be heavy. The top should be

a little less than an inch for a walk;

ij^ inches for a driveway.

It is better to lay walks in squares so

that cracks due to settling will be in

straight lines and repairs can be made
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more easily. Separation into blocks

may be done by laying scantlings to

grade along two sides of the blocks the

width of one block apart. In two-

course work the position of the scant-

lings should be marked on the side

forms, while the first thickness of the

slab is poured so that in the top coat

the joint will coincide with that in the

base block. Another method is to cut

through the material of the base,

mark the line of the block on the

forms, and cut through the top coat at

the same point. The cut is filled with

sand and grooved directly over the

sand-filled joint. Separations also may
be made with tar paper, bitumen or

fiber mastic.

In straight walks, expansion joints

should be put in at minimum inter-

vals of 40 feet. Spaces one-quarter to

one-half inch are left between slabs

and filled with folded tar paper or

preparations made for the purpose.

Concrete Mixtures

The concrete mixture for the base of

two-course work is usually i part

cement, 2>^ parts sand and 5 parts

coarse material. The usual mortar for

the top coat is i part cement, 2 parts

sand.

For one-course work and for the

base of two-course jobs the concrete is

mixed to a jelly-like consistency. The
mortar for the top course of two-coat

jobs is mixed to a stiffness that re-

quires it to be scraped from the bucket

or barrow.

Hand mixing is done with a spade

^nd hoe on a floor of strong boards.

Levelling the Courses

Before the concrete is poured be-

tween the side forms the foundation,

whether of solid earth or of cinders

where drainage is necessary, is tamped
down tightiy and then wetted down
with water. After the concrete is

poured in for a one-course job, the

aggregates or coarse materials are

tamped down until the mortar flushes

to the surface. It is then levelled off

with a straight edge moved over the

top edges of the forms. In two-course

construction, the base is rammed
lightly and then levelled with a
straight edge notched over the side

forms to the proper depth of the top

coat. As soon as a part of the bottom
course is finished, the mortar for the

top coat is poured on, struck off even
with the side forms and then roughly

floated with a plasterer's trowel. The
top course must be poured before the

base has set firmly. The final floating

and grooving of the top coat is done
after the mortar has been allowed to

set from i to 4 hours. A gritty finish

may be made by sprinkling sharp sand
over the surface and rubbing it in with

a wooden float with a circular motion.

The walk or drive is protected with

a covering of moist sand, sawdust,

straw or canvas, which is left in place

from 5 to 10 days before the construc-

tion is used.

Curbs may be laid at the same
time as the flat surfaces, as shown
in one diagram, or they may be
cast as separate pieces 4 to 8 feet

long, 8 to 10 inches thick at the

bottom, and 18 to 24 inches deep.

Not more than 10 feet of the curb
should be built at one time, and ex-

pansion joints between sections should

be provided at 25 foot intervals. Sec-

tions should have reinforcing rods one-

fourth of an inch in diameter for each

6 inches of height, spaced by wires at
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intervals of 8 inches. Wire mesh ofNo.
lo gauge or heavier may be substi-

tuted for the rods.

Irregular Paving

Irregular walks of steppingstones

are good practice work for the am-
ateur workman. He can make forms

of irregular shape or in rectangles

as illustrated in Diagram No. 109,

and cast them separately in these

molds. Holes are then dug to con-

form to the sizes and shapes of the

slabs, to a depth of 8 or 10 inches, and
the bottom, up to the thickness of the

slab, is filled with cinders or coarse

gravel. The slab is laid in level with

the ground surface. Regular or ir-

regular concrete paving for terraces

may be made in the same way. The
spaces between the blocks may be left

open and filled with rich soil and
seeded with a fine, moss-like grass.

Pavements of flat stones may be laid

like the concrete blocks.

Forms for casting concrete garden
furniture may be made by the ama-
teur. Plans for their construction are

supplied by manufacturers of cement,

as are similar guides for making forms

for fence posts, pergolas, trellises and
other ornamental construction. In

larger grounds such structures help in

solving the problem of landscaping.

Concrete Mixtures

Using the accompanying table to es-

OlL FORM BEFORE
POURING CONCRETE

FORM
4-"DEEP

SOW GRASS
SEED IN JOINTS

CONCRETE
FLAGSTONES

109. Form for conaete steppinsstones

timate for a floor or pavement of any
superficial area and thickness, multiply

the three-dimension measurements,

and divide that total by 2 7, the number
of cubic feet in one cubic yard. For ex-

ample: It is desired to pave a space 4
feet wide, by 30 feet long, to a depth of

4 inches. Multiply 4 by 30, giving 1 20
square feet for the total surface. This

multiplied by one-third (4 inches

being one-third of a foot) gives a total

of 40 cubic feet. Divide this by 27
(there being 27 cubic feet in a cubic

yard) and the result is 1.48, or, ap-

proximately I^ cubic yards. In prac-

tice a 10 percent allowance is made
for droppings and other elements of

waste, so the quantities used should be
somewhat greater than the table

shows.
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RURAL WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION

Good water and adequate pro-

\dsion for sewage disposal are requi-

sites of the home located beyond the

limits ofcommunity water-supply and
sewer systems. On the farm the supply

of water not only must be sufficient

to meet household demands, but must

be adequate to water the farm animals

as well.

The water supply must be ample
and it must be pure. The cost of a

good supply of healthful water will

vary according to the method of put-

ting it into operation. An appropria-

tion of several hundred dollars should

be included in the budget for building

a country home. When the money
has been spent wdsely and with due
regard to all local conditions, the

system will cost little in the way of

upkeep.

How to Estimate Needs

Estimates forecasting the supply

necessary for the home may be made
on the basis of the number of persons

who are to occupy the house. Forty

gallons is considered the minimum
daily consumption of water for each

member of the family. In some homes
the requirement runs as high as loo

gallons. Twelve gallons should be

allowed daily for each of the animals

on a farm.

Cistern water is less likely to be

wholesome and the supply of rain

water is the least dependable of all.

The cistern supply is liable to pollu-

tion from numerous sources. Wherever
it is used a filter should be installed

with it. The cistern should be provided

wdth a waste pipe to drain out any
sediment and it should be cleaned

thoroughly at regular brief periods.

Contents of Cisterns

An estimate of the possible supply

of water that can be collected in a

cistern is made by multiplying the

figure covering the base area in square

feet of all roof surfaces draining into

the cistern, by the figure representing

the average rainfall in inches, and
dividing the result by i .6. The result-

ing figure covers the number of gal-

lons to be expected in average seasons.

Allowance should be made for the

possibility of dry spells.

Cisterns of wood are not advisable

under any conditions. Brick or stone

cisterns should be plastered inside and
out with cement mortar. Water from

cisterns made of concrete wdth rein-

forcing metal rods or wire mesh
should not be used for at least a

month after construction.

The concrete cistern is best when
combined with a reliable filter. This

also may be made of concrete at the

time the cistern is constructed. The
filter is filled to a depth of 2 feet at the

bottom with well washed sand. Above
this should be a layer of wood char-

coal, 6 inches in depth. The charcoal

132
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will remove disagreeable odors, colors

and tastes from the water but must

not be relied upon for the removal of

disease germs. Both filtering materials

should be changed frequently. The
sand can be cleaned by washing. The
old charcoal should be thrown away
and a new layer put in. Diagram
No. 1 1 o shows the construction of a

combined cistern and filter of con-

crete.

Sources of Water Supply

The location of a water supply

other than one from roof drainage,

can be made easier by consulting the

U. S. Geological Survey or the ge-

ologist for your state. Government

experts know the thickness, dip and
porosity of the geological strata of the

region and will supply the informa-

tion, usually without charge.

The most reliable water-bearing

strata are gravels, sands, porous

sandstones and conglomerates. Sup-

plies from hardpan, marl clay or

quicksand are less reliable. Where
the soil is underlain by granite, gneiss

or schist, good flows of water can

usually be struck at depths ranging

from 250 to 300 feet. Water from

limestone districts is likely to be hard

and may be contaminated.

Spring water and water obtained

from seeps at the edge of ponds and
lakes is likely to be wholesome except

where those sources are polluted.

Several small springs, if they are

within short distances of each other,

may be combined in one supply by
laying drain pipes to connect vnth

some collection center. These drains

may be of ordinary clay material.

Unless they run through quicksand

they may be wrapped at the joints

SIDES 6.TOP REJNFORCEDI
WITH HEAVY STOCK
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110. Concrete chtem md filter

with linen or burlap. If laid in quick-

sand the joints should be sealed with

cement. Cribs may be set near the

edges of fresh-water ponds and lakes

to collect the seepage. They should be
located at least 50 feet from the edge

of the water. The bottom of any crib

or collector should be well below the

low-water mark of the lake or pond.

It may be built of wood, brick or

concrete, or a tile pipe of large di-

ameter may be used; it should be

amply wide at the bottom to allow

water to run into it.

A spring of sufficient volmne situ-

ated at an elevation above the house

will afford a gravity water system, and
there is none more reliable. If the

elevation of the spring is sufficient,

even a tank may be dispensed with.

Depth of Wells

Dug wells, which are considered

more reliable than bored or driven

wells, are open excavations from the

ground surface to the source of water.

As excavation proceeds, a wood curb-

ing should be put in to run ahead of
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the removal of earth to prevent cav-

ing at the sides. If quicksand is

encountered during the progress of

excavation its inflow may be pre-

vented by placing a layer of coarse

sand at the bottom of the pit and
weighting it with coarser sand or

gravel.

Curbing a Dug Well

The curb may be of concrete,

either reinforced or in the form of

blocks, brick, stone, vitrified tile or

iron pipe, as required by the diameter

of the well. For a well of large di-

ameter, the concrete curb will be the

most satisfactory. If the outer wall of

the well is strong it can be used as the

outer form for the concrete construc-

tion. The inner wood form is made in

four sections, the cross pieces being

held together by bolts which can be

removed when the form is taken down.

The sheathing boards which are at-

tached to a rounded section of 90° of

the well's circumference, should not

be wider than 4 inches. For the small

well a wall thickness of 4 inches is

sufficient for the curb. For larger

wells, walls 6 inches thick are recom-

mended. It is better to construct the

walls in sections of 4 feet beginning

at the lowest point of the well.

Cover or Platform

A concrete platform with a man-
hole and a setting for the pump is

necessary for the protection of the

water from surface drainage. It

should be at least 4 inches thick and as

much as 6 feet in diameter. It should

be reinforced with one-fourth or

three-eighth-inch steel rods, spaced

6 inches apart. Heavy wire mesh is

also strong enough. The platform or

cover should extend well over the

edges of the curb and it should be at

least an inch higher in the center than

at the edges. Build a tight board plat-

form over the curb to serve as the

bottom of the form for the cover. This

is to be braced in position over the

well curb or supported on brackets

attached to the curb. The bottom
of the pump to be used should be
measured and a hole to fit it left when
the concrete is poured. Bolts for the

attachment of the pump may be im-

bedded in the concrete. To provide a

manhole in the well cover set a large

dishpan on the board form of the

platform. When the pan is removed
it leaves a hole with sloping edges in

the concrete. A close-fitting cover for

the manhole can be made by casting

concrete in the interior of the pan.

The cover slab forms, which have

been made in sections can be removed
through the manhole. The cover

should be allowed to stand at least a

week before the forms are taken out.

Watertight concrete for the curb

and cover of the well should be a mix-

ture of less than 5 gallons of water for

each bag of cement when wet sand

and pebbles are used. If the curb goes

to the full depth of the well there

should be openings in the lower sec-

tions to admit water. Lay greased

plugs in the wall as the concrete is

deposited and take them out when the

wall has set. Each section of concrete

should be spaded and tamped in the

forms.

Cleaning the Well

The seepage of dust from the top of

the well and the washing in of clay

and silt at the bottom, make frequent

cleaning of the well advisable, if not
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111. Section of a hydraulic ram and installation

DRAIN PIPE

essential. Do not go down into the

well until a test has been made to

show whether gas has collected in it.

Drop a lighted candle down and if it

is extinguished, the well should be

thoroughly ventilated before cleaning

begins. The walls of the curb should

be washed thoroughly after scraping

and brushing. The well should be

pumped out several times before the

water is used for drinking.

Bored and Driven Wells

Earth augers, turned by hand or

machine, are used for sinking a bored

well. The well is of small diameter and
is a good producer only when it is

sunk to water sources of sand clay or

fine gravel.

Driven wells reach water sources by
the driving of an iron pipe, section by
section, to a reliable source of supply.

The pipe used is from one to 3 inches

in diameter. The sections are threaded

and, as the driving proceeds, one sec-

tion is added to another until the full

depth of the well is reached.

The water from this type of well is

less likely to be contaminated than

that from the dug well, and is more
likely to be soft water». The pipe is

driven with a strainer point on the

lowest section. If this strainer is

choked cleaning is by means of a

force pump attached to a pipe smaller

in diameter than the well pipe.

Drilling is necessary when rock

strata are encountered in the sinking

of a well. At certain depths drilled

wells in some water-bearing strata

furnish a continuous flow of water.

The Hydraulic Ram
Where there is a brook with suffi-

cient fall the hydraulic ram (Diagram

No. in) is the most efficient and least

costly pumping machine. It requires

only its own power and works auto-

matically. It will draw water either

from the brook which operates it or

from a spring in a neighboring loca-

tion. The manufacturer of hydraulic

rams will prescribe the size of ram
needed if he is furnished with accurate
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112. Suction and force pumps

data covering the fall of the stream

and the lift of the water, and the

course and length of supply pipes.

The ram should be set on a suitable

foundation to take up the vibrations

caused by its operation, and should

be properly housed. Its valves should

be looked after occasionally.

Suction and force pumps are the

machines most used for supplying

water from wells and other still

sources of supply. In some cases a

device combining both principles is

employed. Either type of pump may
be operated mechanically or by hand.

A force pump will raise water above

its own level and discharge it against

pressure. The suction pump will not

raise water above its level. Diagram
No. 112 shows sections of the two
pumps and the way in which their

valves work. The other pump is a

deep-well pump which is used where

water is to be raised to a height of

more than 22 feet. A compromise kind

of pump is used where the raise is

slightly more than 22 fecL It has a

longer pipe and the air cylinder is set

below the well platform.This pump
can be used in wells as deep as 75 feet.

Lifting Capacities

The efficiency of a suction pump
varies with the elevation above sea

level. A lift of 33.9 feet would be

possible at sea level if a perfect

vacuum could be obtained in the

pump cylinder. Air pressure becomes
lighter and suction decreases with

elevation above the sea. The accom-

panying table shows suction-lift limi-

tations on pumps operating at levels

up to 8,000 feet above the sea.

Long suction pipes are permissible

provided the loss by friction, added to

the height from water level to pump
valve, does not exceed the limiting

suction lifts. On test, an ordinary

pitcher pump raised 5 gallons ofwater

a minute through 320 feet of i>^-inch

pipe with two elbows and a foot valve

to a height of 19 feet.

Suction pipes should be straight and

idrtight and should slope urdformly
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114. Deep-well pumping system

the pump is placed over the well, and
the pump rod and drop pipe are long

enough to allow the lower cylinder to

be set below the surface of the water.

An upper or differential cylinder is

sometimes placed in or just below the

working head. By this means work is

divided between the up- and down-
strokes of the pump.

Pumps with Air-Water Tanks
Air-displacement pumps are acti-

vated by the opening of faucets along

the line of water supply. They do not

raise water to a storage tank and when
all faucets are closed the pump is at

rest. Equipment for compressing air is

required for their operation, also stor-

age for compressed air. Air-displace-

ment installations comprise gasoline or

electric motor, air compressor, air

tank and an air pipe for the well. The
pump is submerged in the well. Fair

over-all efficiency for the small electri-

cally-operated plant is 25 percent.

Current consumption in kilowatt

hours can be estimated approximately

by multiplying the water horsepower

by the number of hours of pumping.
Naturally, the pump's efficiency must

be taken into account in such an
estimate.

Windmill Pumping
The least expensive power plant for

farm operation is the windmill. Its

efficiency is affected by the velocity of

prevailing winds, the size of the wheel,

the diameter of the pump cylinder and
the height to which water is to be

raised. In open country windmills are

loaded to operate in 15-mile-an-hour

winds. In mountain sections the load

is adapted to lo-mile-an-hour wind
velocity. Pumps should be of small

cylinder diameter and mills of long,

slow strokes. With lo-mile winds an

8-foot mill operating a pump with a

cylinder diameter of 3^^ inches will

lift 320 gallons of water to a height of

25 feet during each hour that it

operates. Makers ofwindmill pumping
machinery will supply the equipment

best suited to the job if they are given
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the requirements in gallons and the

available supply of water. Some farm

water supply is obtained through the

use of gasoline plants. Where there

is an electric circuit the electric motor

is the most convenient power plant

because it can be called into service

by the turning of a switch.

Water-Supply Storage

Some kind of storage for water

supply is necessary, no matter which
kind of pumping system is employed.

When the supply is furnished by the

use of rams, hand pumps or gasoline

or electric plants driving pumping
machinery, the storage usually takes

the form of a tank elevated above the

level at which water is to be drawn for

use. It should be protected against

freezing and should be leakproof. A
steel or masonry tower furnishes a

good elevation, but sites where it can

be located on a hill and partly buried

in the ground are the most satis-

factory.

With plants in which the pneumatic
pressure feature is combined with the

pump, the storage tank may be located

anywhere near the outlets, usually in

the cellar of the dwelling. Use of the

supply is not limited by gravity. The
upper part of this type of tank is filled

with air; water fills the lower part of

the space. An increase either in the

amount of water or the amount of

air in the tank gives stronger water

pressure at the faucets. The tank must
be air-tight. A constant new air

supply is needed because water ab-

sorbs air. An excess of air pressure

above minimum requirements pro-

duces a better flow of water.

This table shows the water per-

centage in the tank under various

conditions of initial atmospheric pres-

sure and pressure at the air gauge:

Gauge
pressure
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115. Septic tank and table of capaciUes

deteriorates through exposure to the

air, and fresh quantities should be

mixed at frequent intervals.

One drop of ordinary tincture of

iodine, just as it comes from the

drugstore, kills the germs in water and
makes it drinkable in thirty minutes.

One tablespoonful of the tincture is

sufficient for the treatment of a 52-

gallon barrel of water.

To Soften Hard Water

The use of water-softening agents

is almost compulsory in localities

where supplies are impregnated with

hardening elements. To soften the

household supply the best installation

is an arrangement for treating the

water with zeolite. The device sug-

gested consists of two tanks, one of

which contains a supply of zeolite and
the other a supply of common salt.

Both tanks are attached to the supply

system and all the water for the house

goes through them before consump-

tion. In the first tank the water is

impregnated with the zeolite. The salt

in the second tank neutralizes the

zeolite content and the entire supply

is softened.

Sewage Disposal

The installation of a sanitary system

of sewage disposal should be made at

the same time the rural or suburban

dwelling is provided with a water

supply. The home owner should never

rely upon the efficiency of the cesspool

or any substitute for a reliable septic

tank and drainage system.

The size of the tank to be built or

installed is determined by the number
of persons in the household. Its great-

est efficiency depends upon the tile

system of drainage into which the tank

discharges its contents, and this in

turn depends to an extent on the

character of the soil through which

the drainage system leads.

The purifying principle of the septic

tank is based upon the action of two

kinds of bacteria upon waste matter.

One of these kinds acts upon the

waste in spaces where there is no air,
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the other only where there is air to aid

in its function. The anaerobic germs
are first to attack the waste 2ind the

work is completed by aerobic germs
which must have air to work in.

Operation of the Tank

The septic tank (Diagram No.

1 15) operates in this way: The waste

flows through the house drainage

system to one of the chambers of the

tank, known as the settling tank.

There the sewage is attacked by
anaerobic bacteriawhich transform the
greater part of the solids into liquids.

A scum forms on the top of the con-

tents of the settling chamber and
excludes the air so that the bacteria

can work. When the settling chamber
is filled, a siphon connection drains

the liquid into the dosing chamber,

the second section of the system. There

the action of the bacteria continues

until all the solids are liquefied. When
this second section of the tank is

filled, another siphon draws off the

contents into the drainage system.

This usually consists of a number of

tile drains laid in the upper layer of

soil. These drains may be laid out in

the most convenient way to suit the

shape and dimensions of the dwelling

plot, but the system must be of suffi-

cient extent to insure that all the waste

will be rendered free of harmful

content before any of it can be taken

into any water supply in the vicinity.

Fifty feet of tile in sandy soils is the

allowance for each occupant of the

house.

The Tile Disposal Bed

The joints of the drain tile are left

open so that the liquid flows slowly

into the soil which contains enough

air to feed the aerobic bacteria. The
gradual flow of material fi-om the

dosing chamber of the tank allows

enough time for the tile system to

complete its work before it gets

another discharge from the tank. A
drain pip>e from the dosing chamber
to the tile system has sealed joints, and
it should be at least 50 feet in length

before the open jointed tile is attached

to it. This prevents any seepage of

sewage into the soil near the house and
the tank. The tank may be as near the

house as desired, since there is no
odor fi-om it. The chambers of the

concrete tank should have an air-

tight cover with a manhole in it to

permit entrance for cleaning. The
inlet pipe from the house should be
inclined downward in order to allow

its contents to discharge below the

surface of the liquid, so that the top

scum will not be broken. It is well to

provide baffles at the discharge end of

the pipe.

Tile drains through which liquid

passes from the dosing chamber for

final purification in the soil should be

laid at a depth of about 1 8 inches. The
grade of aU the lines should be the

same as that of the pipe which leads

into them. Before being covered with

soil they should first be covered with a

3-inch layer of cinders. (Diagram

No. 116.)

An alternative to the tile system is

a series of sumps, connected by tile

drains, the contents ofone overflowing

through a drain to the next. The
sumps may be made of concrete, with

a nail keg for the forms, and with

round pegs inserted for connections

for the inlet and outiet pipes. The use

of this form of drainage system is

confined to dwelling sites where the
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116. Disposal drains and methods of iayins

soil is not sufficiently porous for the

action of aerobic bacteria, or where
the site is not of sufficient area to lay

an efficient tile system.

Single Chamber Tanks

Septic tanks with a single chamber
are used where the house they serve

is small and its occupants few. A
single chamber tank 5 feet long, 2)4
feet wide, and 4 feet deep is the size

for a house with a family of 6 persons.

A tank 8 by 3>^ by 4 feet is the size

for a dwelling with 14 occupants. The
single chamber tank is not advisable,

because the effluent is constantly

discharging into the tile system and
complete purification may not be
achieved as with the two-chamber
tank where the discharge is pe-

riodic.

Plans for the construction of a
concrete septic tank may be obtained

from any manufacturer of cement.

Diagram No. 1
1
5 shows construction,

and tables covering capacities needed

for families of various sizes. With their

guidance any workman or amateur
who has done concrete work can

make an efficient tank, but reinforced

concrete tanks are supplied by manu-
facturers, and they dispense with all

work except installation and the laying

of the drainage system. Other manu-
facturers supply tanks of cast iron

and of riveted or welded steel.

Proper installation of the septic

tank insures its efficient operation and
the only attention it requires is a

thorough cleaning every three or

four years, when all sludge should be

removed from the bottom. If the

ground slope permits, a sludge drain

may be provided to take this solid

content from the tank. A garden hose

is used for periodic washings.

A grease trap must be provided in

the drain from the kitchen sink.

Anaerobic bacteria will not work to

the fullest extent on solids which

contain large percentages of grease.

Any grease that goes into the waste

from other parts of the house will not

interfere with their action.
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Cesspool Construction

The cesspool is no substitute for the

septic tank because in it, the anaerobic

action on the sewage discharge from

the house is far from complete. The
collection of sludge at the bottom of

the pool is relatively high, and the soil

surrounding the pool becomes satu-

rated with impurities. The period for

complete saturation is dependent on

the soil. Sandy soils are the most ab-

sorbent, clay soils the least. Danger
of the water supply's contamination

from the cesspool is very great, espe-

cially if it is located in a clay stratum.

The cesspool is a mere hole in the

ground, usually about lo feet deep

and 8 feet in diameter. It is walled at

the sides with stone, brick or concrete

block, loosely laid so that the contents

of the pool may escape to the sur-

rounding soil. It is left open at the

bottom.
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HOW TO MAKE HOME REPAIRS

Not every home owner is qualified

for the job of preserving the health of

his home, but he should know the

symptoms of its illness and be prepared

to administer first aid. He should

know how to put a washer on a leaky

faucet, how to test a circuit when the

lights go wrong, how to keep water in

the boiler or correct the failure of the

heating plant until a skilled workman
can take over.

Regular inspections of the house to

determine where it is weak and where
to have repairs made, represent time

well spent.

The inspector should first make a

trip to the roof. He should look at the

chimney cap to see that it is firmly in

place. If the chimney lacks such a

finish he should see that the mortar

at the top has not disintegrated and
allowed bricks to become loose. If

necessary, the top courses of bricks

should be relaid; if not, new mortar

should be troweled into the joints

from which it has been washed.

If the roof is of metal, it should be

looked over for spots that have rusted

and new paint should be applied. A
shingle roof should be examined for

loose shingles. These should be set

back in place and secured. Defects

in the built-up roof are not so easily

detected by cursory examination.

Small leaks which are always likely to

grow bigger will show on the walls and
ceilings of upper floors.

Faulty Drainage

Examination of the drainage system

beginning with the troughs at the

eaves of the roof may show where
paint coats are worn. Leaves or straw

may have collected in the trough. One
of the hangers by which the eaves

trough is attached to the roof may
have been loosened. If there are no
defects of this sort to be remedied, the

troughs and corner boxes should be

cleaned out and the strainer at the

corner box should be replaced

securely.

Metal flashings around chimneys

and dormer windows should be

examined closely. With the aid of a

long, movable ladder defects in the

walls can be hunted. Loose boards

in the siding will be detected, also

boards that are beginning to decay,

and defects in the paint. This wall

inspection should not slight the condi-

tion of flashings over windows, putty

in the sash or the condition of outside

shutters.

Defects in Brick Walls

Joints in brick walls from which

mortar has fallen will be quite ob-

vious. Joints where the walls join

window frames should be probed with

some thin instrument to determine

whether an opening goes through to

the inner wall. Such breaks should be

caulked with some reliable compound.

144
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The same sort of examination and
remedy is necessary in die house of

frame construction.

The outer walls of the foundation

should be carefully looked over.

Mortar may be falling out of the

joints. Cracks may be developing in

the masonry. The water table which

protects the top of the foundation

should be in good condition. The
grade of the fill at the foundation

should be preserved if water is to be

kept out. If it has been coming in, the

remedy lies in the application of

membrane waterproofing or drainage

at the outside.

Interior Inspection

Examination of the interior of the

house may proceed fi-om the attic

down or from the basement up, but

should be as thorough as the examina-

tion of the exterior walls and roof if

it is to reveal all defects. Leaks in the

roof where there is no attic ceiling

will show as holes through which

sunlight penetrates. If there is a ceil-

ing, leakage of water will be apparent.

In rooms below the attic careful

examination should be made of the

plaster walls for cracks and separation

at the corners of the room. Baseboards

at the bottom of walls may show a bad
joint with the floor.

Cracks Around Wind(nvs

Cracks around the window frames

will show if the stool is not nailed

securely or if it has been cut too short.

A crack may appear where the parting

strips and pulley stile meet the top sill.

The stool crack may be closed by
nailing. Spaces at its ends should be

filled with caulking compound or

white lead putty. Caulk any crack

between the top sill and the sub-sill.

Basement inspection must be rigor-

ously careful and thorough. Look over

the walls for cracks, loose or falling

mortar. Note any appearance of leak-

age or seepage. Examine the ends of

all timbers that rest on foundation

walls to detect signs of decay. See that

there are no sagging floor joists and
that the bridging between joists is

sound and strong. Look for signs of

damage to timbers by termites.

The examination of heating equip)-

ment must be thorough. All smoke
pipes should be taken down and
cleaned in the spring, then stored in

a dry place until they are set up at the

end of summer. Repair cracked or

broken grates or cracked firebox walls,

or order new parts. Repair the coating

of the boiler or furnace, or plan to

apply new insulating materisd. Add
this if the boiler or furnace is not now
insulated.

Temporary repairs to the roof that

has just shown signs of leaking may be

undertaken by any home owner. If

sunlight comes in over the unceiled

attic, a wire can be run through the

opening from the attic side and the

other end of it will show the spot on the

roof where repair is necessary. (Dia-

gram No. 1
1 7.) The hole in the shingle

roof may be closed by inserting a new
shingle or by sliding a piece of roll

roofing under the shingle course. The
same remedy is prescribed for the roof

of composition shingles. More sub-

stantial repairs may be effected by

the use of a bituminous roofing com-

pound.

A drop of solder will stop a small

hole in a metal roof. Before it is used

the metal must be cleaned of rust so

that the solder will adhere. If a shingle
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117. How to locate leak in attic

roof appears to be radically damaged
and a new coat of shingles is not

desired, the area can be covered with

composition material, laid over the

old roof. A new shingle roof may be

laid over the old roof of the same

material by supplying nailing strips

for each course. (Diagram No. 1 18.)

Repairs to Flashings

Repairs to roof flashing should be

made as permanent as possible. If a

flashing of ordinary metal has broken

down replace it with a metal which

v^ll not rust. Lead, copper or zinc

will last longer than tin, galvanized

iron or composition roofing.

There are two ways of fastening

flashing at the intersection of chim-

ney and roof. One way is to bend the

metal at its upper edge and insert it

into a joint in the masonry, sealing

the crack with roof cement or mortar

allowing the lower edge, bent to fit,

to cover the roof. Sometimes two

pieces of metal are used. One is bent

in the middle, the upper half ce-

mented to the chimney surface, the

lower half nailed over one thickness

of roofing and covered by another

thickness. The other piece, called

counter-flashing, is hung over the

first to make an apron. Its upper edge

is bent and inserted in a masonry
joint. The lap between the two pieces

is fastened and made water-tight with

roof cement.

At the walls of dormer windows the

upper edge of the metal sheet is in-

serted between siding boards and the

joint is sealed with cement.

Leaks due to deterioration of mate-

rial in "open valley" flashings are

easily remedied. A new piece of flash-

ing material can be inserted over the

defective one; the edges are slid under

the roofing material at each side. In

"closed valley" flashing (Diagram

No. 119), new metal may be bent into

a wedge-shaped point and pushed

under the shingles. If nails are en-

countered their heads are cut off with

a chisel. New nails are driven in the

same holes from which the heads of

the old nails have been removed.

)LD SHINGLES

118. New shinsle roof laid over old
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Drainage Repairs

After all the eaves troughs and
gutters of the drainage system have

been cleaned of accumulated refuse,

and failing hangers replaced or

mended, the leaders should be ex-

amined to see if seams forced by the

freezing of water, have become leaky.

If a leader has failed it should be re-

placed with a rectangular one or one

of corrugated metal. These allow for

expansion when water is frozen in the

pipe. Replacements of downspout-

pipe sections is an easy job. The
upper section should fit into and not

over the section below it.

After new hangers are attached at

the roof edge the eaves trough should

show a slope downward to the dis-

charge end so that water will not

accumulate. Any errors in the grade

may be corrected by tightening or

loosening the straps.

Open trough gutters ofwood should

be lined with non-corrosive metal.

All metal gutters should be painted

with good weatherproof paint and
wooden gutters should be coated on
the inner side with pitch or some
asphaltic material.

Brick and Stucco Walls

Soiled stucco walls may be cleaned

with water. If washing with plain

water is not effective, soap may be

added. Badly soiled or stained sur-

faces may be cleaned with a solution

of I part of muriatic acid to 6 or 7

parts of water. The surface so cleaned

should be rinsed with water to which
ammonia is added in the proportion

of I pint to 2 gallons. On white ce-

ment stucco the wash should be made
of sulphuric acid instead of muriatic.

CORRECT WAY
OF FOLDING
METAL

VALLEY

METAL FOLDS
TUCKED UNDER
SHINGLES

WRONG WAY
OF FOLDING

119. Insertion of closed valley flashing

When a brick wall is whitened by
a crystalline deposit, the discoloration

may be removed in some cases with

a brush of wire or stiff fiber. If this

does not remove the efflorescence, the

wall should be washed with a solution

of muriatic acid, i part of acid to 6

parts of water. The wall should be

washed with clear water and after-

wards washed with a diluted am-
monia solution, one pint of ammonia
to 2 gallons of water. Efflorescence is

caused by salts contained in the

bricks themselves or in mortar with

impure ingredients which are dis-

solved by rain or by water flowing

from drains.

Cracks in Stucco

When stucco has been applied in a

faulty manner cracks are likely to

appear on the surface of the wall and
where the material joins the chimney
or roof. If cracks are large enough to

admit moisture they should be cleaned

out and filled. Chip the opening to

the shape of an inverted V, the wide
part at the inside, so that mortar will
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J^EADER

SPLASH BLOCK

120. Gutter leader splash block

adhere closely. Brush the enlarged

crack clear of dust and particles of the

old material, using a wire brush or

old broom and then dampen surfaces

with water. Fill the crack with a

mortar made of i part Portland ce-

ment, 3 parts sand and }{o part of

hydrated lime, mixed with water to

the consistency of putty. Press it well

into the cracks and smooth the sur-

face with a trowel or putty knife.

Keep the surface dampened for

several days.

The Damp Basement

Dampness in basements comes from

one of several causes. Moisture which

causes the walls to "sweat" is often

due to condensation on surfaces which

are chilled. Otherwise it is due to

faulty drainage around the walls.

Dampness caused by the inflow of

water after heavy rains or snows is

caused by faulty foundation walls,

careless filling after the walls were

completed, or improper grading around

the foundation. All cracks or separa-

tions between the stones or blocks

should be refilled with a cement

mortar. If downspouts of the drainage

system discharge too near the walls,

a cement splash block (Diagram No.

i2o), fashioned like a trough, should

be laid at the end of the spout. Some-
times leaks in the walls may be cured

by altering the grade of grounds at

the foundation. This can be done by

placing additional filling at the edge

of the foundation and grading it

down in a sharp slope. The slope

should be sodded or planted to pre-

vent washing. If the grade goes above

basement windows, area walls should

be built to enclose them. A concrete

strip 2 or more feet wide running all

the way around the house, and graded

to drain at one or more of the corners

(Diagram No. I2i) may prove a

better remedy than changing the fill.

This should be joined to the wall with

a connection that is fully watertight.

Leakage through Floors

In locations where there is a great

quantity of water in the subsoil much
of it is likely to find its way into the

2--0"TO3'-O

PITCH OUT AND
DOWN TO DRAIN

TAMPED CfNDERS
AFFORD GOOD BONDAT JOINT

DRIVE IN METAL TIES
ROUGHEN FOUNDATION WALL

1 21 . Surface dralnan* of foundation wall
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basement unless the foundation has

been properly drained at the wall

footings. A draintile at the foot of the

foundation will take off most of this

water by lowering its level before it

can penetrate the wall. A more radi-

cal treatment for an extreme condi-

tion is to remove the fill from around

the foundation wall and apply a coat

of liquid waterproofing to the wall.

In the worst cases it is advisable to

make this a membrane coat consist-

ing of several layers of cotton fabric

or building felt, alternating with the

waterproofing material. This should

be in addition to the tile drain.

Wall Repairs with Cement

Where conditions are not bad,

dampness may be eliminated by the

application of a coat of cement mor-

tar on the outside of the walls. Before

the coating is put on, the surface of

the wall should be gone over with a

wire brush and all the masonry joints

and cracks cleaned. Then it should

be dampened with water before the

new mortar is applied. There are a

number of preparations which con-

tain the requisite proportion of

damp-proofing ingredients and the

selection of one of these products will

do away with the mixing of mortar.

If the exterior wall is smooth and
even, the first coat of a membrane
may be mopped on with a brush or

broom. If it is rough, the cement
coating described above should be

put on first. The first coat of tar or

other bituminous material should be
thinned with kerosene to the con-

sistency of paint. Later coatings

should be as thick as can be applied

with a mop. After the first coat is on,

the first sheet of building paper is

FOUNDATION WALL
SURFACE SCORED
FOR GOOD BOND
THIN COAT OF NEAT
CEMENT

1 22. Waterproofing of basement interior

applied over it. After that the layers

of the membrane alternate— one of

paper, one of tar, the last being of t2ir.

The thickness of each coat should be

about one-eighth of an inch.

Coatings on Inside Walls

Coating of interior walls to prevent

dampness is not so likely to be eff"ec-

tive as the radical treatments outiined.

Where it is used the mortar should

include one of the metallic ingredients

which change the nature of the mix-

ture. The base of the mortar for an

inside coating is i part of cement and

3 parts of graded sand. Application

should not be undertaken unless the

wall is dry. The wall should be

dampened before application; this is

essential in the application of cement

mortar at any time. It should be kept

damp for several days to make the

cement harden properly. (Diagram

No. 122.)

Fresh air and sunshine play an im-

portant part in keeping the walls of

the basement dry. Windows should

be opened frequentiy in dry weather.
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Sunlight does much to remove the

dampness in the atmosphere.

Cracks in Foundations

Cracks in foundation walls are due
to settling or may come from the ac-

tion of an underground spring under
some part of the wall. They should be

filled as soon as they are found. If the

wall has crumbled beyond the point

where minor repairs will be effective

a skilled workman may have to re-

build a part of the wall after the house

has been shored.

Minor breaks in masonry may be

handled by the amateur or man-of-

all-work. Loose mortar between ma-
sonry courses should be chipped out

with a cold chisel and hammer and
loose mortar brushed out. After the

surface of the cracks has been damp-
ened, fill them with mortar mixed of

I part of cement to 3 parts of sand.

If the basement is damp, reduce the

sand to 2 parts.

Heating Plant Repairs

Filling the boiler of the hot-water

heating system can be done more
easily by two persons working to-

gether. One controls the flow of water

into the boiler while the other looks

after the relief valves on the radiators.

First close the air valve on each radi-

ator. Then open the shut-off valve.

Close the draw-off cock which is at

the lowest point in the system, and
open the valve in the supply pipe

which feeds the boiler. When the

water begins to rise in the pipes sup-

plying the radiators, open the air

valve on each radiator, beginning

with the valve on the radiator nearest

the boiler, and doing the same with

all the valves in succession to the one

at the highest point in the system.

Keep the valves open until water
begins to flow, when the valves must
be closed in the same order in which
they were opened.

In gravity hot-water systems the

water in the expansion tank at the

top of the system should stand at

about one-third of its depth before

the supply pipe is closed. In pressure

systems the supply valve is left open,

as a control valve regulates the water
supply automatically.

Draining the System

To drain the hot-water system open
the supply valve so that no water will

be trapped in the system above it.

Open the air valves on all the radi-

ators as fast as the water flows out of

them.

In hot-water systems there is a dial

gauge on top of the boiler with a red

and a black hand. The red hand is set

at the proper elevation for the water.

When the system is properly filled

the black hand will be directiy over

the red hand.

Steam heating systems should be
kept filled to the half-way point of the

glass in the water gauge.

Insulation of Pipes

The pipes of both steam- and hot-

water heating systems should be in-

sulated. The loss of heat from bare

pipes is as much as 25 percent of the

boiler output. The greater part of the

loss can be prevented by insulation.

Both supply and return pipes in the

hot-water system should be insulated.

The return pipes of vapor or vacuum
systems need not be covered.

For the insulation of steam- or

hot-water pipes the best material is
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asbestos air-cell covering. It is made
of several layers of asbestos paper

wrapped in canvas, in sections 3 feet

long. It is made in various pipe sizes

and is slit lengthwise so that it can be

fitted around the pipe. At the end of

each section is a canvas flap for past-

ing over the joint between sections.

Metal bands are fastened around the

section in the middle to secure it to

the pipe. The best type is four-ply,

one inch thick.

To ascertain the quantity of mate-
rial needed for a job, all pipes to be
covered should be measured for

length and note made of the lengths

of each size of pipe.

Applying the Material

Before the insulating material is

applied all pipes should be cleaned

off. Loosen the canvas flap at the

end of the section and cover the in-

side with paste. Then fit the cylinder

around the pipe, the open side up.

Place the end which has no flap

nearest the valve or other fitting in

the pipe line. Put on each successive

METAL
BANDS

ASBESTOS PAPER
ASBESTOS
CEMENT

WIRE MESH ^^"^l^^ i BOILER

123. Insulation of steam or hot-water system

CORRUGATED
ASBESTOS PAPER

124. Insulation of warm-air pipes

section in the same way, closing all

joints with the pasted flaps. Cut short

sections as needed with a knife or

saw. (Diagram No. 1 23.)

Fittings and joints in the pipe lines

are covered with a plaster made of

asbestos cement. Joints and fittings

should be covered with two coats of

one-half inch each. The first coat

should be rough so that the second
will adhere evenly. The second joint

should be beveled at its joint with the

asbestos covering on the pipe. After

thejoints have been covered the cover-

ing is secured to the pipe with the

metal bands, drawn tight.

To insulate a boiler, cover it first

with a netting of chicken wire, leav-

ing openings in it for the firebox door
and pipes. Then trowel on to the net-

ting a coat of asbestos cement one
inch thick and when it has hardened
put on another half-inch coat.

Insulating Warm Air Pipes

For the insulation of pipes in the
warm-air heating system (Diagram
No. 124), use corrugated asbestos
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COVERS HELD
BY STAPLES

125. Insulation of hot-water tank

paper in three layers. The material is

in rolls 37 inches wide, each roll

containing about 250 square feet.

Two rolls should be sufficient for the

average house. The paper is cut to

the proper size, wrapp)ed around the

pipes, and held in place with strings

tied in two or three places until it is

secured in place with pieces of wire.

In cutting the pieces, allow 1 1/2 inches

for the thickness of the material. Lap
the paper with the next succeeding

joint. The wire ties should be placed

at intervals of 18 inches.

Right-angle bends in the pipe

must be covered with paper cut to a

special pattern. The diagram shows

how it is cut. Strips of asbestos paper

pasted to each section of covering

make smooth joints.

Insulation of the warm-air furnace

is done in the way outlined for the

steam or hot-water boiler. (Diagram

No. 123.) Chicken wire is used as a

base for asbestos cement on the ver-

tical sides of the furnace. On the

shoulder at the top the material is

applied directly to the surface. Or

asbestos paper may also be used for

the furnace. Put it on in two or three

layers, cutting out the space for the

firebox and ash removal doors and
for the smoke pipe at the back. Secure

the material around the furnace with

heavy wire.

The storage tank for hot-water

supply may be insulated by the ap-

plication of asbestos coverings which
are made in sizes to fit tanks of differ-

ent capacities. (Diagram No. 125.)

They are secured with metal bands.

If the tank has a rounded top it may
be covered with asbestos cement.

Water Supply Repairs

The water-supply system of the

dwelling begins just inside the base-

ment wall or just outside, depending

on the location of the meter. There is

a valve, usually on the main supply

pipe in the basement, where the entire

supply of water can be shut off. The
valve may have a handle or it may
require a wrench to be opened or

closed. It probably has a small hole

bored in its side for draining the

water out of all the house pipes after

the supply from the street has been

shut off.

To drain the entire water system of

the house (this is sometimes neces-

sary when it is apparent that silt is

accumulating in the pipes), shut off

the water at main supply valve; then,

beginning at the top of the house,

open every faucet. When every faucet

has ceased to run, open the drain cap

at the intake of the house supply and

allow the pipes to drain into a bucket

or tub. If the house is going to be va-

cated for the winter, all the traps

should also be drained by the use of a

force pump; these traps should then
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be sealed with a mixture of kerosene

and alcohol.

To Stop a Faucet Leak

There are several kinds of faucets

in general home use. (Diagram No.

126.) The most common is the com-
pression type. The flow of water

through it is regulated by the turn of

a handle attached to a threaded

spindle. When the spindle is turned

down the disc or "washer" at its

point is pressed tightly against a

smoothly polished ring or "ground

seat," which surrounds the flow-open-

ing, shutting off" the water. If the

contact between washer and seat is

not close, water will leak through and
drip from the faucet. The probable

cause is a worn washer.

What is known as the ground key

faucet is that in which the spindle

under the handle is attached to a

cylindrical plunger or plug, which
should fit tightiy into a sleeve bored

vertically through the body of the

faucet. The plunger has a hole bored

through it. When the handle is

turned, this meets the hole bored in

the casing allovmig water to flow

freely.

The Fuller ball faucet is found in

some kitchen sinks. A composition

stopper, called a Fuller ball, is fas-

tened by a nut or screw to a shaft

having an eccentric end. When the

handle is turned for closing, the ball

fits firmly against the inflow pipe.

When the handle is moved to open,

the ball is drawn away from the in-

flow opening.

How to Change a Washer

Washers are made of a composi-

tion which will not absorb water.

FULLER FAUCET
FULLER BALL
ECCENTRIC

126. Sections of three kinds of faucets

Some are of rubber. Different mate-
rials are used for hot and cold water

unless the material is expressly stated

to be fitted for both. Compression
washers are in sizes of three-eighths,

one-half, and five-eighths of an inch.

To replace a compression-faucet

washer, the water is first shut off" be-

low the fixture or in the main supply

pipe. The cap or nut at the top of the

faucet is unscrewed with a monkey
wrench; a piece of cloth is placed be-

tween the jaws of the wrench to pre-

vent injury to the metal. Removal of

the cap will allow the spindle to be

taken out of the faucet. The brass

screw which holds the washer to the

end of the spindle is loosened, and
the washer removed. The new washer

is put on and screwed down tightly.

If a leak appears around the

washer stem or spindle at the cap nut,

it can frequently be stopped by tight-

ening the nut. If this fails, remove the

cap and put new packing under it,

around the stem. Candlewick or any

good cotton cord will serve as pack-

ing.
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"OVERFLOW TUBE

SHUTOFF VALVE
RUBBER BALL STOPPER

127. Section oftoilet tank

TANK

Other Faucet Troubles

A leak from a ground key faucet is

usually due to wear by particles of

sand between the plunger and its

sleeve. If the leak is not closed when
the nut is tightened, it may be

necessary to repolish the cylinder and

sleeve. This may be done by smearing

a little valve-grinding grease on the

plunger, and replacing it in the sleeve

without readjusting the bottom screw.

Rotate the plunger back and forth in

the sleeve so that the grease will wear

both surfaces smooth and make a

leakproof joint.

A thumping noise in a water pipe

when the compression faucet is partly

open may be due to a loose cap nut,

a worn spindle or a loose or defective

washer. Try tightening the nut at the

top of the faucet. If this is not effec-

tive examine the spindle and washer.

If the washer is loose, tighten the

screw which fastens it. If it is worn
put on a new washer. If the threads

on the spindle or the body of the

faucet are worn, replace the faucet.

Toilet Tank Repairs

Leakage in the toilet tank may be

detected by holding a piece of paper

against the bowl above the level of the

water seal. The paper will soon be

saturated.

Diagram No. 127 shows the work-

ing parts of the tank and their rela-

tion to each other. The supply pipe

which fills the tank is fitted with a

ball-and-lever valve which operates

on the principle of the compression

faucet. A floating copper ball acti-

vates a lever; this raises or lowers a

plunger which turns the water on and

off". When the handle on the outside

of the tank is moved, the flush valve

is opened for the flow of water to the

bowl. As the water flows out the ball

sinks to the bottom of the tank, clos-

ing the flush valve. As water begins

to flow back into the tank, the ball

rises, lowering the plunger into its

seat, and when the tank is full the

valve opening is closed. An overflow

pipe emptying into the bowl of the

fixture keeps the amount of water in

the tank at a normal head. Another

lever is attached directly to the han-

dle or push button on the outside of

the tank. This raises or lowers a

rubber ball which opens or closes the

flush opening at the bowl. While the

copper ball is afloat on the water in

the tank, the rubber ball is held in its

place at the outlet by suction.

Leakage may be the result of faults

at either the supply or the outlet

opening. Supply leakage will come

from faulty action of the intake stop-

per. Leaks at the outlet may be due

to a defective rubber ball, the im-

proper adjustment of the wires which

make up the leverage system, or the
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bad seating of the ball at the opening.

If the ball is worn it should be re-

placed with one of the same kind and

size. To make the replacement, empty

the tank and if there is no shut-off

supply valve, put a stick under the

copper float to keep the intake closed.

Unscrew the worn ball from the end

of the lift wire and put the new one

in its place. If the rubber in the ball

is still resilient, its seating may have

been corroded or covered with silt.

It should be scraped clean and pol-

ished with emery paper. If the lift

wire is out of plumb, the stem should

be straightened so that the ball will

drop squarely into place.

A leak in the intake cock may be

due to a worn plunger, an irregular

seating or a copper float which has

become waterlogged. If the ball is

badly corroded or worn it should be

replaced. A small leak at a seam may
be mended with a drop of solder. A
bent rod which connects the float

with the plunger may prevent the

float from rising to the full height of

the water. If the tank fills to over-

flowing or does not fill to its capacity,

the rod may be bent upward or down-
ward to correct the fault. If the

washer of the intake valve is to be

replaced the tank should be emptied.

The two thumbscrews which hold the

plunger are then loosened to release

it. Remove the old washer which is

held in place by a nut and brass-ring

cap. Replace the washer with one of

soft rubber or leather. It may be

necessary to put on a new brass ring.

Smooth the seat of the plunger.

Flush Valve Operation

In communities where water pres-

sures are sufficientiy high, the pres-

OUTSIDE COVER
INSIDE COVER

UPPER CHAMBER
DIAPHRAGM

HANDLE

128. Pressure flush valve

sure flush valve (Diagram No. 128)

for the water closet has superseded

the tank flush. An illustration showing

the parts of such a valve is printed

here. The most frequent cause of

trouble with this type of valve is its

failure to shut off the flow of water.

The cause is usually the stoppage of

the by-pass or a deposit of grit on the

auxiliary valve seat. If the by-pass is

clogged, water cannot flow into the

upper chamber to close the valve. The
flow may also be due to serious wear-

ing of the auxiliary valve seat or the

collection of sediment there. A dia-

phragm may have deteriorated. The
washer or seat of the auxiliary valve

and the diaphragm are made of

rubber and sold in sets, and it is ad-

visable to replace both at the same
time.

To cut off" the water to repair a

pressure flush valve, turn the large

screw in the body of the valve. To
reach it, unscrew the outside cover of

the valve. The inside cover and the

entire auxiliary valve may then be

lifted out. The by-pass and the hole
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in the cover may then be cleaned with

a fine wire. Insert a screw driver

imder the old washer and lift it out.

Then, with a spanner wrench, un-

fasten the ring which holds the washer

in place and clean the surface of the

seat. Insert the new washer and
replace the ring, screwing it down
firmly but not too tightly. While the

disc is out the diaphragm may also

be lifted out. When it is replaced it

should be laid with the cup side down
and the copper gasket on the lower

side. The dowels and tube which hold

the diaphragm in place are unequally

spaced so that it cannot be placed in

reversed position. Fasten the dia-

phragm by screwing the disc into the

guide. Pressure flush valves vary in

design and it is well to have the

maker's instructions in hand when
repairs are undertaken.

Protecting Water Pipes

The water-supply system should

be protected from freezing by cover-

ings of hair and wool felt over pipes

in exposed places. These come in

three-feet lengths and are slit on one

side so that they can be fitted around

the pipe and then fastened with metal

bands. In severe climates two thick-

nesses should be applied. Where the

pipe is exposed to weather a jacket of

roofing material should be fastened

over the felt covering. The jacket may
be covered with an asphalt paint to

assure long wear.

All pipes laid underground should

be placed at such a depth that frost

will not reach them and they will not

be damaged by the passage of heavy

vehicles above them. The safe depth

for them depends upon the climatic

conditions of the locality.

To thaw a supply pipe, apply the

heat along the line nearest the source

of supply. In thawing sewer or waste

pipes, apply the heat from the lower

end upward. Direct heat may be

applied to a pipe with a lighted can-

dle or with a gasoline blowpipe. The
flame should be moved along the

surface of the pipe to spread the heat

gradually. In the hot application

method the pipe is wrapped with

cloths and hot water is poured over

these. Concentrated heat may be used

in the form of a lighted lamp or an oil

heater; a bent piece of tin is laid on
top of the pipe to reflect the heat

downward and increase the speed of

the thawing. Hot irons or heated

bricks are useful for the thawing of

short lengths of pipe.

When traps, drain or sewer pipes

are frozen, thaw them by pouring

hot water into them through the

plumbing filxtures or the trap. In the

case of a freeze beyond a trap, remove
the trap and pour hot water directiy

into the pipe.

Opening Clogged Drains

In nine out of ten cases the cause

of a clogged drain is the careless dis-

posal of waste materials. The lava-

tory basin is most frequently clogged

by fibers from towels or washrags or

by hair. The water closet stops when
toilet articles, heavy paper or pieces

of cloth are thrown into it. The
kitchen sink is stopped when the trap

gets full of hardened grease.

The office of the trap below each

plumbing fixture is to catch material

that should not go through the fixture,

and any accumulation of silt and sand

which comes through in the water.

The trap (Diagram No. 1 29), a curved
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section of the pipe below the fixture,

is built in different forms. U traps,

P traps and S traps are the most com-

mon of these forms. They take their

names from their resemblance to let-

ters of the alphabet. In addition there

are the drum and bottie types, cylin-

drical metal boxes which are set in the

floors of bathrooms and kitchens.

These larger traps have inlet and

outlet openings from the fixture and

into the waste pipe, and are fitted

with screw cap covers which can be

removed for cleaning. U, P, and S

traps have clean-out plugs inserted

at the lower bends of the pipe.

Cleaning a U Trap

The U trap is most easily cleaned.

The tool to use is the "plumber's

friend," a bell-shaped piece of stout

rubber attached to a length of broom-

stick. If a fixture fails to drain, it

should be partly filled with water. The
cup of the "plumber's friend" is

pressed solidly down over the outlet

of the fixture and then the handle is

pressed up and down, creating suc-

tion and compression. This will usu-

ally loosen the simpler obstructions.

When the trap is open and water

again flows smoothly, hot water

should be run through the pipe to

complete the cleaning. The "plumb-

er's friend" is equally useful for the

cleaning of the water closet bowl.

Place the cup over the oudet of the

bowl and work the handle up and

down until the bowl is clear. There

should be enough water in the bowl

to cover the cup of the device.

Should suction fail to clear the

drain it is evident that the trap is

completely clogged with waste mate-

rial. Remove the clean-out plug of

P-TRAP

RUNNING
TRAP

1 29. Four forms of plumbing traps

the U, P, or S trap and use a bent

wire to pull out the waste. Set a pail

under the trap before taking out the

plug to catch any water that may be

standing in the bend. After the waste

has been removed, clean the trap

with a bottle brush, and before re-

placing the clean-out plug put in a

new gasket or washer around it. If

the trap has no clean-out plug, de-

tach it from the waste pipe by un-

screwing the slip-and-union joint by
which it is attached.

When the cleaning of the trap fails

to remove any obstruction in the

drain it is apparent that the pipe

itself has become clogged. Obstruc-

tions can be reached by using a spring

steel auger or "plumber's snake." This

is a coil of spring steel with a handle

at the end. It is best manipulated by

two persons, one guiding the spring

to keep it in line and the other rotat-

ing the handle. The auger is useful in

the opening of any kind of drain,

especially long sections.

I To clean the drum or bottle type

of trap remove the top metal plate
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130. To repair a door that binds

which is set level with the floor. After

the cap is off, the trap can be cleaned

of accumulated waste by using an

old spoon, after which the trap should

be washed with boiling water.

Chemical Solvents

If all other methods fail to open a

drain, run through it a strong solu-

tion of caustic potash (potassium

hydroxide) and hot water. This will

eat or bum away the average obstruc-

tion and dissolve greases. There are

numerous commercial preparations

which act like caustic potash and are

equally effective. They should be used

with caution. After the removal of

grease obstructions with this type of

preparation, the drnin should be very

thoroughly flushed with hot water.

Potash turns grease to soap, and this

is dissolved when hot water is used

after the potash treatment. The pot-

ash solution should be poured directly

into the drain by the use of a funnel.

An occasional flushing with any of

the commercial solvents described

will help to keep drains open.

Floor drains, metal cups set in

floors and covered with wire gratings,

are found in garages, cellars and some
bathrooms. Dirt and oil accumulate

in these and necessitate frequent

washings and flushings.

Troublesome Doors

If a door sticks or binds, look for

cracks or margins at the edges where

it closes against the frame. Loose

hinges are a common cause of the

sagging door. The sag will make the

door fail to fit at the top and drag on

the threshold at its outer edge. Loose-

ness of the hinges will be evident when
the door is taken by the knobs, lifted,

and drawn forward and backward.

If this causes the hinges to move, the

first step is to tighten them. If screw

holes have become worn, dowels

should be inserted in the frame and

the hinges attached again. Longer

screws may serve. If the hinges are

not loose pieces of cardboard may be

inserted under the hinge leaves where

they are attached to the frame or to

the door. (Diagram No. 130.) Loosen

the screws in the leaf of the upper

hinge at the inside edge. Insert a strip

of cardboard. This will pull the upper

part of the door closer to the jamb.

If space is left at the top of the door

along the lock edge after cardboard

has been used at the upper hinge,

insert a piece of cardboard under the

outer edge of the lower hinge. If the

remedy works, the space around all

the edges of the door will be even. If

not, remove the hinge leaves from the

doorjamb. With a sharp chisel cut

away some wood from the outer edge

of the mortises. Taper the cut so that

no wood is removed from the inner

edge of the mortise. This operation,
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when the door is rehung, will pull

the door away from the lock jamb
toward the hinge jamb. If the door

binds against the hinge jamb, which

^
will be indicated by the movement of

the hinge pins, too much wood has

been removed from the mortise and
this may be remedied by putting in

pieces of cardboard.

Planing a Door

It may be necessary to plane the

top or bottom of a door if its sagging

has been caused by the settling of the

house or doorframe. If the points at

which the door binds are not shown
by worn paint, it may be opened and
closed and the points of binding

marked with a pencil. Plane the edge
very lightly at the marked spots and
try the door again, repeating the op-

eration if necessary. Planing at the

top or bottom of the door requires its

removal from the hinges. If the pins

are removable this is easy. If the pins

are set, the screws holding one leaf

of the hinge must be removed. Touch
up the bare spots left after planing

with a new coat of paint. If a door
swells and sticks in damp weather
and the margins at its top and bottom
are even, the door should be planed

on the hinge edge.

If a door is too tight at the hinge

edge, the pins in the hinges will be
loosened. To end the trouble, place

cardboard shims under the outer edges

of the hinge leaves at the jamb.
A third hinge, midway between

the upper and lower, will often help

to straighten a warped door. This

hinge should be attached with ex-

actly the same margin as appears at

the other hinges so the pins of the

three are in a straight line.

Troubles at the Lock

Another cause for ill-fitting doors

is the widening of the doorway, due to

the settiing of the house foundation.

The bolt may not reach the strike

plate or there may be a gap between
door and frame. Thick strips of card-

board the same width as the leaves

of the hinge may be inserted under
them to shift the door toward the lock

side. Another way to treat the trouble

is to remove the screws attaching the

strike plate to the door jamb, and
fasten under it a strip of wood thick

enough to cause the bolt to catch

firmly when the strike plate is reat-

tached. Cut a hole in the strip to al-

low the bolt to penetrate to its full

length. If it is put on an outside door,

the strip should be the full height of

the door frame.

The settling of a door frame may
cause the bolt of the lock to strike the

face of the plate instead of entering

the hole provided for it. If it strikes

above or below the opening in the

plate, the latter may be removed and
the slot filed. If the bolt strikes fairly

on the plate and too much filing is

required to make the bolt fit the slot,

the plate may be moved up or down,
the mortise being chiselled out above
or below the opening to set the plate

flush. Rattling in a door may be
cured by moving the strike plate back
toward the stop in the door frame.

Jobs of Glazing

The amateur workman may insert

a glass panel in a door by removing
the door and placing it on a bench or

on the floor. Remove the wood panel

by taking off the molding on the

inside. Measure the opening to get
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131. Retcttlns a windowpan*

the size of the glass, allowing for a

bedding of putty and for expansion.

Before setting the glass, paint the in-

side of the panel frame with linseed

oil. Then lay putty around the bed

to make it watertight. (Diagram
No. 131.) Set the glass in place carefully

and fasten it by nailing the molding

to the stiles and rail of the door.

To replace broken glass in window
sash, remove the sash from the win-

dow frame. Scrape all putty from the

frame. Pull out any remaining gla-

ziers' points, the small, flat, triangular

pieces of metal which are used to

hold the glass in place. Scrape the

wood on which the glass is to rest

and give it a coat of linseed oil. The
glass should fit into the frame with a

margin of one-sixteenth of an inch on
all sides. Spread a first thin coat of

putty on the groove in the sash where
the glass is to rest. The glass should

be laid in with the concave side down.
Sighting along an edge of the pane
will show which is the concave side.

Plate glass is flat. Press the glass gently

into the putty around the edges of the

frame. Then set in the glaziers' points

to hold it firmly but not too tighdy.

Roll a piece of putty into the size and
shape of a pencil, and lay the needed
number of these rolls end to end along

the sash frame from one end of the

pane to the other. Press the putty

down gentiy with a putty knife, then

draw the knife along the edge of the

frame, holding it at a right angle to

give the putty a smooth bevel. Surplus

putty spreading beyond the bevel

should be removed and all depressions

in the bevelled surface filled. After

the pane has been puttied, remove
all stains from the glass with a rag

dipped in gasoline or turpentine. Af-

ter the putty has hardened for a day
or two, paint it to match the sash.

Use a good grade of glass in the lower

sash. A lower grade may be used in

the upper one.

Some metal sashes are glazed with

putty, while the makers of others fas-

ten the glass in with glazing strips of

metal. In putty-glazed metal sash the

process of glazing is practically the

same as in wooden sash. If wire spring

clips have been used to hold the glass

in place they should be removed be-

fore new putty is applied. The metal

frame should be carefully scraped.

In placing the new glass it should be

imbedded in putty so that it does not

touch the metal frame. Then fasten

the glass in place with the spring

clips which were removed and apply

face putty as in a wooden sash. Paint

the putty after it hardens to match
the sash. In metal sash where the

glass is held in place with metal

beading or glazing strips, these

are removed and the metal frame

scraped free of rust. The glass is

then laid in a bed of putty, after
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which the strips are reattached.

When a double-hung window sash

sticks in the frame the sticking may be

due to the absorpdon of moisture. If

it swells to the point where the verti-

cal edges bind against the pulley stile

of the window frame, the sash should

be removed and planed on the bind-

ing edge, just enough to allow free

movement. The planed edge should

afterward be coated with linseed oil

and beeswax.

Replacing a Sash Cord

When a sash cord is broken, the

counterbalance weight fails to hold

the sash in any position. A stretched

cord will fail to carry the sash to the

top of the window opening. A new
sash cord is the only reliable remedy.

(Diagram No. 132.) If the lower sash

is the one in trouble, its removal from

the window frame is the first step

toward setting it right. If the upper

sash is involved it will be necessary

to remove both. The best procedure

is to take out the inside vertical stop

bead just inside the lower sash on the

side where the defective cord is. It

should be fastened with screws and
its removal in that case will be easy.

If it is nailed in it should be pried out

by using a chisel as a lever. Start pry-

ing at the bottom and preferably from

the outside by reaching through the

window opening. When the stop is

out the lower sash can be removed.

The upper sash can be taken out by
lowering it to the sill and pulling out

the parting strip which usually is not

fastened. Under the inside stop bead

there is a small cover concealing a

pocket in the sash. When it is opened

the cords and weights are seen sus-

pended in a long, narrow slot. There

TO REMOVE UPPER
SASH PARTING STRIP
IS REMOVED!

MORTISE
FOR KNOT V:

IN SASH CORD
ACCESS PANEL
TO WEIGHT BOX

1 32. Changing a sash cord

are four weights in the double-hung

window frame, two on each side. The
pair nearest the inside of the house are

attached to the lower sash, the outer

two to the upper sash. One end of the

cord is knotted or anchored in one^

side of the sash near its top. The cord

passes from that point over the pulley

near the top of the window frame,

and the weight is attached to its other

end.

Cutting and Fastening

To work the new cord over the

pulley and down through the slot to

the bottom, attach a small fishline

sinker to a string, pass it over the

pulley, and let it go down until it can

be reached through the pocket. Then
attach the other end of the string to

the cord, and pull the cord down
within reach of the hand. Fasten the

cord to the weight before cutting it

to length. Pull the cord back over the

pulley until the top of the weight is

up against the pulley. Cut the cord

about three inches below the knot-

retaining hole in the sash. The extra
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1 33. Improvements of window soeen

length is left to form the retaining

knot. Tie the knot, pull the sash out

far enough to insert the knot in the

retaining mortise, and then replace

the sash. If the cord has been cut too

long the weight will rest on the bot-

tom of the weight box when the sash

is raised. If it is too short it will strike

against the pulley at the top when the

sash is pulled down. A few additional

inches should be allowed in cutting

the cord. If the sash does not go to

the top when it is raised, the length

necessary may be cut off. The sash

should be raised and lowered a few

times to make sure that it works

smoothly. Then all the molding and
trim may be replaced.

Repairs to Screens

Window screens call for attention

twice during the year, first when they

are put into use in the spring and
again when they are taken down and
stored for the winter.

Replacing wire cloth in a screen is

easily done with a small equipment of

tools: a pair of metal shears or old

scissors, a light claw hammer, a pair

of pliers or a tack puller for taking out

old nails and tacks, and a nail set.

Material requirements are new screen

wire, small tacks and brads, or nails

for refastening molding. The screen

wire should be an inch wider each way
than the opening in the frame in which
it is to be placed. When the molding
and old screening have been removed,

cut the wire cloth to fit it, allowing

enough for tacking to the frame. Tack
the new material along one end first,

holding it tight as the tacking pro-

ceeds. Then tack down the opposite

end of the piece, pulling the wire from
end to end. Finally, tack the other two
sides, pulling very lightiy so as not to

stretch the mesh. The strands of wire

should be kept parallel to the frame to

prevent bulging. Replace the molding

and fasten it down firmly. This will

take up any slack in the wire.

Lifts to raise and lower window
screens should be provided. (Diagram
No. 133.) If the screen is raised by lift-

ing the upper rail of the sash, the

frame may be pulled apart or the wire

bulged out of shape. Handles should

be fastened to the lower side of each

window screen. Small angle irons at-

tached in each comer of the frame will

strengthen it.

Screen Door Repairs

Screen doors are rewired in the

same way as window screens. The
screening of the lower part of the door

has added protection if a guard of

heavy mesh is tacked to the frame

over the regular screening. Fencing,

with a mesh from one-half to one inch,

is a good material for the purpose.

Each screen door should be equipped

for automatic and noiseless closing.
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The sound made by closing can be

deadened by tacking small pieces of

felt or rubber to the main doorframe

at points of contact. Spring hinges for

screen doors can be had at any good

hardware store. Most of these devices

provide automatic closing. If the

spring hinge becomes weak, a strong

coil spring may be attached to the

screen frame and the main doorjamb.

In attaching, the hook which holds it

should not be placed too near to the

face of the screen door as the spring

will exert too litde pull. A very effi-

cient spring device is a short heavy

coil which is fastened with wood
screws diagonally across the crack

between the screen door and thejamb
of the main door.

A sagging screen door may be

made straight by fastening a metal rod

with a turnbuckle (Diagram No. 134)

to the frame at intersection of the

bottom rail with the outer vertical

rail, and securing the other end to the

hinge rail at the highest point it will

reach. After fastening, the turnbuckle

can be used to raise the bottom of the

SCREEN RACK
HUNG FROM
FLOOR JOISTS

SCREEN DOOR TURNBUCKLE
BRACE

/a" WIRE MESH PROTECTS
INSECT SCREENING

1 34. Strengthenins a screen door

PLACE RACK OPPOSITE II |l J\
CELLAR DOOR IF CONDITIONS PERMIT

1 35. Siorase rack fcr screens

frame to a right angle with the ver-

tical rails.

Wire screening of metals which are

liable to rust should be given a coat of

paint each year. Use a metal paint.

Copper and bronze screening do not

require paint. White paint will make
the interior of the house less visible

from the outside.

Storing and Numbering

Screens last longer if stored in a dry

basement. Make a hanging shelf

(Diagram No. 135) by attaching

hangers two feet apart to the joists of

the first floor of the house. The
hangers should be placed at an even

elevation so that the screens will lie

flat on them. A flooring of three or

four boards will insure a level plat-

form. Place the doors on the platform

first, the window screens on top.

Window screens should be num-
bered so that they can be put back in

their proper places in the spring.

They may be marked with Roman
numerals cut with a chisel or screw

driver, the window frame being cut in
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duplicate. Another way is to number
the heads of white thumb tacks and
press them into screen frames and the

windows where they belong.

Casement windows that open out-

ward are screened on the inside. In-

side screens set on runners are also

used with double-hung windows.

Interior screens may be painted with

different colors inside and out to

match the paint coats of the interior

and exterior of the house.

Defective Flashings

If the flashing at the top of the

window frame has rusted, replace it

with one of non-rusting metal. Bend
the upper side of the piece of metal

under the siding or shingles, letting

the lower edge extend beyond the

outer edge of the window cap, then

bend this edge down over the cap to

form a hood. Before putting in the

new flashing, the crack into which it

is inserted should be filled with putty

or caulking compound. If the outside

casing of the window frame has been

nailed over the siding, take it off and

caulk the cracks under it with oakum
and caulking compound.

In the brick house most cracks will

be found where the window casing

joins the walls. These are covered

with moldings. Remove them and

caulk the cracks with compound or

putty. Before replacing the molding,

coat the inside with white lead paint.

Caulking around the window frames

of the stucco house is done in the

same way as in the frame house. It

may be necessary in some cases to

remove a piece of the stucco material

in the process, but it can be patched

with a cement mortar trowelled on

over the lathing.

Storm Windows and Doors

Installation of storm windows only

on those sides of the house which are

exposed to prevailing winter winds

will cut down on heat losses to a great

extent. Storm sashes should fit tightiy.

They should be screwed to the win-

dow frame or fastened in with at-

tachments made for the purpose. A
sash with a small opening in the lower

rail covered with a sliding plate will

let in air to defrost the panes of the

inner sash.

To hang a storm door, where it is

not built into a vestibule form, use

the same set of hinges which carry

the screen door in summer. Buy two

pairs of hinges and use one leaf of

one set for the storm door and the

other for the screen, leaving them
attached when the doors are stored.

Keep the storm doors in a dry place

during the summer.
Board insulation is easily applied

over furring to walls where better

insulation is desired. Remove all wood
trim and replace it temporarily with

thin material. Use furring strips of

sufficient thickness to provide a dead

air space between the new and old

walls. Nail the board to the furring

strips attached to the plaster wall at

intervals that fit the width of the

boards. Treat the joints as the maker

of the material suggests, so that the

wall may be painted or papered.

Weatherstripping

Weatherstripping of all doors and

windows of the house is the least ex-

pensive and the best paying process

in making the house warmer for win-

ter occupancy. (Diagram No. 136.)

Any handyman can do the job, except
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with metal weatherstrip, which should

be put on by someone with the right

tool equipment and a familiarity with

the work. Simpler forms of weather-

stripping such as spring bronze strips

are easy to apply. There are metal

strips with felt or rubber edges. Less

expensive kinds include flexible mate-

rials which come in rolls of con-

venient length. These are not lasting

and fall short of real eflficiency.

Attaching Material

To strip a window with the inex-

pensive materials, cut three pieces of

material to the proper lengths for the

upper sash. Saw wood strip in a miter

box to get good joints at the comers.

Before nailing make sure that the

contact edge of the strip fits closely

against the sash. Strip for the upper
sash is nailed on the outside of the

window. That for the lower sash is

attached on the inside of the house.

Four pieces of rigid material are

needed for the lower sash. Two of

these are cut to fit the inside of the

stop bead adjoining the lower sash

from the top of the sill to the top of

the meeting rail. One of the other two
pieces is attached to the meeting rail

to close the opening between the upper

and lower sash, the other to the face

of the lower rail of the sash, tight

against the window sill. The piece

which is attached to the meeting rail

may be cut in two to allow space for

the window lock. All rigid strip

should be attached with three-fourth-

inch wire brads.

In using flexible material, cut one

piece to extend around the three

edges of the upper sash on the out-

side. Use 4-ounce rustless trunk tacks

for attaching the material.

DETAILS OF
WEATHER5TRIPPING

AT JAMB

I

FABRtC

y////////

BRONZE

1 36. Application of weatherstrippings

To weatherstrip a door, close it

tightly. Cut four pieces of rigid strip-

ping to fit sides and bottom. Miter

the upper corners. Nail the top and
side pieces to the outside door stops,

with the edges pressing closely against

the door. The bottom piece is at-

tached to the bottom of the door,

fitting closely against the threshold.

Only two pieces of flexible material

are needed for a door, one for the top

and side and another for the bottom.

They should be attached so that they

fit closely against the door and thresh-

hold at all points.

Casement windows of wood are

stripped in the same manner as the

door. The material is tacked to the

stop and presses closely to the sash

when it is closed. The vertical open-

ing between the sash is sealed by
tacking a strip of felt to the inside

face of the meeting strip.

Repairs to Inner Walls

Structural cracks in plaster walls

are caused by the settling of the house

because foundation footings are in-
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1 37. Test for electric fuses

sufficient or misplaced, because tim-

bers are not strong enough, bracing

has been left out, or lumber has

shrunk. These cracks are usually wide

and well defined, starting at the

corner of a window or door, in a

corner where walls join, or at the

meeting of wall with ceiling. Map
cracks, which are a series of small

cracks running at various angles over

an area of several inches, and shrink-

age cracks, which are like map cracks

but cover smaller areas, are usually

due to improper binding between

plaster and lath.

Patching Plaster Cracks

To repair a deep crack, it should be

made wide enough to take the mend-
ing material and form a good bond

with the old plaster. Scrape the edges

with a putty knife until it is at least

one-fourth of an inch wide. Brush it

out carefully, then fill with a commer-
cial patching plaster or use a mortar

of plaster of Paris mixed with water

to a consistency which can be applied

with a putty knife. Mix this in a

clean pan or box, not more at a time

than may be used in ten minutes. Add
the plaster to the water. Clean the

container each time a new batch is

to be mixed. Add a small amount of

glue dissolved in water to the mixture

to retard hardening. Wet old plaster

before the new material is put on.

To fill a hole in plaster, proceed as

in the patching of a crack. Use glue

to retard it if plaster of Paris is used.

Wet Spots on Walls

Wet spots on walls are caused by
leakage around window frames or by
condensation of moisture on chilled

surfaces of plaster. In brick houses

they are most frequently caused by
defective joints in masonry. If mortar

has fallen out of joints, these spaces

should be rejointed with a mortar

made by mixing one part of cement,

three parts of sand with a small per-

centage of hydrated lime.

Electric Repairs

The replacing of blown-out fuses

and the repair of worn and broken

SOLDER
FOR BETTER
JOINT

SCRAPE
CLEAN

FRICTION TAPE

1 38. Splicino an insulated wire
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appliance cords are not beyond the

home owner's capacity. (Diagram
No. 137.) To replace a fuse, cut off the

current at the main switch, being

careful to touch none of the metal

parts. Use a fuse of the same rating as

the one to be replaced. Do not use

copper coins or other substitutes. The
capacity of a fuse is plainly marked
on the metal rim around the face or on
the contact end.

The splicing of an electric wire is a
simple process. (Diagram No. 138.)

Disconnect it from the house system,

after cutting off the current. Remove
the insulation for about three inches

from each of the two ends. Scrape

the ends with a knife or brighten with

sand paper. Bend the two ends of the

wire at right angles to the rest of their

lengths, twist them together with

pliers, and solder the contact if a

perfect job is wanted. Then wrap it

tighdy with rubber tape and add a

covering of friction tape. If solder is

used, put the rubber tape on while the

wire is still hot. The friction tape

covering should extend at least one-

half of an inch beyond the bare parts

of the wire.

When an electric iron or other

appliance gives trouble, look for the

cause at the point where it is plugged
into the outlet. If the plug is in two
parts, separate the screw part from
the cap. Open up the plug. Detach
the wires from the posts. (Diagram
No. 139.)

Remove any short pieces of wire

attached to the posts. Push the cord
through the cap from the rounded
side. Take out the outside braid of the

cord for an inch from the end, expos-

ing the two separate covered strands

of wire inside. Take the insulation

UNDERWRITERS KNOT

WIND WIRE AROUND
SCREWS CLOCKWISE
MAY BE FILLED
WITH SEALING WAX

139. Repairing an appliance plug

from these wires and scrape them
bright. Tie a knot in the wires where
the insulation ends, and let the knot

rest in the recessed part of the cap.

Wrap the knot with friction tape.

Twist the strands of each wire to hold

them together. Wind one wire from
left to right around each of the bind-

ing screws, being careful that they

do not come in contact. Cut off any
loose ends and pull the cord tight.

For replacing a worn cord get one

that is reinforced as approved by the

Underwriters' Laboratories.

Door~Bell Circuits

Repairing a door-bell circuit is

another job the amateur can at-

tempt. Such a circuit is supplied

either through a transformer from the

lighting circuit or by wet- or dry-cell

batteries. (Diagram No. 140.) A trans-

former cannot be used on a direct-

current circuit. If current is supplied

from batteries and the bell rings

indistinctiy, the trouble is probably

due to a weak battery. The battery

consists of two or more cells. Dry-cell
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batteries are more efficient than the

wet-cell kind. The method for testing

either type of cell is to connect a

short wire to one terminal or bind-

ing post and rub the loose end

against the other post. Getting weak
sparks or no sparks at all will indicate

that the cell is exhausted. Weak
dry cells must be replaced. Wet
cells may be recharged with a weak

solution of sal ammoniac and water.

If a bell fails to ring after the bat-

tery has been tested and found to be

in good condition, look for a loose

connection at the battery, at the bell

or at the push button. Unscrew the

push button from the wall or remove

the outside shell, clean the contact

points of the wires, and tighten all

connections. Following the failure of

these adjustments, look for a broken

wire in the system. Trace the wire and

examine places where it is fastened

with staples or makes a sharp bend.

If no break is found, remove some of

the insulation from both of the wires

at a point near the middle of the

system. Make a short circuit by

touching both of them with a short

piece of wire. If there is no spark it

indicates that the break is between

that point and the battery or trans-

former. If there is a spark the break

is in the opposite direction. Its exact

location may be found by making the

same test at several points along the

line.
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TOOLS FOR ODD JOBS

Certain tools are needed in every

home, even though the owner does

not undertake important jobs. The
list required under these circum-

stances is small. There is only one

rule to be followed in selecting and
buying tools: Get the ones best fitted

to the jobs likely to be done with

them, and make sure that they are

the best of their kind. Next in im-

portance to buying the right kind of

tools is their proper care. No tool will

last and give good service unless it is

stored, sharpened and oiled as it

should be.

A Practical Workbench

The home owner should have some
sort of workbench, if only as a place

for the storage of his tools. A space

in the basement for a workbench and
all its accessories is a wise provision

in any household.

Diagram No. 141 shows a simple

home workbench. It can be made by
almost any amateur carpenter and
its construction v^l be especially easy

if the lumber is bought already cut

to the sizes required. After the bench
is set up in its proper location it

should be stocked with the tools nec-

essary for the beginner.

Tools the Home Worker Needs

Every household should have the

essential tools necessary for makii^
all emergency repairs. Here is a
minimum list:

Claw hsunmer (bell-faced)

Screw drivers (4-in. and 8-in.)

Monkey wrench (lo-in.)

Wire-cutting pliers (6-in. or 8-in.)

Hand saw (crosscut or combination 24-

in. or 26-in.)

Putty knife

Hack saw
Chisels (>^-in. and ^-in.)

Cold chisel (f^-in.)

Metal shears (small)

Jack plane

Smoothing plane

Framing square

Marking gauge (wooden)
Miter box
Pencil compass
Try square (6-in. or 8-in.)

Folding rule (4-in.)

Mason's trowel

Three-cornered file (6-in. or 7-in.)

Flat or mill bastard file (lo-in.)

Carpenter's pencil

"Plumber's friend"

Stillson wrench (lo-in. or 12-in.)

Brace for boring (ratchet preferred, 8-

in. sweep) *

Bits (X, f^, }4, H in.)

Hand drill

Bit stock drills (>^, ^, and ^e ^•)
Draw knife (lo-in.)

Glass cutter

Soldering iron (i>^-lb.)

Water pail

Funnel
Flashlight

169
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APPLY CROSS BRACING TO REAR PEGS SUPPORT WORK
WHILE PLANING

COMPARTMENT IN -
WHICH TO HANO TOOLS

DRAWERS FITTED TO
INSIDE OF PACKING CASES

141. An easily-constructed workbench

Half hatchet

Gimlet
Nail set (Me-in.)

Rose countersink

Paint brush

Oilstone (artificial, combination)

Oilcan

Metal clamps

Additions to this equipment, several

of which are involved in repairs to

the home as outlined in this book, are:

Plasterer's trowel

Carpenter's level

Crowbar
Pinch bar

Wood or steel vise

Gasoline blowtorch

Spring steel auger for pipe cleaning

Force pump
Suction pump

I Seat-dressing tool for valve seats

Tools are divided into several

classes according to their main uses.

They are cutting, fastening, and
measuring tools. There are sub-

divisions of each class.

The most frequently used of the

cutting tools is the hatchet. When
combined with a claw or hammer in

one forging it is both a cutting and
fastening tool. What is known as the

broad hatchet is used for rough and
heavy cutting. Shingling, claw and

half hatchets combine the hammer
with the cutting edge. To sharpen

the cutting edge of the hatchet, grind

it on a grindstone; be careful to keep

the bevel to its original slope. W^en
not in use it should be coated lightiy

with oil so that its edge will not rust.

This rule applies to the care of all

cutting tools.

Kinds of Saws

The crosscut saw's name comes

from the fact that its main use is for

cutting wood crosswise against the

grain. The ripsaw is made for sawing

boards with the grain. The teeth of

the crosscut saw are a series of knives,
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while the teeth of the ripsaw are a
series of chisels. The teeth are cut

with extreme accuracy and the grada-

tions should be preserved when the

tool is sharpened. The teeth are not

set in a straight line. Alternate teeth

are bent outward, or are set with

their outer edges in an exact straight

line. There is a combination tool in

which knife teeth alternate with

chisel teeth. (Diagram No. 142.)

When it is not in use the saw should

be hung by the handle with the blade

down.

Saws are made of the finest crucible

steel. They are in lengths from 30
inches down to 14 inches. Those
under 26 inches are called panel

saws. Backsaws are used for finer

grades of work, usually in connection

with miter boxes. The hack saw is for

sawing metals. It is a fine narrow
piece of steel fastened in a bow frame.

(Diagram No. 143.)]

Chisels and Their Uses

The chisel is a sturdy piece of steel,

one end forged to take a wooden

COPING SAW

CROSS CUT
SAW ^S&
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SIDE VIEW
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/ 60**
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142. Oosscut and ripsaws

143. Saws for special uses

handle and the other sharpened to a
fine cutting edge and beveled at the

back of the edge. It is useful for

roughing the edges of material which
is to be planed, for cutting mortises

for hinges and fastenings on doors and
windows. For use in the home, nar-

row chisels are the most useful. (Dia-

gram No. 144.) Chisels vdth rounded
edges are called gouges.

The two chisels most commonly
used in the home are the paring chisel

and the firmer chisel. The firmer chisel

is the heavier.

The good chisel is flat on the back,

has a keen cutting edge, is made only

of the best steel and is oil-tempered.

The wood handle should be good
hickory. To keep the chisel blade in

good order it should first be ground
and then honed. In any sharpening

process, the bevel of the edge must be
retained.

Drawknives, illustrated here (No.

145), which are madeinvariouslengths
and curvatures of blade, are useful

in roughing work before planing. The
drawknife is a long sturdy blade of
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144. Uses of the chisel

Steel with handles at the two ends.

The jack plane consists of a cutting

blade or "iron" set in a wood frame,

the bottom of which is accurately

even. The angle or set of the iron

must be accurate. The iron curves

slightly at the edge to allow a deep

cut. The smoothing plane is a smaller

tool. After the rough places and saw

marks are cut out of lumber by the

jack plane, the smoothing plane is

used for finishing the work. (Diagram

No. 146.)

Plane "irons" or blades should be

of the finest tempered steel and if

the frames are of wood, it should be

of the hardwood type. If a steel frame

is used, the finish of the face should be

very smooth and even. The tool

should be well balanced for ease of

manipulation. "Irons" should be

sharpened on oilstones of varying

degrees of fineness, and the bevel of

the edge must be kept.

The Boring Tools

Augers and gimlets are members

of the family of boring tools. Auger

bits (Diagram No. 147) used in com-

bination with braces come in the

smaller sizes, and in this form they

are a part of the home outfit. One
brace does duty with a variety of bit

sizes, and the home set may be en-

larged as the need arises for larger

or smaller bits. The sizes most likely

to be useful are the smaller ones, run-

ning from the gimlet to ten-sixteenths

of an inch. The gimlet comes in two

forms, the twist and the shell; the

twist is generally used to make small

holes for starting wood screws. Screw-

driver and awl-point bits should also

be included in the home tool kit.

Braces for use with the bits are

made in a number of styles. The
ratchet form is the most desirable

though more costiy. (Diagram No.

148.)

Auger bits are sharpened by filing

the side of the spur next to the screw,

holding the cut to the original bevel.

When a fine burr shows on the out-

side of the spur, it should be smoothed

with a fight touch of the file.

czzs^ USE HATCHET TO TRIM
a timber to rough size
Wl drawknife trims
,\. thin stock to
^O^v^, SIZE QUICKLY

145. Use of the drawknife
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The Useful Claw Hammer
The claw hammer, useful alike for

driving nails and for drawing them
out of wood, is the kind for the home
outfit. It is flat or curved according

to the shape of the claw. The face, the

part used for driving the nail, is

either flat or rounded; the latter is

called a bell face. The hammer must
be of the best steel, forged, hardened
and tempered. The handle of stout

hickory should be securely sunk in the

shank.

Success in using the hammer de-

pends on getting the nail started

straight, as in Diagram No. 149,

and then on delivering the hammer
blows squarely on its head. When the

claw end of the hammer is used for

drawing a nail, too much leverage

should not be exerted on the handle

or the nail will be bent and the wood
split. A small block of wood should be
placed under the claw so that the head
of the hammer will not mar the wood
surface. Diagrams Nos. 150 and 151

show various uses of the hammer.

PROPER ANCLE
FOR GRINDING
PLANE "IRON

EXI^l^SION
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SINGLE
TWIST
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DOUBLE TWIST .DRILL

FORE PLANE
18- LONO

146. Planes and their blades

147. TypM of boring bits

Screw Drivers and Wrenches

The screw driver's edge is blimt

and varies in width to fit the slots in

screws. The sides of the blade taper.

The home repair outfit should include

a number of screw drivers of various

sizes. Screw driver bits which can be
used with the brace will be found
very useful. More useful still is the bit

in combination v^th the automatic

type of handle, in which the spring-

and-ratchet action takes up a share

of the work.

For tightening and loosening bolts,

the monkey wrench is the most efii-

cient tool yet devised. Its two jaws
grip the nut or bolt. The tool should

be of the best steel, but it should not

be used for the hammer's duties, or

subjected to any treatment which vdll

set its jaws out of plumb. In unfasten-

ing a bolt or nut, too much leverage

should not be exerted on the tips of

the jaws. Neither should too much
force be used in starting a stubborn

nut.

The Stillson wrench (Diagram No.
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148. Um of brace and hand drill

152) is a sturdy, reliable device, and

has jaws provided with teeth to get

a firm grip on a round object. The
wrench grips the pipe at the center

and holds firmly. Care should be taken

not to close the jaws too tightly and

mar the meted of smooth joints.

Pliers in many forms should be

included in the tool kit. The long-

nosed pliers will be very useful when
sunken objects have to be reached.

The slip-joint type of tool comes in

handy to get a hold on round, square

or hexagonal surfaces.

The Carpenter's Rule

A good carf)enter's rule is essential.

Its most useful length is 2 feet, folded

in sections of 6 inches. The sections

are joined by hinges, the most sub-

stantial being the arch hinge, as

shown in Diagram [No. 153. In the

better forms, the wood is bound in

brass. On die best rules the inch

measurements are divided into thirty-

seconds. The brsiss-bound hinged rule

is better for accurate work.

The Steel Square

The framing square, the steel tool

that every carpenter uses for laying

out right angles, serves a number of

other purposes. (Diagram No. 1 54.)

It must be made of good steel and its

graduations must be accurate. The
blade or body of the square is the

wide part; the tongue is the narrower

part set at a right angle to the blade.

Most squares are of a single piece of

metal. The space on both tongue and

blade is divided into sixteenths of an

inch and in the finer forms to thirty-

seconds. Also in the better forms a

number of useful tables and standards

are stamped on the blade. These in-

clude an angle table for the laying out

of angles for rafters and similar work.

Level, Miter Box and Straight
Edge

The spirit level comes into use to

set any piece of work in exact hori-

zontal or vertical positions, and to

test such work when completed. The
level is a rectangular piece of wood or

149. Th« risht way to drive a nail
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metal into which two glass tubes are

set. These tubes are fiUed with some
non-freezing liquid in which there is a

single bubble of air. They are set in

the frame at a right angle, so that one

indicates the horizontal inclination of

a surface, and the other the vertical.

When the face of the level is laid

against the face of a horizontal sur-

face, the bubble at its middle will be

exactly in the middle of the tube,

provided the position of the surface is

exactly horizontal. When it is applied

to a vertical surface and its position

is exact, the bubble wiU be in the

center of the end tube.

How to Make a Miter Box

A miter box is very useful for saw-

ing molding, weather strips, bridging

strips or to make diagonal ends for

joints between pieces of lumber. A
homemade wooden box will be satis-

factory and can easily be made.
Diagram No. 155 explains its con-

struction. The angle of 45° is most
frequently cut. If cuts of other angles

are to be made, it is advisable to

NAIL PARTLY DRAWN

BLOCK USED AS CUSHION TO
DRIVE FLOORING TIGHT

USE
BLOCK

150. How to use the hammer claw

DRIVE NAILS IN
AT THIS POINT "—NAIL SET

151. Nailing floor using nail set

make a separate box for each angle.

The piece for the bottom of the box
should be 2 X 6 inches and the two
pieces for the sides should be i x 8

inches. About a dozen and a half of

2-inch wood screws are needed for

fastening.

Screw the two side pieces to the

edges of the bottom piece to form a

channel, or three-sided box, being

careful to have the sides flush with

the bottom. Bore holes for the screws.

Then, as shown in the illustration,

square a line between B and E across

the top of the box near the middle,

marking the line on top of side pieces,

I and 2. Next, measure from the

point B along the outside edge of side

I, the same distance, G, as between
the outside faces of the side pieces,

and mark point A. From point A,

draw diagonal line AE. This diagonal

line will be on a 45° angle from one
outside face to the other. Each end of

the diagonal line AE should then be
squared down the outside face of each

side, to form a perpendicular. Pro-

ceed in the same manner to lay out a
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152. Four kinds of fastening tools

second diagonal line BD in the op-

posite direction, to form an X with

diagonal AE. Before cutting through

on the diagonal lines, be sure that

there are two screws in each side

between points A and B, and D and

E, to fasten securely the two short

side pieces thus formed. Saw care-

fully through the two sides along the

diagonal lines, and down the per-

pendiculars until the top face of the

bottom piece is reached. Near one

end, cut a third line, CF, across the

box at right angles to the sides, and

perpendicular to the bottom, to be

used for cutting off square ends.

Screws should be placed close to this

cut.

A straight edge is a piece of any

clear, straight-grained wood, well

seasoned. The faces must be planed

to exact evenness, so that when one

of them is applied to the surface of

any piece of work, there will be no

light showing at any point of contact.

The strip may be of any convenient

length. Its width should be at least 3
inches and its thickness about i inch.

A heavy carpenter's pencil (Dia-

gram No. 156) is useful for mark-

ing work when it is laid out. In mark-

ing a piece of lumber, the pencil

should be held against the straight

edge at as slight an angle as possible.

Painting and Glazing Tools

The paint brush, putty knife and
glass cutter, are painting tools. The
glass cutter is useful when odd glazing

jobs are undertaken. It is best for the

amateur to use what is known as a

wheel cutter, a slight metal handle

into the end of which is set a small

disc of very hard steel, revolving on a

small shaft. The disc has a cutting edge

which makes a very slight cut. The
putty knife, a wide-bladed spatula, is

a glazing essential.

One paintbrush of reliable quality

is a necessity in every household.

More, of different sizes, are very con-

venient items. If there is only one, it

should be of medium width, which

can be used for any job. It should be

of good medium-fine bristies set in

rubber or cement. Paint should never

MARKING OUT WITH
TWO FOOT RULE

CARPENTER'S ^^^^^^^TWO FOOT - , fl, 6 oil n D
RULE qf i n .i Pl ii

.^
l iiPriiiTii>r

153. Two forms of carpenter's rule
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be allowed to dry on the brush. After

its use it should be washed in turpen-

tine and after all the turpentine has

been shaken out, it should be sus-

pended in linseed oil in a paint can or

other receptacle. In many paint-

brushes a small hole has been bored

through the handle for running a wire

or stick, so that the brush may be

hung in the can with the bristles sub-

merged in oil.

When a job of painting is finished,

the brush should be cleaned and

dried, the bristie part wrapped in

paper, and hung up.

Plumbing Tools

The steel spring auger and "plumb-

er's friend," listed in the home kit,

will be useful when plumbing drains

need opening. The "plumber's friend"

should have first place. Its uses are

explained in the chapter on house-

hold repairs.

Metal shears are useful for cutting

screen wire and for shaping sheet

metal for flashings. A small size is best

for household uses.
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154. Framins square and ib uses

Every workbench should be equipped

with a wood vise. It is useful when
pieces of lumber are to be fitted. A
small steel vise is a great convenience

when pieces of metal are to be joined

or taken apart. It is a substantial

fastening when tools are held for

sharpening.

Nails and Their Sizes

Two kinds of nails are in general

use: cut nails and wire nails. The
sizes are listed in pennies. A two-

penny brad is one inch long. The
length increases by one-fourth of an

inch for each penny, up to the i6-

penny, which is 3>^ inches long. All

nails above ten-penny are listed as

spikes, and the sizes run to Go-penny.

The diameters of bodies and heads

of nails are rated in accordance with

a standard gauge. Flooring nails are

smaller in diameter than common
nails, and casing nails are smaller than

finishing nails. Almost every kind and

size of nail is made in smooth and

barbed forms. The barbs are nicks

across the body of the nail which
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make it hold better when used to

fasten soft woods. Many kinds are also

coated with cement, which adds

holding strength.

For household repairs the kit

should contain nails of all sizes, from

4-penny to lo-penny. There may be

some of smaller sizes for light wood
repairs. On inside finish the most use

will be found for nails in sizes from

2-penny to 8-penny. The best nail to

use for any work is the longest and

thinnest that will secure the fastening.

Some copper nails should be in-

cluded in the home supply. They are

useful for roofing repairs. They have

larger heads and run from ^-inch to

i|^ in size. Shingle nails are also of

special make and run in size from

3-penny to 4-penny.

Screws and Bolts

All screws which are sunk in wood
with a screw driver come under the

general classification of wood screws.

They are made both of steel and brass.

Steel screws are most frequendy

needed. The regular sizes of screws

range from one-fourth of an inch to

6 inches in length. The number of

threads to the inch varies from 6 to 32.

The No. 30 screw has a stem diameter

of .4520 inches. The stem diameter of

the No. o is .0578 of an inch. Screw

heads are either flat, round or oval.

The home kit outfit of screws should

include flat, round, and oval kinds.

There should be a supply of each kind

and size. Screw points are known as

gimlet, diamond and cone. Gimlets

are most frequendy used. The best

way to drive a screw is first to bore a

hole with a gimlet slighdy smaller in

diameter than the screw and about

half its depth. With such a start the

screw may easily be sunk with a

screw driver.

Bolts come in sizes from one-fourth

of an inch to 5 inches. Smaller sizes

only are needed for the home kit. The
number of threads to the inch runs

from 20 for the one-fourth inch bolt,

to 10 for the one which is three-

fourths of an inch in diameter.

Other Repair Supplies

A good supply of washers for fau-

cets must be kept on hand at all times.

Get the hard composition kind for

use on hot-water faucets. Rubber or

softer material may be bought for cold

water. Never use a washer intended

for cold water on a hot-water outiet.

Sand paper should be kept in the

tool chest. Papers range from fine to

coarse, in Nos. 3/0 to 3>^, according to

the fineness of the quartz grit on the

face. Artificial abrasives made in elec-

tric furnaces from silicon and alumi-

num are graded from 180 to 70, the

numbers indicating the screen mesh

through which the grains will pass.

An ample supply of fuses for each
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electric circuit in the house should be

kept on hand. Also friction and rub-

ber tape for mending spliced wires.

The number of each kind of fuse will

be indicated by the number on each

fuse in the switch box from which
the circuits lead. It is a good idea to

have a chart of all the circuits at-

tached to the door of the switch box.

on which should be indicated the

capacity of the fuse for each circuit.

When the supply of any size of fuse

is exhausted, a new lot should be laid

in at once.

There are always uses for wire and
the kit should contain spools of both

steel and copper products for light

and heavier repairs.
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PAINTING, VARNISHING AND FINISHING

Of all the jobs that can be done by
the home owner who likes to do things

for himself, none requires so little ex-

perience as painting.

Gk)od ready-mixed paint is best

identified by the name of its manu-
facturer. Many makers print on their

labels the formula of the can's con-

tents.

Paint Ingredients

Paints are mixtures of substances

known as body pigments, coloring

pigments, extenders and driers, with

some vehicle like linseed oil. The base

or body pigment of most paints used

for outside surfaces is lead sulphate or

lead carbonate, known as white lead.

The lead in powder form is ground
with linseed oil to make a heavy paste,

and it is this that contracting painters

and commercial paint mixers use.

Zinc oxide or zinc white also is used

in white paints for outside work, to

produce a harder film. A larger pro-

portion of zinc is used in painting

surfaces exposed to sea air. The body
pigment used for interior painting is

usually lithopone, a combination of

30 percent zinc sulphate and 70 per-

cent barium sulphate. It is the base

of most of the enamels and flat finish

paints.

White substances which form a
transparent combination with linseed

oil are known as fillers or extenders.

These fillers are usually silicates or

insoluble compounds of barium, mag-
nesium or aluminum. Their function

is to prevent settling of the other body
pigments and to prevent a paint film

from becoming chalky.

Color Pigments

When first prepared all outside

white-lead paints are white. Color is

given by the addition of tinting mate-

rials. To obtain a yellow tint, chrome
yellows and yellow ochres are the

agents. To get a brown tint, brown
sienna or raw or burnt umber is

added. Reds, as a rule, are obtained

fi:om the use of Indian red, which is

ferric oxide. To get Venetian red,

calcium carbonate, calcium sulphate

or silicates are added to the ferric

oxide. "Lake tints" are gained by the

use of dyes. Black paints are made of

lampblack, carbon black or bone

black in direct combination with

linseed oil. Prussian blue comes from

ferric cyanide. Ultramarine blue has

a base of silicates.

Some colored paints— the solid

heavy colors— are not white lead

combinations. Red lead, blue lead

and American vermilion are basic

pigment substances and are combined

with linseed oil only. They are useful

in painting metals to prevent rusting.

In "red bam paints" the body pig-

ment is called brown metallic. Black

paints for metal surfaces contain

graphite combined with silicates, or

180
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carbon blacks mixed with black oxide

of iron. Heavier kinds of black paints,

used for the coating of metal roofs,

are asphalt or coal-tar blacks com-
bined with a suitable vehicle.

Oils and Thinners

Linseed oil, the oldest and most
widely used of paint vehicles, is

pressed from flaxseed. In its raw form

it is used for exterior surfaces and to

some extent for interior work. It is

boiled when it is to be applied to seal

the pores in brick or concrete walls.

In buying linseed oil the purchaser

should be sure that the label reads,

"Linseed Oil," not "Pure Oil," or

"Boiled Oil." Other oils used to make
the coat dry quickly are tung or

China wood oil, soya bean oil and
Perilla oil. What is known as japan

drier is a solution of the drying agents

contained in turpentine or benzine.

Materials used for the thinning of

oil paints are gum spirits of turpen-

tine or mineral spirits. Turpentine is

the better material and more coStiy.

When used in interior wall paints

and for coating metals, mineral spir-

its is satisfactory.

Use Only the Right Kind

Ready-mixed paints are to be used

only as the manufacturer specifies.

Before the painter puts them on a
surface he should read the directions

on the container and follow them to

the letter. As paint comes in the can

it should not be brushed on without

a thorough mixing and straining.

Pour off the liquid at the top of the

can into a separate container. Mix
thoroughly the other contents before

returning the liquid portion to the

mass, and then mix thoroughly again.

A thinner may be added. Instructions

on the can tell which thinning agent

to add.

For outside work the best paint

should contain from 60 to 65 p)ercent

of basic pigments: white lead, zinc

oxide, or titanium, and about 15

percent of extending substances. The
vehicle should be raw linseed oil with

5 to 10 percent of drier and thinning

material in no greater proportion

than 10 to 15 percent of the entire

liquid content. Ready-mixed paints

for outside application should weigh
between 12 and 15 pounds to the

gallon. Dark paints which contain no
lead should weigh from 9 to 14 pounds
to the gallon.

Paints for Various Uses

Flat finish paints for interior work
as a rule have a base of lithopone,

either used alone or with titanium or

zinc oxide. This is ground wdth a

vehicle containing about one-third

varnish or tung oil drier and two-

thirds volatile thinner, either turpen-

tine or mineral spirits, or both.

Floor paints contain white lead,

lithopone or titanium pigments, with

litharge or zinc oxide added. The
vehicle used is in most cases a hard-

drying varnish that will resist water.

Inside floor paints are mixtures of

lithopone and zinc oxide with var-

nish.

Enamel paints, used for interior

walls and woodwork, are mixtures of

titanium, lithopone or zinc oxide

wdth varnish.

Paints for priming coats contain

the same pigment as the material

used for the finish coats. Some other

material may be added to close pores

in brick or stucco.
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OVAL
VARNISH
BRUSH

FLAT
VARNISH BRUSH

157. Painting equipment

Paints for metals with a base of

American vermilion, red lead or iron

oxide, have linseed oil as their ve-

hicle, with varnish added to resist

water.

Paints for composition roofing are

made of bituminous materials mixed

with mineral fillers. Coal-tar pitch

or asphalt are the bases. These paints

are obtainable only in dark colors

because of the blackness of their base.

Shingle stains are made of coloring

pigments ground in linseed oil com-
bined with turpentine or mineral

spirits, and creosote.

Aluminum paints are used for the

painting of water tanks and similar

structures. Their advantage lies in

the fact that the material reflects

heat. Priming coats of aluminum
paint are also used over wood siding

material which has knots on its sur-

face. It is a good first coat for all

resinous siding.

Ready-mixed cold-water paints are

combinations of some form of lime and
casein glue, which is a milk product.

Casein, after it has hardened, is in-

soluble in water. Some of the cold-

water paints are washable and a

preparation of that kind should be

selected for interior walls. These

paints may be used for work on stucco

surfaces as well as on interior walls.

Brushes and Their Care

The selection of a brush for painting

will depend on the kind of work to be

done with it. For painting exterior

siding and for interior wall surfaces a

brush as wide as 4 inches may be

used. The amateur working on an

outside job also should have a i -inch

oval brush for window sash and other

narrow surfaces. For cold-water paints

a 6-inch brush may be used. (Diagram

No. 157.)

A brush used for varnishing may
be left overnight in the varnish, or

can be cleaned with turpentine and

then washed with warm water and

soap. The brush used with cold-water

paint should be washed in clear

water.
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When the paint has been thor-

oughly mixed and strained first

through a sieve of fine wire mesh and

then through cheesecloth, the painter

should dip the brush into the con-

tainer several times, scraping it each

time on a piece of v/ood held over the

pot. Not too much paint should be

taken on the brush at one time or it

will spatter the surface and run down
the brush handle. Slap it against the

pot to get rid of the surplus. (Diagram

No. 158.)

Brushing Technique

The brush should be held firmly

but not too tighdy. A free stroke

should be used. Most of the work is

done with the wrist. Make a few

quick strokes to transfer most of the

paint on the brush to the surface. Then
spread it in a film to hide the surface,

and follow with uniform strokes to

smooth the area covered.

On outside walls begin painting at

the upper left-hand comer. Work
across the top to the other end. Cover

a belt of the wall from one side to the

PAINT UNDER EDGES OF SIDING FIRST

15S. How to prapare paint for om

BRUSH OUT PAINT WITH FLAT STROKES

159. Extwior paint application

Other. When painting board or shin-

gle siding, let the belt end at the

bottom of one board or course of

shingles so that no vertical joints will

appear in the finish coat. In working

near the end of a wall, brush from the

end toward the center. (Diagram No.

159)
Work on interior walls proceeds

from the upper left-hand comer as

in the case of the outside wall. Progress

of the coating toward the base should

be in strips two feet wide. Except in

joining strips, use a semicircular mo-

tion to cover the joint. Otherwise use

an up-and-down motion. (Diagram

No. 160.)

Outside painting should be done

in warm, clear weather. All siirfaces

to be coated should be absolutely dry.

No start should be made when there

is a threat of rain. The best tempera-

ture for painting is around 50°.

Preparation and Priming

New wood exterior surfaces require

three coats of p)aint. Four are even

better. The material for the first coat
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UPPER LEFT HAND CORNER
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160. Sm text

should be mixed to a thin consistency

because its purpose is to seal all the

pores in the wood. The second coat

should cover evenly so that it may be
a good base for the more glossy finish

coat. Each coat should be allowed to

dry thoroughly before the one follow-

ing is applied. The new wood surface

requires little preparation before the

first coat of paint goes on. Brushing

removes particles of dust and a putty

knife takes off pieces of mortar. Knots
in siding should be coated with shellac

or aluminum primer to prevent the

flow of resin.

The priming coat should be brushed

out to cover the surface evenly. It

should be allowed to stand for ten

days, or, in unfavorable weather, even

longer, before the next coat is put on.

When the priming coat is dry, all

nail holes and cracks in the lumber
should be filled with putty. A pre-

pared putty may be used or it may be
made by mixing dry whiting with

some of the linseed oil paint.

The second coat of the outside paint

job should dry without a gloss. The

finish coat should be glossy and can
be made so by the use of a paint which
contains the proper proportion of zinc

oxide. The last coat should show no
brush marks or spots.

New Paint Over Old

If the old paint coat is in good
condition a thorough dusting and the

application of one new coat may be
sufficient. If the old paint has been
on for several years and is badly
cracked or has peeled in spots, it may
be necessary to remove it entirely.

Old paint may be removed with a

putty knife after it has been melted
by the use of a gasoline torch, but the

torch treatment must be undertaken
with extreme caution to avoid burn-
ing the wood under the paint. Cracks
in old coats should be sandpapered
and filled with a priming coat before

other paint is put on. Blistered spots

may be broken and smoothed by the

use of a wire brush. (Diagram No.
i6i.)

Paint on interior surfaces of wood
does not need renewal to the extent

161. Praparalion for n«w paint coat
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that it is needed on the exterior of the

house. In painting woodwork with

white or light colors, the proportion

of linseed oil should be reduced. If a

coating is to be pure white, a small

amount of Prussian blue may be

added to intensify whiteness. The blue

should be dissolved in turpentine and
then strained through cheesecloths.

A little varnish may be added to the

last coat to get a glossy finish.

Interior Painting

The inside woodwork should be

clean and smooth before any new
paint is applied. Rough spots may be

smoothed with sandpaper. Badly

soiled places may be taken off with a

paint remover. Greasy woodwork
should be wiped with turpentine or

gasoline. If it is not badly soiled it

may be washed with soap and water

and allowed to dry.

A very good finish may be assured

by rubbing each successive coat of

paint after it is dry with steel wool or

fine sandpaper. If the woodwork is

new it may be preferable to coat it

with flat varnish or give it a stain and
wax treatment to preserve the nat-

ural beauty of the wood.
An effective treatment for wood in

which the beauty of grain is worthy of

preservation is to rub the surface

lightly with white lead paste. A cer-

tain amount of the paint will fill the

pores in the softer part of the wood
and bring the hard grain into relief.

The selection of colors for painting

interior walls must be made with care

and due consideration. The amount
of sunlight that comes into a room
should govern choice to a great degree.

The room that gets its light from the

north should be painted with one of

the yellows. If the room faces north-

east or east a warm color is a good
choice. A room facing south can be

decorated in light gray.

A decorative treatment that gives

the illusion of greater size in the small

room is to paint one or more of the

walls a different color. It is even pos-

sible to paper one wall, paint the

others, and rely on the draperies,

which should be selected to harmonize
wdth the wallpaper design, to com-
plete the scheme.

Painting on Plaster

Preparation of the old plaster wall

for painting begins with a thorough

cleaning with water and soap, or a

mild cleaning powder. If soap is used

add a litde ammonia to the water. A
rinsing with clear water should follow

the washing, and the wall must dry

completely before painting is begun.

Newly plastered walls do not take

paint well because of the alkaline con-

tent of the plaster. Before painting,

they should be treated with a solution

of zinc sulphate, two pounds of the

sulphate to the gallon of water, ap-

plied with a cold-water paint brush.

If there are any cracks or holes in the

wall they should be dampened and
filled with patching plaster or plaster

of Paris. Large cracks should be
widened at the bottom and all bits of

old material brushed out before patch-

ing. When the plaster patch is dry, it

should be sandpapered.

Application of wall paints mixed
with oil on plastered walls is about the

same as on exterior surfaces. For wall-

board walls, if a coating of shellac is

applied at the beginning, a smoother

finish for succeeding coats will be

obtained.
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Cold^Water Painting

The application of cold-water

paints to a plaster wall calls for pre-

liminary sizing with a glue solution.

Glue is soaked in water overnight.

In the morning the excess water is

poured off and boiling water added

slowly while the solution is stirred,

until all the glue is dissolved. The
right consistency is obtained by the

addition of boiling water. The paint

should be put on according to the in-

structions furnished by the maker.

The recoating of a stucco or con-

crete outside wall is done with a paint

which comes in liquid form, or with

one which comes in powder form to be

dissolved according to the maker's

directions. All cracks must be filled

with new plaster.

A very good cement wash may be

made by mixing one part of white

cement with one part of yellow sand

and hydrated lime to the amount of

5 percent of the weight of the cement.

All these materials should be passed

through a sieve of No. 20 mesh wire.

Small amoimts of mineral coloring

pigments may be used to tint the

mixture. The coloring and solid ma-
terials should be mixed dry and

enough of it should be prepared to

complete the job before adding water.

During application the mixture should

be frequendy stirred with the brush.

The pail should be thoroughly

cleaned before each new supply is put

in. Mix each new pailful like the first.

Before painting, the whole surface

area should be wetted down leaving

no free water. In painting, start at the

top of the wall at one end and brush

on the thinnest coat possible. The
newly coated wall should be sprinkled

with water for several days. Drying

can be speeded up by dissolving 4
pounds of calcium chloride crystals in

12 gallons of water and adding the

solution in proper quantities to the

wash as it is mixed.

Oil Paints on Brick

Brick, concrete and stucco walls are

coated with oil paints when it is de-

sired to heighten resistance to mois-

ture or to hide the texture of the basic

materials. A thin coat is better than a

thicker one. New walls should not be

painted with oil preparations during

the first year they stand. A special

varnish coating for sealing these walls

may be used.

For pamting brick surfaces, Vene-

tian red and yellow ochre or combina-

tions of the two, are added to raw lin-

seed oil, japan drier and turpentine.

The drier may be left out if boiled

linseed oil is used. In later coats,

boiled oil may be added to the raw in

the proportion of one gallon to two.

The purpose of using boiled linseed

oil in the priming coat for these wall

paints is to bind loose particles of

cement on the surface.

Brick walls should be clean and dry

before a new coat of paint is applied.

The white spots, known as efflores-

cence, may in some cases be removed
with a stiff brush, but a more effective

treatment is brushing with a solution of

one part of muriatic acid to ten parts

of water, followed after two or three

minutes by a thorough rinsing with

clear water to which some ammonia is

added to remove all trace of the acid.

Pour acid slowly to avoid burning

hands or damaging clothing. (Diagram

No. 162.)

If the bricks in the wall are very
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porous, a first coating of boiled linseed

oil or a varnish sealer with a little

coloring matter is advisable. The first

coat of oil paint should be brushed on
carefully. When it is dry all joints in

the wall should be filled with a putty

of linseed oil and whiting colored to

match the paint.

Painting on Metal

Metal surfaces should not be
painted until all rust has been re-

moved. Gutters and spouts of galva-

nized iron should be washed with a
cloth dipped in benzine, or washed
with soap and water and rinsed.

Loose rust can be removed fi-om old

metal surfaces with a wire brush and
sand paper.

New galvanized iron may be made
to take paint better if it is first washed
with a solution of copper salts, sul-

phate, acetate or chloride, two
ounces of salt to one-half gallon of

water, prepared in a stone or wooden
vessel. The solution should be used

sparingly and the metal should be

flushed with water within two hours

after it has been put on.

Use a specially-prepared, ready-

mixed paint for metals, or 30 or 35
pounds of dry red lead with a gallon of

raw linseed oil. The paint should be

strained. If there is to be more than

one coat of paint, one-half pint of

turpentine should be added to the

mixture. A gill of drier should be

added if the job is a hurried one. The
gallon mixture of paint should cover

about 700 square feet of metal surface.

A less expensive paint may be pre-

pared by using red iron oxide instead

of red lead, and adding 15 percent of

zinc oxide.

162. Preparing brick ioinb for painting

Application of Varnish

Varnishes for specific purposes are

prepared for those purposes only, dif-

ferent varnishes should not be mixed.

There must be no dust in rooms
where varnish is to be applied. All

surfaces must be clean, all brushes:

must be clean, and the varnish con-

tainers should be kept closed. Varnish,

should be applied with smooth, light

strokes, and plenty of time for drying

should be allowed between coats.

New interior woodwork to which
varnish is to be applied should have a

preliminary treatment of filler. The
fillers are obtainable in both paste

and liquid forms. Turpentine is used

for thinning. A filler is first brushed on
across the grain of the wood and then

with the grain. If it sets too quickly it

may be wiped with a cloth dipped in

turpentine. After setting for half an
hour the whole surface should be

wiped, across the grain, with burlap

or excelsior. Liquid fillers are more
satisfactory for use on close-grained
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woods. Clear shellac may be used as a

filler and some painters prefer it.

Drying for two or three days should

follow the use of filler before varnish

is put on.

After the first coat of varnish is dry,

it should be rubbed down with ex-

celsior or curled hair to remove the

gloss. The second coat should be sim-

ilarly treated with glass paper or fine

sandpaper. The coat preceding the

last should be rubbed with pumice

and water. If a glossy finish is wanted,

the last coat is not rubbed down. If

the work is to have a flat finish, rub-

bing with pumice and water will take

away the gloss. Where it is desired to

retain the natural appearance of the

wood, shellac is used without filler. It

should be applied in thin coats with

ample time for drying between them.

Exterior wood surfaces should be

varnished without the use of fillers.

One of the spar varnishes should be

selected. Successive coats may be

rubbed with sandpaper if a flat finish

is wanted. The last coat is usually left

with its gloss.

Estimating Paint
Requirements

The following table gives a basis for

estimating the quantities of paint

needed for different surfaces. The

COATING MATERIAL CHARACTER OF SURFACE

SURFACE
COVERED BY

I GALLON

I Coat 2 Coats 3 Coats

Oil paint (gloss finish)

Oil paint (flat finish)

Enamel paint

Exterior spar varnish . . .

,

Interior finishing varnish

.

Shellac

Shingle stain

Asphalt roof paint

Asphalt-asbestos liquid roof cement
Cold-water paint (s pounds powder)
Calcimine (s pounds powder)

Whitewash (4 to 5 pounds hydrated
Ume)

Smooth wood
Rough wood
Metal
Plaster

Hard brick

Soft brick

Smooth cement
. Rough cement (stucco)

Smooth wood or wallboard .

.

Plaster

Hard brick

Soft brick

Smooth cement
.
Rough cement (stucco)

Smooth, painted with undercoats

Smooth wood
Smooth wood
Smooth wood
Rough wood

f Smooth ,

I Rough ,

Smooth
Smooth
Plaster

(Wood
Brick
Plaster

Sq. Ft.

600

350
700
4SO
400
350
350
200
SOO
400
350
300
300
150
500
500
4SO
600
I2S

250
ISO
100

300
400
250
200
300

Sq. Ft.

325
200

340
250
22s
200
200
100

275
225
200
I7S

175

75
250
275
250
300
7S

Sq. Ft.

225

135
230
175
160

150
ISO

200
160

ISO

I2S

125

200

175

• 2M gallons per 1,000 shingles when dipped two-thirds their length.
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DIVIDE ROOF SURFACES INTO
RECTANGLES 6 TRIANGLES TO
COMPUTE TOTAL AREA

TRAPEZOID
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164. Rub filler across wood grain

woods can be made by dissolving

1% ounces of gilsonite (obtainable at

better paint stores) in one quart of

turpentine. A brown oil stain may be

made by mixing one-half pound of

raw sienna, two ounces of raw umber
(both ground in oil), one pint of lin-

seed oil, one pint of turpentine, and
one-half pint of japan drier. The in-

gredients may be put in a corked bot-

tie and shaken until thoroughly

emulsified.

Pine and maple floors take stain

more readily if they are first treated

with a mixture of three parts of tur-

pentine and one part of linseed oil,

then sandpapered.

Varnish and Wax Finishes

Stains should be applied with light

strokes of the brush. Two light coats

give a better result than one heavy

one. After the application the floor

should be rubbed with a soft rag or

cotton waste Oil stains should set

for a few minutes before being rubbed.

The floor should be allowed to dry for

at least a full day before any filler,

wax or varnish is applied. Only
porous woods require the use of a

filler. Filler is applied after the floor

has been carefully dusted. Plenty of

material is used. It is brushed on
lengthwise of the grain of the wood,

after which the floor is rubbed cross-

wise with burlap or cotton waste.

This may be done in fifteen or twenty

minutes after the filler application.

After several days the floor is gone

over with No. o sandpaper which has

been slightly dampened on the back.

(Diagram No. 164.)

If a glossy finish is wanted on a

floor, a varnish coat is the best means
of getting it. Shellac varnishes are the

best materials to use. Successive coats

ofshellac should be rubbed down. One
coat of shellac is used on floors that

have been treated with stain and filler

before a wax finish is put on.

The temperature when varnish is

applied should be about 70** and
there should be no dust. Allow two
days for drying between coats. One
gallon of shellac varnish is enough to

cover 200 square feet of pine floor or

300 square feet of oak.

How to Apply Wax
Wax floor finishes are made by

dissolving beeswax, ceresin or parffin

in turpentine. The finish, properly

cared for, will often improve with age.

A good wax finish may be made at

home according to a recipe authorized

by the U. S. Bureau of Standards:

Mix one pint of turpentine and four

ounces of beeswax, and heat the mix-

ture in a vessel set in hot water. When
the wax has been dissolved, remove

the vessel from the heat source and

add three ounces of aqua ammonia
(10 percent strength) and one pint of
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water, stirring vigorously until the

mass is creamy.

If the floors have had previous coats

of shellac or varnish, this mixture

should be wiped off inmiediately

after application. The ammonia in the

wax mixture dissolves those substances.

Commercial wax finishes may be

obtained in colorings suited to any
kind of wood. They may be used over

floors which have been painted,

stained or varnished, or on wood
which has not been otherwise treated.

Wax should be applied in several

coats, each coat being rubbed before

another is put on. One pound of wax
will cover 250 square feet of floor area.

It should be allowed to stand over-

night before polishing.

Other FUtor Treatments

Floor oils are frequently used for

the finishing of floors in kitchens,

bathrooms, closets and porches, with-

out the addition of other coats.

Special mixtures of turpentine and

linseed oil are to be preferred for

oiling pine floors. For other floors,

linseed oil is used, either raw or boiled,

alone, or combined with turpentine.

The finish is brushed on lengthwise of

the wood grain and is rubbed after

application. Two coats may be ap-

plied for a better finish. The floor

should be polished after it has stood

for a few hours.

Painted floors are easily cleaned,

but the paint coat lacks the wearing

qualities of some of the other floor

finishes. It recommends itself for use

on floors where they are to match the

wood trim in rooms. The last coat

will be made more lasting by the addi-

tion of a good floor varnish. Paint

should be put on lengthwise of the

wood grain and carefully brushed out.

After the last coat the floor should be
rubbed with a rag dipped in a mix-

ture of equal parts of turpentine and
linseed oil.

Refinishing Old Fl€}ors

Old floors may be given somethii^

like a new appearance if care is taken

with the work. The first requirement

is to restore the level of the floor

which has sagged. After it has been

levelled, the floor should be cleaned

with soap and water or cleaning

compound. Then it should be planed

and all cracks filled. Stains may be

bleached out by using a solution of

one teaspoonful of oxalic acid in a

cupful of hot water. This acid is a

deadly poison and should be handled

with care. Sandpaper may be used for

reaching stains which the acid fails to

bleach. Deep scratches may also be

treated with sandpaper. Cracks may
be filled with white dry lead worked
into putty, or by adding fine sawdust

to glue melted in a double boiler.

Color the mixture to match the floor.

The Linoleum Floor

The application of linoleum as a

floor finish is not a job for a painter,

but an understanding of the process

is of value to the home owner when he

chooses it as a floor covering material.

It comes in the form of tiles and sheets.

Its grades differ, and the best of them

must be bought if the best service is

expected.

Linoleum tiles come in sizes rang-

ing from 4x4 inches to 1 2 x 36 inches.

They are laid like sheet linoleum, ex-

cept that the work requires greater

skill.

The base constituent of linoleum is
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linseed oil, which, when oxidized,

takes on some of die characteristics of

rubber. Ground cork is mixed with

the oxidized oil to give it body; gums
and whiting are used as binders.

This mixture is pressed between

cylinder rolls to the face of a burlap

backing. Battleship linoleum is the

highest grade of the material. It is

thicker than the pther kinds, varying

from one-eighth to one-fourth of an

inch. This grade is made only in

plain colors.

Cork carpet differs from this type of

linoleum in having a higher content of

cork in its makeup to add resilience

and deaden sound.

Jasp6 and inlaid linoleums are

materials into which colors have been

introduced for decorative effects.

Printed linoleum is the plain material

on which designs have been repro-

duced by the use of wood blocks. The
color does not go through to the back

as in other colored linoleums.

Plain linoleums are made in strips

72 inches wide. Inlaid and printed

types are in widths varying from 2 to

4 yards. Prices are quoted by the

square yard and in many cases in-

clude the cost of installation by ex-

perienced workmen.

Preparation of the Floor

The floor on which linoleum is to be

laid must be clean and smooth. It

must be dry, because moisture pene-

trating the base will cause the ma-
terial to deteriorate. All rough places

in the floor should be planed and the

cracks filled. The work should be done

in warm weather. Otherwise the

linoleum should be kept in a warm
room for 48 hours before laying.

Heavy linoleum is laid over a base

of heavy felt paper. This is cemented

to the floor with a special adhesive

resistant to water. The strips of felt

for the entire floor may be cut at the

same time. For the edges of the room,

one of the strips is cut in two, and the

halves are used at the edges so that

the seams do not fall direcdy under

those of the covering material. Paste is

applied to one end of a strip and that

is fastened to the floor, after which the

back of the other half of the length is

pasted and fastened in the same way.

Before the linoleum is laid, the trim of

the baseboard is removed so that the

material will nt closely at wall edges.

After the felt is pasted down, a strip

of linoleum is cut to the length or

width of the room, exactiy square on

the end. Fit both ends carefully to the

felt base. After the material has been

cut in pieces to cover the floor, it is

covered with cement in sections as the

felt is handled. At the edges of the

room a strip of the floor about 4 inches

wide is also covered with cement so

that adhesion will be perfect. The
strip is fitted snugly to the wall and

pressed to the floor. After that it is

smoothed with a roller over its entire

surface and the joints weighted with

sandbags. Plain linoleum is put down
with the succeeding strips overlap-

ping each other and the overlap is

then cut with a heavy knife to make
a perfect joint. (Diagram No. 165.)

Making a Cove Base

Linoleum may be laid with a cove

base at the walls so that the floor can

be cleaned easily. The workman
marks a line along the wall at the

height to which the base is to extend.

A cove stick, a piece of molding hav-

ing a curved face, is nailed to the wall
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at the intersection of wall and floor.

Both floor and linoleum are heavily

coated with cement to within a length

of 2 inches from the end. Headless

brads are driven half way through the

thickness of the strip at both floor and

wall edges. After the material has

been closely fitted to floor, cove stick

and wall, these brads are driven home
at intervals of a few feet at first; then

all of them are driven in after the fit

has been satisfactorily made. Sand-

bags are used for weighting the cove

base to make adhesion thorough. If a

cove base is used, it is finished before

the material is laid on the rest of the

floor. (Diagram No. i66.)

Linoleum in the better grades now
has adhesive backing, making the use

of cement unnecessary. In laying this

material it is only necessary to dam-
pen the back according to instructions.

Application of Wallpaper

The job of applying wallpaper is

not so difficult that it should frighten

the tyro. It will tax his muscular sys-

4" OF WATERPROOF
CEMENT UNDER
EDGES 6. JOINTS

LINE STRUCK
ALONG WALL
WOOD COVE

USE BRADS TO TACKI
LINOLEUM TO WALL

DEADENING FELT
CEMENTED TO FLOOR

165. Laying of linoUum strips

LATH HOLDS
LINOLEUM STRIP
IN POSITION
LINOLEUM STRIP

WOOD LATH

166. Laying of linolaaro cova base

tem and his endurance but he can

doit.

If a wall has been painted with a

calcimine product, the work of clean-

ing begins with the assemblage of an
outfit of two stepladders and a stout

board to bridge the gap between the

ladders when they are set up in the

room, and something to cover the

entire floor area to prevent its being

spoiled by the old material that drops

from the whitewash brush.

The brush is dipped in a pail of

clear water. After the calcimine has

been thoroughly soaked it is rubbed

off" with a sponge. Only a small area

is brushed and sponged at a time. If

the calcimine is stubborn it may be

that it contains alum used as a hard-

ener. In this case the material must

be removed with a paint scraper or

putty knife. The knife should be

wiped into a box to prevent any of

the material from falling on the floor.

Scraping at the baseboard should be

parallel with that piece of trim. (Dia-

gram No. 167.)
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-'*o*

167. How to rMiov* old walipap«r

Preparing Oil-Paint Walls

All the old coating does not have to

be removed from the oil-painted wall.

The coat is rendered receptive to wall-

paper paste with the brushing ofa solu-

tion made by dissolving one-fourth ofa

poimd of washing soda crystals in

half a pail of warm water. The greasy

wall should be washed with a glue

size to which washing soda is added
while the glue mixture is warm, and
then with cider vinegar. New plaster

walls should also have the vinegar

treatment to neutralize the free lime.

To take off an old covering of wall

paper, brush it with warm water

until it is saturated and then use a

putty or paint knife for its removal.

If there are several layers of old paper,

a few thicknesses may be removed at

a time. Removal should be speedy or

the paper may dry out. Paper which

has a varnished surface may be re-

moved with sandpaper and then the

surface is saturated with a solution of

one pound of washing soda to a pail

of warm water.

The second stage of preparation

is sizing. Combine a mixture of one-

fourth of a pound of painter's glue

which has been soaked in cold water

to soften, with two quarts of warm
water. The size for a painted wall

requires the addition of a pound of

brown sugar or a pint of molasses to

the two quarts of glue mixture.

Paperhanger's Paste

To make a satisfactory paper-

hanger's paste, put 3^ pounds of

good wheat flour and 2 tablespoon-

fuls of powdered alum in a mixing

bucket. Mix thoroughly, then stir in

lukewarm water until the paste is of

syrup consistency. Continue stirring

until there are no lumps. Then add
slowly about a gallon of boiling water.

Continue the addition of the boiling

water until the mixture thickens and
changes color. To prevent the forma-

tion of a crust on the paste, pour a

cupful of water over the top.

Cutting the Paper

Wallpaper is made in rolls of a

SMOOTHING BRUSH
PASTE BRUSH

paperhanger's shears plumb bob

1 68. Pap«rhanser't tools
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standard length of 8 yards. The
standard vsddth is i8 inches. With
those sizes in mind, the paper re-

quirements for a room are easily

estimated. A deduction of one roll

of paper is allowable for each two

windows or doors in a side wall, or

for each other opening of 50 square

feet.

The tools for measuring paper,

cutting it to lengths, trimming edges,

applying paste, smoothing the paper

on the wall and at the seams are as

follows: paste brush, paperhanger's

shears with long blades, a sharp knife,

smoothing brush and seam roller.

Fundamentals for the operation are

two stepladders and a wide board, a

table of two boards 6 feet long, waist-

high trestles on which to mount them
as a table, and the prepared supply

of paste. (Diagram No. 168.)

To measure strips to wall height,

take a roll of paper in the left hand
and grasp the loose end with the

right. Pull the paper over the side or

end of the table, pressing lighdy to

take out the curl. Walk toward the

169. Patting th« shMit

170. Foldins the pasted sheeb

left end of the table, unrolling as you

go. If the paper is being cut for an

8-foot wall, push back the unfolded

paper for 2 feet over the end of the

6-foot table. Allow 6 inches more for

the top and bottom of the wall. Keep
the paper even with the edge of the

table so that the end will be a guide

for straight cutting. The first strip

cut to length may be used as a meas-

ure for those succeeding. All the paper

for the walls should be cut before any

of it is pasted. When measuring, all

the strips should lie face up on the

table. Roll them up from left to right,

then turn them face down and unroll

again, allowing the surplus to hang

over the ends of the table.

The Pasting Process

Set the paste bucket on a box high

enough for easy reaching. Then push

the pile of sheets of paper about 6

inches back from the edge of the

table, the ends even. PuU the top

strip to the front of the table and
begin pasting. Brush on the paste

with long, light strokes, the long way of
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171. Triaming the cdsM

the paper. (Diagram No. 169.) Stand-

ing at the left end of the table, take

the end which has been pasted. Double
it back without creasing, then take the

end which has been hanging and has

not been pasted. Bring this up on the

table and paste it. Fold this end back
after pasting, as was done with the

other end. Keep all edges even. (Dia-

gram No. 1 70.) To cut the edges, use

the paperhanger's knife sharpened to

a keen edge. Place the pasted and
folded paper near the edge of the

table. Put an accurate straight edge

on the paper and cut to the edge

marking on the sheet. Pressure should

be just heavy enough to cut through

the paper. (Diagram No. 171.)

Hanging the Sheets

If there are two windows in a wall

the best place to begin hanging the

paper is between them. First hang a
plumb line from the top of the wall

and make a few pencil marks along

its length as a guide to get the paper
straight on the wall. Then place one
of the stepladders parallel to the wall,

the steps in the direction the paper-
hanging is to proceed. Leave the

shears, smoothing brush and seam
roller on the top of the ladder. Take
the pasted strip of paper over the left

arm with the long fold near the body.

Walk up the ladder steps backward.
Take the long fold of the paper be-

tween thumbs and forefingers and
allow it to unfold until the end strikes

the level of your foot. Holding the

paper suspended in both hands, press

the upper left-hand corner of the sheet

to the wall, its edge aligned with
plumb line pencil marks. Then press

the whole sheet to the wall and use

the smoothing brush to attach it

firmly, first to the top of the wall,

fi*om left to right, creasing down the

surplus at the top of the wall. Pull

enough of the paper away from the

wall to allow cutting at the crease and
then smooth the paper back. Unfold
the remainder of the strip and smooth
it on the wall as you come down the

ladder. Crease and cut the surplus

at the lower end as was done with the

end at the top. (Diagram No. 172.)

172. Hmsins Um pasted shM(
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In putting on succeeding strips of

paper, use the edges of strips previ-

ously hung as guides to lay the paper

straight up and down. Do not press

the edges of the strips too tightly

against the preceding ones. When the

paste has hardened the joints may
separate. Roll each ^eam with firm

pressure, holding the roller at a

slight angle to the wall. If a wall space

is encountered that is narrower than

the width of the paper, hang a full

strip and crease and cut the edge as

is done at the top and bottom of the

wall. Spaces above the doors and
over and under the windows may be

papered with ends of rolls.

Covering the Ceiling

To paper the ceiling of the room,

the workman cuts his paper to the

length of the width of the room, past-

ing the sheets as was done with the

wall sheets. He uses the two steplad-

ders and board to make a platform

on which to stand. To attach the

paper, he unfolds the long end,

pasted side up, and lets it rest on the

left end of the platform. He walks to

the right, unfolding the rest of the

paper as he goes. He sticks the left

end to the ceiling, allowing one or

two inches for fitting. He then raises

the strip, holding it in his left hand
and smooths it on the ceiling as he
proceeds to the other side of the room.

Ceiling seams are rolled in the same
way as wall seams. (Diagram No. 173.)

173. Method of applying ceiling sheeto

Manufacturers' markings on the

margins of papers with large designs

should be studied carefully before the

paper is cut. Arrows point to the top

of the paper. The strips should be cut

so that the full design will appear just

below the ceiling or molding line.

Lightweight papers should be hung
with stiff paste and should not be

allowed to stand long between past-

ing and hanging. Large designs on
papers should center in prominent

places in the room, as between v^n-

dows or doors, and over mantels. The
plumb line should be used wherever

papers with tile designs are used. If

baseboards or wainscot are slightly

out of line, it may be necessary to set

the line slightiy out of plumb to pre-

vent the appearance of part of a tile

at one end of the wall and a whole

one at the other end.





INDEX
agitating type of washing machine,

115
air, filters for, 63; as insulator, 39
air conditioning, humidifying equip-

ment, 6 iff; installation of, 62ff;

for summer conditions, 63ff

air-displacement pumps, 138

air-slaked lime, 32
aluminum paints, 182

American Gas Association, 79
aquastats, 55
architect, function of, 3
architraves, 26
asbestos, as insulation, 15 if; shingles,

i4f, 18, 35
asphalt, 109; roofing, 19, 34f; tile,

77' 90
atomizing type of oil burner, 49
attic, insulation of, 42ff; remodel-

ling of, 93, 98f

automatic coal stoker, 49f

automatic control of garage doors,

122f

augers, 172; steel spring, 157
awl-point bits, 172

hacksaws, 171

balloon type of framing, 14
basement, construction of, 8ff; floor

of, 9ff, ii2f; furnace inclosure,

112; insulation of, 43f; laundry,

ii4ff; walls, 11 2f; waterproofing

of, 9ff, i48ff

bathroom, cabinets, 9 if; fixtures,

85f; floors, gof; heating of, 92; in-

stallation in old house, 85, 92;

walls, 91
batt insulation, see blanket insula-

tion

battleship linoleum, 192
beams, laying of, i2f; in masonry

walls, 22

bedroom, in attic, 90, gSi; closet

fittings, 96f; closet space, 94f;

light and ventilation of, 95; in

remodelling plans, 90; sleeping

porch as, 97f; for various mem-
bers of family, 95£

bits, 172, 173
blanket insulation, 24, 37, 39, 4 if,

43' 45
board insulation, 37, 38, 4of, 164
board measure, 33
boilers, capacity of, 53; insulation

of, 151; painting of, 182

bolts, 178
bonding, 21

bored wells, 135
boring tools, 172
borrowing, iff

bottle trap, i57f

braced type of framing, 13, 14
braces, 172, 173, 174
brick construction, 7, 2off; framing

for, 16, 17; insulation of, 40, 41
bricklaying, 2of

brick walls, painting of, i86f; re-

moving discoloration from, 147,

186; repairs to, i44f

bricks, tests for, 3 if

brushes, i82f; technique for using,

183
builders' hardware, 28f, 3of

built-up roof, 19
buying a home, iff

cabinets, in bathroom, 91; in dining
room, 106; in kitchen, 75f; in liv-

ing room, 104
calcimine, removal of, 193
carpenter's pencil, 176, 178
casein paint, 112, 182

casement windows, 22, 24; screens

for, 164
cast iron pipes, 30
ceiling, of basement, 113; papering

of, 197
cellar, see basement
cement, paint for, 112; test for, 32
cement mortar, 21, 129, 149
centrifugal pumps, 137
cesspools, 143
children, rooms for, 95f

chimney construction, 10

chisels, 171, 172
chloride of lime, i39f



cisterns, i$ii

city planning, 5!
clapboards, 14
claw hammer, 173
clay tiles, i8£

closets, 94, 96
coal, for heating, 36, 49£, 60; for

cooking, 81

codes, building, 7
cold-water paints, 182, 186
color pigments, i8of

combination heating, 59
compression faucet, 153
concrete, in construction, 8ff, 13; in-

sulation of, in floor, 42; paint for,

186; for walks and driveways, 130
conduction of heat, 38
construction, types of, 7f

convection of heat, 38
convector radiators, 56
cooling systems, 63ff

copings, 9
copper, for roofing, 18; for pipes, 30
cork, carpet, 192; as insulator, 39,

40; tiling, 90
cove base, 193
cracks, in floors, 28; in foundation,

150; in stucco, i47f; in plaster,

i65f; around windows, 145
credit, iff

creosote, 12

crosscut saw, 170
curbs, igof

current requirements, 70

decoration, of children's rooms, 95f;

of kitchen, 76
deep-well pumps, i37f

dehumidification, 64
depreciation, 4
dining room, cabinets in, 106; com-
bined with living room, i04f;

floors, 106; lighting of, 107; out-

door, 107; separate, 105
dishwashing machines, 78
door-bell circuit, i67f

doors, 16, io7f; repairs to, i58f; to

garage, 12 if

dosing chamber, 141

double wall, 21

double-hung window, 2S

downspouts, i9f

drainage for driveways, i27f; of
foundations and basement, 9ff; of
roof, i9f, 147

drainage system of house, 30; rural,

i4off

drains, cleaning of, i56ff

drying of lumber, 28, 34
drawknives, 17 if

driven wells, 135
driveways, 123, i28ff

drum trap, i57f

duct system of air conditioning, 6if
dug wells, i33ff

eaves troughs, 19
economies in fuel consumption, 60
eel grass as insulator, 39, 40
efflorescence in bricks, 147, 186
electric system, current losses, 67;

oudets, 105, i68ff; repairs to,

i66ff; requirements, 7of; ranges,
8of

enamel paints, 181

English bond, 20, 21

faucets, quality of, 89; repairs of,

i53f; types of, 153
fans, 64f, 79, 114
federal aid to home owners, 2f

felt, building, 14, 27, 35; base for

linoleum, 192
fences, 128

fill insulation, 37, 39ff, 42, 45
fillers in paints, 180
filters, air, 63; water, 132!
financing the home, iff

finish floor, 27, 101

fireplaces, 11, 102
firmer chisel, 171

footing, 8

force pumps, 136
foundation, construction of, 7ff; re-

pairs of, 145, 150
flashings, 19; repairs to, 146, 164
flat finish, 181, 189
flat roof, 15, 18, 19
Flemish bond, 20, 8i

flexible insulation, see blanket insu-

lation

flowers, 126



floors, of bathroom, gof; of base-

ment, 113; of dining room, 106;

finishing of, iSgff; of garage, 122;

insulation of, 41, 42; laying of,

27ff; materials for, 28f

flue lining, lof

frame house, construction of, 7,

iiff; insulation of, 39, 40
framing, types of, i3ff; of masonry,

i6f, 20
framing square, 174, 177
fuel, 36, 47ff, 60; estimation of cost,

51; savings by insulation, 36
Full bond, 21

Fuller ball faucet, 153
furnace, see heating systems
fuses, i66f, 178

gable roof, 15, 17
galvanized iron, test for, 34
gambrel roof, 15, 17
garage, doorways, 12 if; floors, 122;

light and heat, 123; location of,

120; prefabricated, 123; water and
storage, 123

garbage incinerators, 83f

garden wall style of bricklaying, 20
gardening, see landscaping
gas furnace systems, 5of

gas ranges, 79f

gas refrigerators, 83
gimlets, 172, 178
glass for walls, 91
glazing, 23; repairs, i59f; tools for,

160, 176
glossy finishes, 184, 188, 190
gouges, 171

grading, 148
grate, 11

gun type of oil burner, 48, 49
gutters, roof, 19, 147
gypsum insulators, 39, 40

hacksaw, 171

hammer, 173, 174, 175
hangers, replacement of, 147
hard water, 140

hardware, 28f, 3of

hardwood floors, 28, loof

headers, 21

hearth, 102

heat losses, 38f

heaters, auxiliary, for bathroom, 92;

for garage, 122

heating system, function of, 52; gas,

5of; insulation of, 152; hot-air,

58f; humidifying agencies, 59f;

oil-burning, 47ff; regulation of,

54; repairs to, 150; size of, 52ff;

steam, 55ff; stoker-fed coal, 49ff;

time of installation, 24; warm-
water, 57f

hinges, 31
hip roof, 15, 16, 17
hollow tile, 25; test for, 32
hot-air heating systems, 58f

hot-water heating systems, see warm-
water heating systems

hot water supply, 81, 150, 151, 152
humidification, 51, 55, 59ff

hydraulic ram, i35f

hygrometer, 51

ice refrigerators, 83
incinerators, 83f

income in relation to investment, 4f

infiltration, heat loss by, 39f

inlaid linoleum, 192
insurance, 2

insulation, 14, 22, 24; of attic, 42f,

98, 99; of basement, 43f; cost of,

44; effect on fuel bills, 36f, 44; of

heating system, i5off; materials,

39ff; of radiator cabinets, 56;
rules for, 44f

interior construction, 22f

interior painting, 181, 183, 185

investment, amount of, 4
iodine, 140

iron, electric, repair of, 167

iron piping, 30
ironers, 116

jackplane, 172, 173
jasp^ linoleum, 192

joint finishes, 21

joists, laying of, i2f;

walls, 22

in masonry

kerosene refrigerators, 83



kitchen, decoration of, 76ff; equip-
ment of, 75ff, 82f; hot water sys-

tem, 8 if; lighting of, 76; planning
of, 73f; work and storage space

in, 72f

landscaping, i24f£

lathing, 25
laundry chute, 91
laundry, equipment for, ii4f

lavatories, 86f

lawns, i25f

leaders, 147
lean-to roof, 15
level, i74f

lighting, in basement, 114; in din-

ing room, 105, 107; in garage,

122; importance of, 66, 71; in kit-

chen, 76, 79; requirements, 68f;

see also electric system
living rooms, fireplace, 102; floors,

iiff; renovation of, 103; walls,

102f

line, 24; test for, 32
linoleum, 77, 9of, 101, 106, 112, i9iff

linseed oil, 180, 181

loans, iff

location of home, 3
locks, gof, 159
lot, 5
lumber, tests for, gjf

magazine-fed boiler, 50
mansard roof, 15, 17
mantel, 102

masonry, framing for, i6f; insula-

tion of wall, 39, 40, 41; see also

brick, stone and stucco

materials, tests for, 3 iff

membrane waterproofing, 9, 109
metal, for roofing, i8; painting of,

182, 187; tests for, 34, wall panels
of, 77

meter, electric, 7of

mica as insulator, 39f

mineral wool, 39, 40
miter box, i75ff, 177
monkey wrench, 173, 176
mortar, 20, 32f

mortgaging, iff, 5

mothproofing devices, 97
Mutual Mortgage Insurance system,

3

nails, 178
National Association of Fire Under-

writers, 66, 167
nursery, 96

oil-burning heating system, 47ff
oil paints, 181, 186, 194
oil ranges, 81

oil stains, 189, 190
oils for floors, 191
one-pipe furnaces, 59
oscillating type of washing machine,

outlets, electrical, 68, egf, 76
outdoor dining rooms, 107
outside painting, 181, 183

P trap, 157
paint, estimation of requirements,

i88f; ingredients of, i8off; for
various purposes, 18 iff

painting, on brick, i86f; brushes
for, i76f, i82f; on metal, 187; on
plaster, i85f; preparation for,

i83f; technique of, 183
paperhanging, i94ff

paring chisel, 171
pass closet, 72f

paving, i28ff

pencil, carpenter's, 176, 178
pigments, i8of

pipes, heating, insulation of, i5off;

water, 29f, 156
pitch roof, 15, 17
plants, i26f

plastering, 24ff; painting on, i85f;

patching of, i65f

plate, 14
planing, 159, 172, 173
pliers, 174
plumbing, 29f; test for fixtures, 33;

tools, i56f, 177; see also drainage
system and water supply

plywood houses, ii8f

porcelain fixtures, 89; test for, 33
porches, io7f; enclosed, 103; sleep-

ing, 97f



porticos, io7f

Portland cement, 9, 128; test for,

32f

prefabricated houses, ii7ff

pressure, water, 29f

pressure flush valve, i55f

priming coats, 181, 182, 184
Property Improvement Plan, 3
pumps, i35ff

purification of water supply, iggf

putty knife, 160, 176

quarter-sawing of lumber, 28

radiators, cabinets for, 56; function

of, 55; humidifying devices for,

60; measurement of, 52f; valves,

56; in warm-water system, 58
rafters, 16, 18

ranges, electric, 8of; gas, 79f; for

other fuels, 81

ratchet, 172, 174
refrigerators, mechanical, 82f; ice, 83
reinforced concrete, 9
repairs, 3f; i44ff

rigid insulation, see board insula-

tion

ripsaw, i7of

risers of stairway, 27
roof, drainage of, igi; kinds of, i5f,

17; insulation of, 41, 42; mate-
rials, i7ff, 34f; repairs, i44ff;

paints for, 182

rock wool, 39, 40
rolok style of bricklaying, 20

rotary oil burner, 49
rubber tiles and flooring, 76f, 90,

101, 112

rule, carpenter's, 174, 176
running bond, 21

S trap, 157
sagging doors, i^Si

sand, building, test for, 32£

sand paper, 178

sanitation, 30; see also sewage dis-

posal

sash cords, 23, i6if

sashes, window, 22f£

saws, i7of

screens, care of, i63f; repairs to,

l62f

screw driver, 173
screw-driver bits, 172
screws, 178
semi-rigid insulation, 37, 39, 41
septic tank, i4off

settling tank, 141

sewage disposal, i4off

sheathing, 14
sheet metal, tests for, 34
sheet rubber, 77
shellac, 188, 190
shingles, i4ff

shower installations, 87ff

shrubs, 125
siding materials, 15
sill, laying of, 1 if

sinks, 77f

sleeping porch, 97f
soil, in relation to footing, 8
soffit lights, 76
soft wood flooring, 28
softening hard water, 140
sound-proofing, 41

spring suspension of sashes, 23
springs for water supply, 133
spirit level, i74f

split system of air conditioning, 63
square, 174, 177
stairways, 26f

stains, wood, 182, i89f

steam heating system, changed to

air-conditioning, 62f; insulation

of, i5of; operation of, 55ff; repair

of, 150

steel, in construction, 13, i6f; for

piping, 30; standard for, 34
steel spring auger, 156, 177
Stillson wrench, i73f, 176

stoker-fed coal furnaces, 49f

stone construction, 7, 9, i6f, 18, 20
storage space, in bedroom, 94; in

kitchen, 72f

storage tanks, 139
storm windows and doors, 164

stretchers, 21

studding, 3f



stucco, cleaning of, 147; construc-

tion of, 17; insulation of, 39, 40;

painting of, 186; repair of cracks,

i47f

sub-floors, 27, 101

suction pumps, igSf

sumps, 14 if

summer air cooling, 6$ii

switches, electric, 68ff

taxes, 2

termites, protection from, 12

temperature of house, 51; regula-

tion of, 48, 54f

tests for materials, 3 iff

terneplate, test for, 34
thermostatic control of heat, 48, 54f

thinners for paints, 181

tile, building, 25, 32; as insulation,

44; interior floors and walls, 32,

76, 90, 91; roofing, i8f

tile drainage system, 8, 9
tile disposal bed, 14 if

tin roofing, test for, 34
toilets, 86; see also water closet

tools, boring, i72f; chisels, 17 if;

drawknives, 17 if; glazing, 177;
hammers, 173, 174, 175; hatchets,

170; level, 174; miter box, i75ff,

177; nails, i77f; painting, i76f;

planes, 172; pliers, 174; plumbing,
i56f, 177; saws, i7of; screw driv-

ers, 173; screws and bolts, 178;

washers, 178; wrenches, i73f

transom windows, 24
traps in drains, 157
tread of stairway, 27
trees, i24f

trim, interior, 26f£

U trap, 157
unimproved lots, 5

valley rafters, 16

valves, radiator, 56f

vacuum heating system, 57
vacuum type of washing machine,

vaporizing type of oil burner, 49
vapor-vacuum heating system, 57

varnishes, i87f, 190
ventilation of basement, 114; of kit-

chen, 79; in summer, 64f

vines, 125
vise, 177
vitreous earthenware, 89f

walks, i26ff

walls, of basement, ii2f; construc-

tion and finish of, 21, 25; insula-

tion of, 24
wallboards, 25
wallpaper, i93ff

warm-air heating systems, 53f, 58f;

conversion to air conditioning,

62; repair and insulation of, i5off

warm-water heating systems, 55ff;

conversion to air conditioning,

62f; insulation of, i5of

water closets, 87, i54ff

water heaters, 8 if; combined with
incinerator, 84

water supply, rural, i32ff

water supply system, 29f, i52f, 156
waterproofing foundation and base-

ment, 9, 109, i48ff

washers, 153, 178
washing machines, 1 i4f

wax finishes, i9of

weatherboarding, 14
weatherstripping, 24, i64f

wells, i33f

Western style of framing, 14, 15
wide board floors, loof

wiring, see electric system
windmill pumping, i38f

windows, frames of, 16; repairs,

i6off; types of, 22f

wood construction, see frame house
wood ranges, 81

wood trim, 26

woods for floors, 29
wrenches, 173, 174
wringers, 115

wrought iron hardware, 31

zinc oxide, 180

zeolite, 140

zoning regulations, 5f
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